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PREFACE

The Dallas Project in Broad Perspective

This project has effectively demonstrated methods and related costs
necessary to involve increasingly larger proportions of an eligible urban
population in the EPSDT program, and achieve high rates of treatment for
problems found. Appropriate case finding, screening, and case monitoring
models are suggested in this report.

In accomplishing these project objectives, clear parameters are established
for policy makers and program managers to determine the extent of effort and
associated costs required to achieve various levels of participation and treat-
ment. The project has also identified realistic upper levels of potential
program participation and treatment as a foundation for future realistic
program objectives.

Notwithstanding these results, there is a rising tide of questions within
state governments and the professional health community concerning this preven-
tive health program that has yet to be proven wholly cost beneficial. EPSDT
exists on a presumption of cost and health beneficence. The scientific litera-
ture does not provide direct conclusive evidence to this end. The State of
California, for example, for this reason commissioned this Institute to develop
a prospective longitudinal study design to test the validity of the presumption,'
which is currently under consideration. In the interim, on the assumption
that sufficient longitudinal data may now exist in some communities on the

EPSDT and similar programs (C & Y), some retrospective studies of the impact
of the program on the health of children have been proposed. These studies,
both prospective and retrospective, need to be done.

Though the foregoing challenges primarily address the large issue of

generalized preventive health screening programs for children, this report also

raises questions* concerning the current operational configuration of EPSDT it-

self, e.g., the value of certain screening tests; the value of any programmatic
data without adequate and commonly utilized definitions, standards, and quality

assurance measures; and the value of case finding all eligibles and case

monitoring all problems. Changes suggested by this report offer the possibility

of certain programmatic cost savings.

*These questions arise not only from the Dallas project, but are a synthe-

sization of the Institute's total experience with EPSDT over the past five years,

including five other demonstration projects, three surveys of the program in

fifteen states, frequent contact with program operators, exposure to other reports

and studies in the subject area, and in-depth review of the literature in the area

of child health assessments in general.
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There is a need, and now appears to be the time, for re-examination of the
program. There has now been developed a sufficient body of experience with
this unprecedented preventive health program for children to accomplish a pene-
trating review. The EPSDT program was established in a context in which the
poor had neither sufficient financial resources nor adequate knowledge of how
to enter the health care system to obtain sick care, much less preventive care.
However, in the thirteen years since enactment of the Medicaid legislation
(1965), the categorical poor (and also the EPSDT eligibles) have gained

financial access to care, and there are now indications that they are learning
to utilize the available* local health care resources to obtain acute care.

The significance of the program now seems to lie more clearly in its pre-
ventive thrust, and both the poor and the non-poor segments of the American
public appear to be under-utilizing opportunities to obtain personal preventive
health care. It is for these reasons that a review of the principles surrounding
"case finding" and "case monitoring" appears appropriate.

Prioritization of case finding (to high risk [very young] unmarried mothers
and their children, for example ) and case monitoring (to severe problems and
problems not having reached treatment after a prescribed time interval, such
as 45 days, for example) may serve to give the program a more meaningful and
acceptable focus in the current time frame. This, of course, presupposes the
existence of EPSDT management information systems to provide the basic case
monitoring data.

Additionally, we have become increasingly aware of the major "de facto"
models by which states structure to provide EPSDT services, i.e., (1) public
sector screening/private sector treatment, (2) private sector screening/treatment,
and (3) combinations of these in parallel. These major models have distinct and
oftentimes unique operational and systems characteristics. There are highly

acceptable examples of all three major models and many other examples of

marginal and unacceptable programs in these modes. Objective evaluation of these
"good" models needs to be accomplished, analyzed and the resultant recommended

"models" widely disseminated by HCFA for emulation.

The current legislative thrust to reinforce the EPSDT program by improved

legislation is especially important with respect to increased Federal matching

rates for both Medicaid and administrative costs , but HCFA needs to continue to

evaluate and refine the program guidelines within a prioritization of effort

framework suggested by the findings of this and other related reports.

*These may not always be the most appropriate or desirable sources of care,

but major revision of the health care delivery systems in the United States is

a problem requiring long range solutions and not perhaps within the purview of

the EPSDT program, per se.
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SUMMARY - PART I

The Demonstration

Project Background and Purpose

At the time this project was being conceptualized in early 1975, EPSDT
nationally was in its third year of operational implementation. The EPSDT
program had, by then, realized only approximately 20 percent participation
in the program out of some 10.3 million eligibles. The general methods of
outreach (case finding) then employed by most of the states were program
notification at the time of welfare application or recertification> follow-
up form letters at time of certification and other standardized intervals,
or flyers enclosed with welfare checks. Broken screening appointments most
frequently ranged in the area of 60-75 percent of those made. A survey of
treatment follow-up of conditions found in EPSDT screening conducted in the
same time frame in a sample of states indicated that only approximately 46
percent of the problems reached treatment.* In most instances, no formal
case monitoring (follow-up) system had been established, and in other
instances the function of case monitoring, per se, had not been delineated
or assigned to a specific department or agency. Case monitoring, when
accomplished, was only required to substantiate "show for treatment" (a kept
appointment) without regard to treatment completion. Case finding and case
monitoring functions of EPSDT, when done at all, were generally superimposed
as additional functions upon welfare workers (social workers) already heavily
tasked.

Program participation was lagging, particularly in the 14 major urban complexes
of the country, such as Cleveland, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and New York,
where approximately 64 percent of the program eligible children were
located.

Since these methods, or lack of them, did not appear to offer any greater
potential for program participation than that indicated above, if the program
was to achieve the full participation and high rate of treatment expected by

the Congress**, new methods of case finding (outreach) and case monitoring
(follow-up) needed to be demonstrated to stimulate improvement in the EPSDT
programs in urban centers of the various states. This was the objective of
the Dallas project— "EPSDT Demonstration in an Urban Setting" .

*Social and Rehabilitation Services, DHEW-Information Memorandum MSA-IM-
74-11; (key findings): Study of the EPSDT Program, 1974.

ieie

U.S. Congress: Report by the Sub-Committee on Oversight and Investigation
of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives,
Ninety-Fourth Congress, Second Session, "Department of Health, Education and
Welfare's Administration of Health Programs: Shortchanging Children", September
1976.
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The purpose of this three year project (1975-1978) was to demonstrate, in

an urban setting, methods and associated costs that would significantly increase
EPSDT program participation and treatment of problems found in screening .

Methodology/Organization

A seven zip code area of Dallas was divided into four sectors: three for
testing various case finding and follow-up methods, and the fourth for utilizing
the ongoing program methods, and, thus, serve as a comparison. The project area
included 13,700 eligible children, 95 percent of whom were Black.

A total case management system, from identification of eligibles through
family contact, to screening and treatment completion, including forms, auto-
matic data processing (ADP), case control rosters, etc., was established and is

detailed in Chapter V. Screening clinics in support of the project were located
generally an average of 2.5 miles from client homes and were operated by the
City of Dallas Health Department. Treatment of conditions found in screening
was most often by referral to private sector health practitioners, including
centralized hospital clinics.* The project time span was divided into four
phases, generally of six months duration, in which varying techniques of case
finding/case monitoring were employed.

Case Finding and Case Monitoring Methods Tested

The methods of case finding and case monitoring tested during the evaluation
of the project were as follows:

Case Finding

Home visit contact of designated eligibles by case finders of varying
skill categories and varying time commitment assignments, either full

time or time split between functions of case finding and case monitoring.

A series of contacts to designated eligibles consisting of first, mailing
up to three letters; second, phone calls to non-respondents to the letters;
and third, in-home contact of those not responding affirmatively to the
first two efforts by DPW social workers (Public Welfare Workers) function-
ing both as case finders and case monitors.

Specialized EPSDT clinics for teenagers to determine the impact on their
participation in the program.

A six-fold increase in screening site availability (neighborhood clinics)
to determine the impact on participation in the program.

*
This separation of screening and treatment between the public and private

sectors of health is frequently referred to as the two step "EPSDT model". It is

the most common pattern found in state EPSDT programs. The "one step" model is

generally patterned on the private sector physician executing both screening and
treatment.
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In- home screening of clients unsuccessfully recruited by other
techniques to ascertain the maximum level of attainable voluntary
program participation, and the cost.

Case Monitoring

A structured case monitoring system was introduced which included
forms, client/provider feedback, ADP, case management rosters, and
home visit contact of clients by full time and split time case
monitors of varying skill categories.

Incompleted immunizations were designated as conditions for follow-up
by case monitors in a similar context to incomplete problems.

Eligible individuals with problems received case monitoring assistance
through treatment completion (extended follow-up) as contrasted to

follow-up to show for treatment (limited follow-up).

Results and Discussion

The results of the first three phases of project activity were previously
reported in detail.* The more significant findings of those earlier phases and
this final (fourth) phase are as follows

:

Case Finding :

The home visit contact of program eligibles by trained indigenous
community service aides produced rates of kept appointments for screen-
ing of 34 percent with one appointment effort; 48 percent with two
appointment efforts; and 51 percent with three appointment efforts
(Report #2).

Case finders/monitors are most effective if culturally/ethnically
identified with the main body of eligibles (Report #4).**

Case finding/monitoring through contract with community organizations
is highly effective in communities in which there are large enclaves
of recent immigrants with a major ethnic/cultural identification
(Mexican Americans, Cuban Americans, Puerto Ricans). (Report #4)

Phase 1, February-June, 1976, dated November 15, 1976
Phase 2, February-December 1976, dated May 15, 1977
Phase 3, February 1976-June 1977, dated November 15, 1977

**
Based upon a comparison with the Inman Christian Center, San Antonio, Texas

as a part of the COMPASS variable in this report.
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Contact of designated program eligibles by welfare workers using the

sequential approach of multiple letters (up to three), phone calls to

non-respondents, and, finally, in-home contact of those not responding
to the first two efforts produced rates of kept appointments for screen-
ing of approximately 43 percent. It is expected that this approach
would have also achieved approximately 50 percent show for screening
rate if carried to the full extent of three efforts to achieve a

successful appointment as the home visit method. (Report #2)

Actively increasing the availability and accessibility of screening
sites (to within eight to ten blocks of homes-neighborhood clinics) by

using mobile screening teams in community donated space (churches,
clubs, recreational rooms, parks, etc.), while holding relatively
constant the home visit outreach techniques, increased the "kept
appointment" rate from 51 percent to 84 percent (with up to three
appointment efforts), and the program participation rate from 50 per-
cent to 60 percent (Reports #3 and 4) with an estimated potential
of a 70 percent program participation rate.

The neighborhood clinics served as a means to overcome the often
reported programmatic barriers to program participation, e.g., trans-
portation and clinic waiting time (Reports 3 & 4 [Appendix A, Chapter
2]).

The mode of case finding/screening that may be expected to produce the
highest rates of participation in an EPSDT program in a two step con-
figuration in an urban setting at the most efficacious cost is :

(Reports 2, 3, and 4)

*
case finding aides indigenous to the target population area
(either as contract or public sectors employees);

family contact to recruit EPSDT participation by a home visit

(face-to-face contact);

Or (Equal Option)

family contact through a series of contact efforts consisting
first of a mailing of up to three letters; second, phone calls

to non-respondents to the letters; and third, in-home contact
of those not responding affirmative to the first two efforts;

*
Functioning as joint case finders/monitors.
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screening sites (neighborhood clinics) highly accessable to the

target families, generally within 10 blocks of homes;

transportation that is highly responsive to client needs, generally
under operational (dispatch) control of the respective clinics;

single management (or operational control) at the local level of
the outreach (case finding), transportation and screening activities
relating to an EPSDT screening;

parent participation to the maximum extent feasible in the screen-
ing process itself, and in the evaluation of the results (nurse
or doctor/parent consultation).

This mode of EPSDT case finding/screening should be expected to produce
program acceptance rates of 98 percent by families contacted and "kept appoint-
ment" rates for screening in the range of 80-90 percent at a case finding cost
of $25.00 - $30.00 per child screened (including transportation) and screening
costs of $20.00 - $25.00 per child screened.

. . The maximum level of program participation in EPSDT in an urban setting
that appears feasible in the voluntary context even with this optimum mode of
case finding/screening is approximately 75 percent . This is due to the finding
that it is possible to contact at a maximum only approximately 90 percent of
eligible families because of frequency of family moves (changes in address),
rapid changes in eligibility status, and other unavailability of the parent for
contact (Report #4). Also, of those families contacted by most of the demonstrated
methods of case finding, approximately only 92 percent were willing to participate
in the program (Report #3). In the optimum mode , however, as high as 98 percent
agreed to participate (Report #4). Furthermore, in the optimum mode , 85 percent
of those agreeing to participate can be expected to show for screening (Report
#4). The effects of these categories of constraint on program participation are

illustrated with hypothetical numbers in the following table:

Application Resultant
to Hypothet- Percentage

Categories of Constraint on Participation Percent ical Numbers of Eligibles

(Total Eligibles) 100% 10,000 100%

Maximum percentage of eligibles that can
be successfully contacted in a voluntary
mode. 90% 9,000 90%

Maximum percentage of eligibles contacted
that will agree to participate 98% 8,820 88%

Maximum percentage (of program acceptors)
that will show for screening* 85% 7,497 75%

(Amenable to improvement by In-Home
screening) (90%) (7,938) (79%)

With up to three appointment efforts.
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. . To achieve program participation by at least 50 percent of the program
eligibles in an urban environment by the use of these methods requires
a staffing ratio of approximately one full-time equivalent case finder
per 350 eligible families, or 900 eligible children.* (Report #2). It"

takes a minimum average of two home visits by a case worker utilizing
the in-home method of contact to establish a family contact. Frequency
of moves (change in address) or unavailability of the parent (not at
home) were the major factors involved in the required repeat visits.
(Report #4).

. . The case finding cost per show for screen to achieve the 45-50 percent
level of program participation (Sectors A & B) averaged approximately
$35.00, and could be expected to range between $32.00 - $42.00 in other
jurisdictions, depending upon local salary scales, etc. (this does not
include any share of support for state level program infra-structure,
such as state level program management and data processing).** (Report
#2). This cost relates to case finding activities that achieve "kept
appointment" rates in the area of 50-60 percent. In those instances,
however, in which the case finding activities are so successful (Sector
C) as to minimize wasted efforts (missed appointments) and produce
"kept appointment" rates of 80-90 percent the case finding cost per child
screened may decline as low as $25.00 (excluding infra-structure costs)
in the mode reported (Report #4).

• • In-home screening is a feasible means of increasing EPSDT participation.

Client response was good. The constraints imposed upon this variable

and the unique success of the "neighborhood clinics" significantly

limited the sample size and the statistical validity of the results.

In a large scale effort in this mode, a case finding effort would be

essential to assure maximum efficient use of the screening team. It

is estimated that the "case finding" activity would cost approxi-

mately $30.00 per child screened. Notwithstanding, it is generally

not necessary to use this mode to achieve high rates of participation

if other effective means are employed (neighborhood clinics, etc.).

In-home screening should only be utilized in unusual situations.

In-home screening of a small group of families in Sector C who had twice
previously (two cycles) been contacted and had refused the service, or

had repeatedly broken appointments ' (three to six) indicated these children
contrary to expectation, were as healthy as the children in families

Based upon an average 2.6 children per eligible family.

-**•

See "Summary of Costs" this section, page 11, for estimate of infra-structure

costs

.
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more readily participating in the program. The problem finding rate

in this group of children was only 15 percent, whereas the same screen-
ing team in the mobile mode found 24.5 percent problems. The status of

current immunizations in this group was also significantly higher.

(Report #4).

. . A survey conducted of EPSDT "program rejectors" (complete and partial)

indicates that the most difficult mothers to recruit may be the younger,
least experienced parents that are single, less educated, and unemployed
and who feel isolated from society. This suggests one possible approach

to prioritization of case finding (Report #4--Chapter II, Appendix A).

. . Inter-agency cooperation in an informal context wherein a multitude of
agencies each representing its own interests in support of children was
effectively demonstrated in fashioning an EPSDT clinic for teenagers
(ages 13-20). Two findings of significance emerge from this experience.
One, the teen centered clinic in its limited application in this pro-
ject did not appear to be the incentive to teenage participation in

EPSDT anticipated; little improvement in teenage participation was
demonstrated. The challenge of increased teen participation in the
program still stands, and may not be significantly alterable in the
current status of the American culture. Two, inter-agency cooperation
to provide services in a common setting appears feasible, but real

(actual) inter-agency cooperation to avoid duplication of services,
wherein one agency may have to surrender a task or function impinging
upon its own self interests, may be more a goal than an achievable
reality. (Reports #3 and 4 [MIC]).

Case Monitoring

. . The introduction of a structured case monitoring system, which included
designated case workers, referral forms, provider/client feed-back,
assistance in making appointments, and provided transportation into a

state utilizing public sector screening/private sector treatment
increased "show for treatment" rates from 64 percent to 85 percent .

(Report #3) . In Texas the baseline rate of 64 percent was predicated
upon existing minimal case monitoring activities and designated
responsibility. State case monitoring programs, less developed than
Texas' in the pre-test (baseline), have the potential for much higher
rates of improvement.* (Report #3).

. . "Limited" case monitoring to "show for treatment" offers as great a

potential for treatment completion in a "two-step" configuration as

does "extended" case monitoring through treatment completion. Both

methods of follow-up produced relatively the same rate of treatment
completion (85 percent [limited follow-up]; 88 percent [extended
follow-up]). (Report #3).

Review of Shows for Treatment - EPSDT a Nine State Survey, Health
Services Research Institute, The University of Texas Health Science Center
at San Antonio, March 31, 1977.
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. . Representative case monitoring costs in this time period ranged between

$31.00 - $40.00 per medical problem referred and immunization followed-

up*, or between $50.00 - $77.00 per problem resolution or immunizations

completed. These costs (case monitoring) allocated on a per-child-

screened basis would be approximately $9.00 - $12.00. These cost esti-

mates, however, do not include any proportionate share of support for

state level program infra-structure such as state and intra-state

regional level program management and data processing. (Report #4).

. . To achieve "show for treatment" rates of 80-90 percent using the
structured case monitoring system requires approximately one full

time equivalent case monitor per 112 average constant problem workload
(or one FTE [Report #3] per 750 eligible children [or 295 families] at
50 percent participation rate, and a 30 percent problem finding rate).**
The case monitoring FTE per projected average constant workload is the
more adaptable figure for it allows the local /state planner to respectively
project specific location participation rates and problem finding rates.
It should be noted that the case monitoring FTE per eligible population
cited above had to be based upon an assumed participation rate, and
problem finding rate. In Dallas, because of the exceedingly low problem
finding rate , (10 percent), the one FTE per 112 average constant work-
load relates to one FTE per 2,724 eligibles (or 885 families) at a 50
percent penetration rate. (Report #3).

. . There are valid indications that approximately 52 percent of problems
found in screening will reach treatment without specialized (personal)
follow-up. The redistribution of current case monitoring costs to only
those problems needing follow-up (the residual 48 percent) would produce
extremely high costs on the basis "problem monitored to show for treat-
ment". There are also other indications that case monitoring of al

1

problems may not be justified. It is suggested for consideration or
demonstration/evaluation, that case monitoring be prioritized to focus
on health conditions that are severe and children considered unhealthy,
as well as on problems still untreated 45 days following screening.
(Reports #3 and 4). In no event do these recommendations preclude the
requirement to fully inform the parent concerning the problem at time
of screening.

. . Improvement, through follow-up, in the rate of immunizations brought
current for age subsequent to screening (completion of series initiated
at screening) does not appear to be effectively addressed through
monitoring, per se. In a voluntary program context, short of a communi-
cable disease emergency, a form of "in-home immunization" campaign

At an assumed 30 percent problem/immunization referral rate.

**750 x .50 X .30 = 112
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associated with mobile immunization clinics in high risk neighborhoods
may be the only effective means of achieving target area high levels of
'current for age". (Reports =3 and 4).

. . There appeared to be negligible difference in success rates between
case monitors assigned full time to that task and those with split
responsibilities between case finding and case monitoring. (Report 43).
Nevertheless, combining the functions of case finding and case monitor-
ing into a single worker, appears to offer greater flexibility to deal
with shifting workloads between the two functions and offers the advantage
of a single worker dealing with the client.

. . The relative effectiveness of different skill categories of workers
(Public Welfare Workers and Community Service Aides) as case monitors
in a public employee role was non-conclusive. (Report #3). However,
as stated in the earlier section on case findings, these workers can
be more effective if culturally/ethnically identified with the main
body of ellgibles being served. (Report #4).

Screening

. . The accessibility and availability of screening sites has a direct
impact on "kept appointments" and program participation. Neighborhood
screening clinics in cormiunlty contributed space (churches, fraternal
meeting halls, etc.) generally within an average of eight to ten blocks
of homes, have been highly successful in increasing proaram participation.
(Reports =3 and 4) .

'

. . High "kept appointment" rates for screening In the neighborhood clinic
configuration maximized effective utilization of the screening team
manpower and resulted in a cost of $19.40 for screening including the

cost of voluntary screening aides at minimum wage rates. (Report -4).

This cost is exclusive of any proportionate share of support for state

level program infra-structure such as state intra-state regional level

program management and data processing support, etc.

. . There Is an urgent need within the EPSDT program for quality assurance
measures and consistency In reporting. Wide variations between health
activities, both between and within states, In findings of abnormalities
from tests and measurements. In referrals for treatment based upon

abnormal tests, and in rates of type conditions (problems) found and

referred are all indicators of this requirement. Valid statistical

comparisons of EPSDT programs and the relative health of children in

the various states In these areas is precluded until such standards
are formulated and utilized. (Report =4).*

Note also pages 4 and 6, Review of Shows for Treatment: EPSDT - a Nine

State Survey, Health Services Research Institute, The University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio, March 31, 1977.
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. . Screening in homes is a feasible concept. The cost per screen was
approximately $48.00. Screening in homes, as a case finding mechanism,
should only be utilized in special situations. (Report #4).

. . Volunteers can be effectively utilized as medical aides in screening
if they are appropriately trained and if their participation is a

component of a structural ized agreement so that positive coverage of
tasks is generally assured. (Report #4).

Diagnosis and Treatment

. . The incremental medical costs for diagnosis and treatment for children
screened in the Dallas project were estimated at $7.00 - $15.00 per
child screened for the year following screening. (Report #4). (See

discussion on Summary of Costs following, and paragraph 5, Chapter IV,

Costs)

.

General

the mean and median number of days to complete various sub-processes
of EPSDT activities in this project were as follows: (Report #4).

Mean No.

of Days

Date of family contact to
^

date of show for screen 25

Date of show for screen to
date of show for treatment 35

Date of show for treatment
to date of treatment
completion 72

Date of show for screen to
date of treatment
completion 107

Date of family contact to

date of treatment
completion 132

Standard
Deviation

18

49

67

73

Median

25

19

50

91

Approximately 90 percent of problems identified in screening (for

referral) "
showed for treatment" by the end of three months (90 days), and

completed treatment by the end of six months (180 days).

A weighted mean involving up to three appointment efforts to achieve a

"kept appointment".



Summary of Costs

Case Finding

Range per child screened (show for screen) $25-$30

($35 at approximate 68 percent "kept appointment" rate; $25 at
an approximate 85 percent "kept appointment" rate; both in the
range of a 55-65 percent penetration (participation rate).

[In-Home Mode - Estimated $30.00]

Screening

Range per child screened $20-$25

(Ongoing program - reimbursable price - approximately $22.50;
Neighborhood Clinics Sector C - $19.40).

[In-Home Mode - $48.00]

Diagnosis and Treatment

(The incremental [add-on] costs derived from the differences in

Medicaid billings for one year prior and one year subsequent to

the date of screening [n = 760]).

Range per child screened $7.00 - Si 5. 00

EPSDT, per se, in the Dallas project area had minimal impact"

on Medicaid diagnosis and treatment costs. The average Medi-

caid cost per child in the year before screening was $111 and

$122 in the year following screening. What real costs occur

that can be directly attributable to EPSDT are so minimal,

6-13 percent of the Medicaid total, as to be obscured by the

randomly occurring far greater sick costs (87-94 percent). The

real diagnosis and treatment costs per child screened are esti-

mated to average $7-$15 per year. See discussion of Diagnosis

and Treatment costs in Chapter IV.

Includes inpatient (all hospital) and outpatient (Medical) costs,
laboratory, X-ray, pharmacy, optometric, etc. (dental and screening charges
are not included).
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Case Monitoring

Range per immunization and medical problem monitored $31 - $40

Corresponding range per child screened $ 9 - $12

Total of costs (per child screened) at the mid-point of
the ranges indicated . $71.50 (1)(2)

If Dental Added (based on other studies)

Dental diagnosis and treatment per child screened $20.00
Case monitoring dental cases per child screened 8.60
Total costs added for dental per child screened $28.60

Total of costs (Medicaid and dental) per child screened $100.10 (3)(4)

Excludes state and intra-state regional infra-structure costs
and state level data processing costs which are estimated to add
approximately 12 percent to the above total (total including infra-
structure and DP = $80.08).

2
In-home screening = $99.50 + $11.94 (infra-structure and DP =

$111.44).

3
Total including infra-structure and DP = ($112.11).

^In-home screening = $128.10 + $15.37 (infra-structure and DP) =

$143.47.
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SUMMARY - PART II

The EPSDT Population

General

The following findings present overall data pertaining to participants
in the project, both in the experimental and control sectors. The data is

generally aggregated over the duration of the project. The overall numbers,
therefore, may not always correspond to others in the report which are usually
specific to the experimental sectors.

Ethnicity and Sex- Chart/Table 1

Ninety- four percent of the children in the project were Black;
4.2 percent Mexican American, and 1.8 percent Anglo. Fifty^two percent
of the children were girls, and 48 percent, boys.

- - CHART/TABLE 1

SEX

(6.768 ScTMm)

ETHNICITY

(6,768 Scraam)

:oa% -

90% -

30% -

70% -

60% _

S0% -

40% -

30% -

20% —

Slack

6;3S3

(93.3%)

Anglo 125 (1.3%)
- Mexican Amencan 287 (4.2%!

10% -

0%

Age Distribution - Chart/Table 2

Generally 8.6 percent of the children screened (original screens)

were infants under twelve months of age; 33.9 percent 13-60 months; 34.4

percent elementary school age (6-12 years); and 23.1 percent junior/senior

high school and college age (13-21 years). In another categorization,

42.5 percent were pre-schoolers and 57.5 percent school or post-school

children.
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100%

90%

30%

Percam
in 70%

raspecnve

groups

60%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

CHART/TABLE 2

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPATING CHILDREN
In four age groupings from both Original and Periodic Screens)

Original Screen

Periodic Rescreen

47.2%

33.9%

26.4%
23.1%

I
323 37 1,272 766 1,290 1,440 865 805

0-12 months 1 - 5 years 6- 12 years 13 -21 years

Age

Screening Sites - Chart/Table 3

In phases 1 and 2, the project area children in Sectors A,B,C, and D

were all screened at the City of Dallas EPSDT screening sites. It was only
in Phases 3 and 4 that the children in Sector C were screened by the pro-
ject screening team in their mobile (neighborhood) sites or "in-home".
These latter sites are included in the "other" category in Table 3. As in-

dicated, 66 percent of the screenings were accomplished at the two primary
sites of Martin Luther King and A. Harris Center. These were both excellent
modern facilities.

Screens at Each Site

A. Harris Center
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Length of Time at Current Address - Chart/Table 4

Approximately 40 percent of the children screened had lived at their
current address less than one year. Almost 12 percent had lived at their
current address less than three months. This latter factor alone contri-
butes significantly to the inability of case finders/case monitors to

contact all eligibles and to trace problems to treatment even though the
caseworkers were using monthly updated rosters of eligibles and addresses.

CHAflT/TABLE 4

LENGTH OF TIME LIVING AT CURRENT ADDRESS
(6.768 Scrsem)

11 or more
yean

10

9

8

7

S

5

4

3

2

1

0- 12

months

901 (13.7%)

683 (10.1%)

1,024 (15.1%)

- 3 monttn 4 • 6 monttw 7 • 9 mofithi 10 - 12 monttis

800 (11.8%) 372 (11.3%) 692 (10.2%) 299 (4.4%)

2663 (39.3%)

200 400 SOO 300 I'JOO 1300 140O 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 30CO

No. of Screeiu in each cataqory of tim«

Length of Time on Medicaid - Chart/Table 5

Approximately 33 percent of the children were on Medicaid during this

period of eligibility less than one year. Slightly over 20 percent had

been eligible for less than six months. This, coupled with the frequency

of change of address discussed above (Table 4), virtually precludes

contact (participation) and treatment (of problems found in screening)

goals achieving the 100 percent level indicated by the Congress*

*U.S. Congress "Department of Health, Education and Welfare's Administration
of Health Programs: Shortchanging Children" September, 1976
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CHART/TABLE 5

LENGTH OF TIME ON MEDICAID THIS PERIOD OF ELIGIBILITY
(6,768 Screem)

1

(0-12

months*

- 3 mos. 4 - S mos 7-9 rnos.
491 (7.2%) 876 (12,9%) 537 (8.7%)

10- 12 mos.
268 (4.6%)

2,222 (32.8%)
I I

1
I

\ I

! 1 !

\—T
\ 1 1

1

200 400 600 300 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800

Number of Screens in each Category of Time

Mode of Transportation to Clinics - Chart/Table 6

The data on mode of transportation is divided between project clients
and on-going program clients to avoid distortion of the results. The data
relating to the on-going program is considered more representative of the

average urban setting similar to Dallas in which scheduled transportation
is provided to clients from home to screening sites. In cities in which pub-
lic transportation is more readily available than Dallas, the number of clients
utilizing public transportation may be greater.

Significantly, in both instances (project and on-going), approximately
one-third of the clients utilized government provided transportation of one

form or another* to get to the screening site.

*Welfare vehicle, staff worker's car, or free bus or van.
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CHART/TABLE 6

CLIENT INDICATED MODE OF TRANSPORTATION TO EPSDT SCREENING
fProject and Ongoing Program Comparison-Percent of Total Screens

in Each Category of Transportation Mode - 4,877 Screening Sheets)

100% _,

30% -

80% —

70% —I

60% -

30%

40% -

30% -

20% -

10% -

0%

s;TooI< 8us/TaxiX^
^^8.8% 341 vNWW
^ Walked

N14.9%
S;580 .X-

^ Friend/

S Relatives Car sxv
$23.0% ^S^-
•-^892 Ss^

Project

(Sectors A, 3,

Welfare

Vehicles

1C.3% 167

Took Bus/I

5.3% 53

Walked
26.9%
267

Friend,'

Relatives Car

19.6%
195

Welfare Staff Car

9.8% 97

Other

9.5% 94

Drove Self

12.2%
121

C)

Ongoing Program
(Sector D)

Source of Referral to EPSDT Screening - Chart/Table 7

Since the basic methods of outreach (case finding) differed so signi-
ficantly between the project (home visit) and the on-going program (a

sequentialed approach of letters, telephone calls and in-home contacts)
these data on source of referral to screening are differentiated between
the project and the on-going program.

It must be borne in mind that these data are reported by clients
who do keep appointments. They do not reflect the "no shows". In this
instance the data, as depicted, tend to present a more favorable response
to "letters," per se, than experience in other programs or projects would
substantiate. Letters, in themselves, are rarely no more productive than

10 percent "shows" of those contacted. Additionally, these data were not
"probed" hence in many instances the client may be reporting the most
recent contact that may have been associated with transportation arrange-
ments or confirmation of appointment rather than the motivating source to

participate in EPSDT, which was the factor being sought.
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CHART/TA8LS 7

CLIENT INDICATED SOURCE OF REFERRAL TO EPSDT SCREENING
(Project and Ongoing Program Comparison-Percent
of Total Screens in each Category of Referral Source

4,877 Scteens)

1.3% 13

Project Ongoing Program
(Sectors A, B, C) (Sector D)

•Newspaper ads. Radio, TV Spots See Discussion Concerning
School Notice, Walk-ins These Results

Previous Medical Care—Acute and Preventive - Chart/Table 8

Acute/Sick Exposure

Approximately 27 percent of the children, as reported by their
mothers, had one or more sick visits to either a private physician, out-
patient clinic, or an emergency room during the twelve months prior to

screening; 64 percent had no sick visits of any kind.

Approximately 5 percent made one or more acute visits to a

dentist, and less than 1.0 percent to an ophthalmologist/optometrist.

Approximately 8 percent of the children had a hospital admission
in the previous twelve months.
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Preventive Health Exposures

Approximately 10 percent of the children, as reported by their
mothers, had one or more preventive health visits to private physicians
or outpatient clinics during the twelve months prior to screening.

Approximately 19 percent had at least one preventive dental
visit (check-up), many presumably as a result of the Texas Title XIX Dental
Program, and 6 percent at least one visit to an optometrist/ophthalmologist.

CHART/TABLES

PREVIOUS MEDICAL CARE: NUMBER OF PARENTALLY REPORTED ACUTE AND PREVENTIVE VISITS
12 MONTHS PRIOR TO SCREENING

(6,768 Screens)

Preventive (Check•Up) Visits Acute Sick Visits

Types of Care 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 1 2 3 4 5 6

Private Physician 6,478 275 5 2 2 2 1 5,290 1,047 182 99 63 26 19

95.7% 4.1% .1% 78.2% 15.5% 2.7% 1.5% .9% .4% .3%

Outpatient Clinic 6,314 382 28 12 17 5 5 6,176 450 52 33 25 4 28

93.3% 5.6% .4% .2% .3% .1% .1% 91.3% 6.6% .8% .5% .4% .1% .5%

Emergency Room mill ////// ////// ////// ////// ////// mill 5,731 959 44 19 6 2 1

84.7% 14.2% .7% .3% .1%

Hospital Admissions mil ///// ///// ///// ///// ///// mil 6,229 511 18 6 2 2

92.0% 7.6% .3% .1%

Dentist 5,572 1.234 14 6 6,464 200 59 15 14 9 7

81.4% 18.2% .2% .1% 95.5% 3.0% .9% .2% .2% .1% .1%

Optometrist/ 6,357 404 5 1 1 6,732 31 1 1

Ophthalmologist 93.9% 6.0% .1% 99.5% .5% .1%

School Physician 6,739 29 6,758 10

99.6% .4% 99.9% .1%

Other 6,762 6 6.768

99.9% .1% 100%

Screens Completed - Chart/Table 9

The data indicates that 28.6 percent of the screens were complete and

71.4 percent incomplete. This result is largely a matter of categorization

and procedure as it applies primarily to laboratory and other tests. The

Dallas City Health Department would consider that close to 100 percent of

the screens were complete. The problem in this situation for the evaluator

is that, for example, the standard provided by the Dallas Health Department

prescribes a "TB Mantoux" for all children over six months of age, without

other qualifications. Nevertheless, there are many instances in which

children over six months are not administered the TB Mantoux. From a data

entry point of view, we have no alternative but to categorize these as

incomplete, notwithstanding that abnormal results were recorded for only

1.9% of those administered (Reference Table 14). The RPR* test is another

*Rapid Plasma Reagin - test for syphilis.
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example where the guidelines prescribe its administration without qualifi-
cation, but in a number of instances, the blood sample is hemolyzed when
it reaches the State 1 aboratories--the test cannot be performed and no re-

sult is available for recording. Again, from the data entry and analysis
point of view, without a prescribed basis for programming exceptions, we
have no alternative but to consider these as incomplete screens based upon
omission of a test result, and in this instance, abnormal results were
recorded for only O.Z% of those administered (Reference Table 14). It

is because of this dichotomy that this situation exists.

In a similar vein, the Dallas Health Department's retest policy
on "positive" test results is in the context of a "one shot" screen. The
original HSRI data system was designed to reflect an incomplete sequence
for all positive results not retested.* It has been reprogrammed in this

situation to reflect an incomplete on a retest only when a retest is speci-
fically (rather than routinely) prescribed. This "one shot"** approach is

favorable for higher screen completion rates--and conceptually, is a de-

sired objective. It usually, however, presupposes that laboratory tests
are administered and evaluated (read/interpreted) at the time of screening,
or a means provided the mother to read and report the results.*** In the
Dallas situation, most laboratory tests are sent to the State Laboratory
for analysis with results available to the screeners in the deferred sequence
of 14-21 days.

CHART,TABLE 9

SCREEN COMPLETION SEQUENCES
(Scraetu Initiarsd and Completad)

(6,768 Screens)

Sm Oacutsion Concerning thesa Results

*A Guide to Screening. American Academy of Pediatrics, June 1974

**"One Shot": a screen completed in one visit.

***Such as the Lederle-Tubercul in Tine Test Record f^-.^lf reader)
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Nun^ber q- Visits to Closa Screening - Chart/Table 10

The data indicates that 99.5 percent of the screens were closed in one
visit, and 100 percent in (the remaining .05' two visits. This is a reason-
able result in the context of a "one-shot" scr--3rr-: (see discussion of Table 9

immediately preceding).

CHAST/TABLe 10

NUMBER OF CUENT VISITS REQUIRED TO CLOSE A SCSEEN
INCLUDING RETESTS. ETC.

(6.76S ScraamI

7000

6000

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

2

Nvimbar of Viim

Screens by Month of Project-Chart/Table 11

The high average number of screens (486 per month) in the first six
months of the project is largely a matter of categorization as "oroject"/
"non-project" screens. It was in this period that "on-going" workers were
involved with project clients as well as project workers (student case
finders). The subsequent average monthly number of screens (222 per month) re-

flected is more validly representative of the screens generated by the project.

C>IART/TASL£ 11

NUMBER OF SCREENS 3Y MONTH OF PROJECT
{6,765 Scrwm)

Month i Year
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Screen Distribution: Original and Periodic Rescreens Chart/Table 12

Approximately 52 percent of the screens were original screens, and
45 percent periodic rescreens.

When an EPSDT program reaches this level of periodic rescreens, it*

in itself, may often be indicative of a high level of participation by the
eligible population. There were, however, indications in Phase 1 and 2

(see Phase 1 and 2 reports) that some case finders were focusing on

"finding" rescreens rather than original screens on a presumption that the
screening appointment "show rate" would be higher since these clients were,
in a sense, already program participants. This presumption was proven to

be unfounded.. Rescreens require essentially the same degree of effort to

recruit as original screens. This focus of effort on rescreens at one
phase of the project may somewhat skew the normal distribution of case
finding effort on the side of the periodic rescreens.

CHART/TABLE 12

SCREEN DISTRIBUTION:
ORIGINALS AND PERIODIC RESCREENS

(6,768 Screens)

7000 -1

Type 9f Scraen

Healthiness Ratings of Screened Children - Chart/Table 13

I

A "healthiness rating" of children on a scale of 1 (unwell) to 9

(well) was employed in the project. The examining nurses at the screening

sites, in accordance with general guidelines provided by the HSRI*» rated

each child. The healthiness rating was originally Intended to be used as

a gross measurement of the changing health of children (an outcome) over

a period of extended exposure to EPSDT. However, as the data in the table

indicates, the favorable change between the healthiness status of children

as reflected in the periodic rescreens as contrasted with original screens

is, in this instance, statistically Inconclusive. It can be validly

*See Appendix A, this Summary.
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postulated that in this project of two years of operational activity,
there was insufficient contact with a continuum of preventive and acute
health exposures to demonstrate improved health.

Second thoughts concerning the measurement of the health status of
children indicates that in the future such measurements must be age group
specific rather than in the overall, i.e., 0-12 months; 13-36 months; 37-

60 months; 6-12 years; 13-21 years in order to account for the variations
in occurrence of specific problems in children of different ages.

Long term studies of the impact of preventive health programs on the
health of children have been proposed and are urgently needed.

The healthiness rating, notwithstanding, has a real value. It does
indicate that the EPSDT program in a two-step mode is essentially a

preventive health program and not an acute or chronic health care program.
The fact that less than one percent of the EPSDT eligible children
screened were categorized in the lower grouping (unwell) of three of the
nine ratings is itself revealing as is the fact that approximately 92
percent of the children are generally categorized in the upper group
of the three ratings of well. There is some distortion in these findings
toward "well" over that that would be anticipated in other jurisdictions
due to the separateness of the dental Title XIX program in Texas. In

other terms these ratings minimize the impact of a dental assessment, which,
if fully included, would certainly have an adverse type impact. Never-
theless, this general distribution of healthiness status indicators of
children is compatible with that found in other short term EPSDT projects.
Another value of the healthiness ratings is the ready identification it

affords of children who should be "prioritized" for program surveillance
(case management)

.

As a normal aspect, of case management a special roster of the 29

cases (comprising less than one half of one percent of the total screens)
comprising group "1-3" was run to determine primarily the type and number
of problems associated with these children and that they were, in fact,

under treatment. Each of these cases was followed up in a special study

to include case documentation and interviews with the nurse screeners who

assigned the original healthiness value. The study indicated that most

of these children were quite severely handicapped. Fourteen were mentally
retarded or had some serious emotional problems: seven had chronic musculo-
skeletal problems; four were severely limited in sight or hearing, and four
had multiple problems.

Most significant , however, was the fact that 27 of the 29 children

were found to have already been under care prior to screening . Twenty-
one were provided coverage by the program for the Aged, Blind and Disabled

(ABD), two were in the Foster Home program and their health problems
identified and covered through the provisions of that program, four were
under continuing care in the private or public health sectors, and only the

remaining two cases were referred for treatment as a result of the EPSDT

program.
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A conclusion that may be drawn from this and other EPSDT projects
and exposure to a substantial number of on-going programs is that in
urban areas the seriously impaired EPSDT eliqibles are generally already
under care through the aegis of some other categorical programs such as
Crippled Children, Maternal and Infant Care, ABD, etc. Though there may
be some duplication of effort between programs for these children, it is
significant to note that they constitute less than one percent of the
eligibles, and because of the seriousness of problems, the duplication
may be a desirable "cross check."

On the other hand, there are many indications of significant numbers
of children still generally outside the main stream of preventive health care.

Table 8, for example, indicates that according to parental reporting, 62 percent
of those children screened had had no acute health care exposure during the

twelve months prior to screening, and 90 percent no preventive health care
exposure. Additionally, Table 19 indicates that 41 percent of those contacted
were not participating even in this high intensity program, and other data in

this report (4) indicates that of the total eliqibles in the entire project area,

only approximately 50 percent may be participating.

CHART/TABLE 13

HEALTHINESS RATING DISTRIBUTION
(Nine Ratings in Three Groupings from
both Origtnai and Periodic Screens)

(6J31 Ratings}
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These data appropriately raise the question of whether the current
emphasis on avoidance of duplication of effort and overlapping through
the concentration on developing interagency linkages is warranted, ex-

cept for schools,* when compared to the vast number of children still

outside the EPSDT program. Should not the priority of program emphasis
still be on the basic issue of program participation rather than on the

more refined question of duplication which affects only a small percentage
of the total eligibles?

Results of Tests and Measurements - Chart/Table 14

The reporting of the results of tests and measurements in EPSDT
screens in literally all project and most on-going programs raises questions
concerning the incidence of abnormalities as related to the normal ly ex-
pected prevalence.

There is a requirement in EPSDT for the development of quality assur-

ance measures and consistency in reporting. These could well be, for
example, in the framework of broad national standards related to expected
prevalence of abnormalities indicated in "A Guide to Screening" by the
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), June, 1974. Additionally, as a com-

ponent of quality assurance there is a need for some generally defined
standards for identification of positive responses to components of the

screen. Some effort in this direction was also indicated in the previously
referenced AAP guide. Because of the uniqueness of circumstance that

prevail demographical ly and environmentally in many sections of the country,

state, and if appropriate, local guidelines (standards) paralleling the

national standards should be developed.

CHART/TABLE 14

RESULTS OF TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
(6,798 Screens)

Abnormal Results

Test

Number
Given Number % of Given

TB Mantoux 351 16 1.9%

Vision 6,631 412 6.2%

Hearing 6,565 72 1.1%

Developmental 6,487 15 .2%

Urinalysis 5,339 51 1.0%

Hemoglobin 6.563 123 2.0%

Hemoglobinopathies 5,624 752 11.5%

Lead 2,280 219 9.6%

PKU 351 1 .3%

RPR 5,709 14 .2%

*The issue of screening in schools for children 6-13 is considered to be

independent of this since school affiliated/associated EPSDT has long been con-

sidered DOtentially the most highly cost effective means of screening the aae

6-13 children, but lacks effective example in a voluntary mode ,
(wherei n partici-

pation is not_ legally mandated as a prerequisite to school admission).
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Most of the rates of abnormal findings in Table 14 are consistent with
national level expectations. Developmental finding, however, are uniquely
low. Hearing results also appear to be quite low. Furthermore, as indi-

cated in Table 15, the overall rate of problem identification, including
the physical examination, is less than half of the state rate generally,
and less than half the national rate.

Number of Problems Identified Per Child Screened and Referred - Chart/Tablel

5

Only 12.8 percent of the children screened in this project had problems
identified for referral and treatment. There were two screening teams in-

volved. The Dallas City Health Department team, which did 89.5 percent
of the screens, had a problem finding rate of 11.0 in the children screened,
and the Project screening team, which did 10.5 percent of the screens, had

a problem finding rate of 21.5 percent as indicated in the discussion con-

cerning Table 14. The overall state referral rate from children screened

is approximately 25 percent. These same dichotomies exist within many
states, and between states. Without adequate definition and standards, com-

parison, in itself, becomes meaningless.

NOTE: THESE FIGURES DO NOT INCLUDE DENTAL PROBLEMS. AS PREVIOUSLY

STATED, DENTAL IS A SEPARATE PROGRAM IN THIS STATE.
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CHART/TABLE 15

NUMBER OF PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED AND
REFERRED PER CHILD SCREENED

(3,884 Project Scrsens - S«sctors A, B, and C;

497 Probteins Identified)

(Excludes Dental Problems)
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Time Interval Between Family (Child) Contact, Show for Screening
for Treatment and Treatment Completion - Chart/Table 16

Show

The mean number of days to complete various sub-processes of EPSDT
activities in this project was as follows:

Mean No. Standard
of Days Deviation

Date of family contact to date of show for screen
Date of show for screen to date of show for treatment
Date of show for treatment to date of treatment compl
Date of show for screen to date of treatment compl

.

Median

Date of family contact to date of treatment compl

25*

35

72

107
132

18 25

49 19

57 50
73 91

Approximately 90 percent of problems identified in screening (for
referral) "showed for treatment" by the end of three months (90 days), and
completed treatment by the end of six months. (180 days)

There is a factor at work in these data that may have slightly extended
the treatment completion sequence. As indicated in Chapter 5, the overall
case management system does not provide a listing of incompleted problems
(not yet resolved) for case monitor explanation until 180 days following
the problem identification. The 180 days factor was predicated upon infor-
mation available three or four years ago which indicated that a significant
number of problems found in EPSDT would require three to six months to treat.

In order then, to avoid harassment of the case monitors, it was decided to defer

the final notification of incompleted problems until the end of six months. In

some instances this factor in itself may have caused a lack of early aggressive

follow-up by case monitors. In other words, the case closures may have been

achieved earlier than indicated if there was not a tendency in some instances

CHART/TABLE 16

TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN FAMILY (CHILD) CONTACT. SHOW FOR SCREENING.
SHOW FOR TREATMENT, AND TREATMENT COMPLETION

(2.253 Family Contacts;

300 Problems Completing Treatment)

(Cumulative Percent Frequency)

Mean No.

of Days

Time in 30 Day Increments

0-30 31-60 61-90 91-120 121-150 151-180 181-t-

1. Contact to Screen'^*

2. Screen to Treatment'^'

3. Treatment to Treatment Completion

4. Screen to Treatment Completion

5. Contact to Treatment Completion

(3)

25

35

72

107

132

//////

64.7%

34.7%

13.3%

//////

//////

81.4%

56.7%

35.3%

//////

//////

|89.1%1

66.7%

48.3%

//////

//////

94.1%

77.0%

64.3%

//////

//////

95.8%

84.7%

76.6%

//////

mill

97.5%

83.3%

IIIUI

mill

100%

100%

100%

//////

^
' To show for screen at one of three attempts to achieve a successful appointment

^' To show for treatment at one of three attempts to achieve a successful appointment
^' From first show for treatment until case closure
^' Mean from contact to 1st Kept Appointment is 12 days

Mean from contact to 2nd Kept Aopomtment is 47 days

Mean from contact to 3rd Kept Appointment is 64 days

The overall weighted mean for the numbers keeping each category of appointments, 34%. and 3% resptiCtiveiy is 25 days.

*A weighted mean involving up to three appointment efforts to achieve a

"kept appointment".
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to wait for the reminder". Since 91 percent of the problems were completpH
within the 180 days, however, this factor is not of great magnitude, but
awareness of it is appropriate. As a result of this experience, the overall
system will be modified in the future to provide a new "reminHpr" roster
to case monitors at 90 days and the usual "for exnlanation" roster at thp
end of 180 days.

Problems Found and Referred by Major Diagnostic Category - Chart/Table 17

As is readily apparent from a comparison of Tables 14 and 17, many
abnormal test results do not warrant referral for treatment for various
reasons or are not considered severe enough to warrant treatment. Though
the screening sheets indicate 412 abnormal vision test results, only 189
were referred for treatment. The discrepancy between those with abnormal
vision and those referred is often due to the number of children who re-
portedly already wear glasses, but do not bring them to screening. Simi-
larly, there were apparently 890 blood test abnormalities (Hemoglobin 128/
Hemoglobinopathies 752) but only in the range of '58-66 problems referred
in these categories. Hemoglobinopathy's abnormalities are often sickle
cell trait findings not considered referrable. There were apparently 219
abnormal lead test results, but only seven referred for treatment. These
various discrepancies are also often due to the precise guidelines used
by the screeners which dictate a specific severity of conditions for
referral

.

It is also of interest to note that there were reported 15 abnormal

developmental test results and 15 referrals in the broader category of

Mental Disorders (including developmental).

It might well be asked, from a review of these results, if the stan-
dards of many of the tests are not overly stringent? Additionally, as

earlier stated, can comparisons in these areas (Test Results/Conditions
Found, etc.) between programs in the various states, (or within some

states) have any real validity without uniform criteria?

*Note also pgs. 4 and 6, Review of Shows for Treatment - EPSDT - A Nine

State Survey, Health Services Research Institute, University of Texas Health
Science Center, San Antonio, March 31, 1977.
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CHART/TABLE 17

PROBLEMS FOUND AND REFERRED BY MAJOR DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES
(663 Problem Sheets)

Percent

ICDA Code Number of Problems of All

Type of Problem Grouping in Each Category Problems

Infective and Parasitic Diseases 000-136 7 1.1%

Neoplasms 140-239 14 2.1%

Endocrine, Nutritional,

Metabolic Problems 240-279 21 3.2%

(Under/Over Height/Weight) (13)* (2.0%)*

Problems of Blood & Blood

Forming Organs 280-289 58 8.7%

Mental Disorders 290-315 15 2.3%

Nervous System 320-359

Eyes 360-378 42 6.3%

Vision 370 & 379 189 28.5%

Ears 380-387 44 6.7%

Hearing 388-389 9 1,4%

Circulatory System 390-458 42 6.3%

(Heart Murmurs) (37) (5.6%)

Respiratory System 460-519 19 2.9%

Digestive System 520-577 11 1.7%

(Hernias) (8) (1.2%)

(Dental) (1) (0.2%)

Genitourinary System 580-629 40 6.0%

(Vaainal Discharae) (12) (1.8%)

(Circumcision/Phimosis) (12) (1.8%)

Skin 680-709 47 7.1%

Musculoskeletal System 710-738 54 8.1%

(Scoliosis) (15) (2.3%)

(Tibial Torsion) (16) (2.4%)

Congenital Problems 740-759 5 0.8%

Symptons & Ill-Defined

Conditions 780-796 38 5.7%

(Enuresis) (10) (1.5%)

Accidents/Poisonings 800-999 8 1.2%

Blood Lead (7) (1.1%)

663 100.0%

* Figures in brackets ( ) represent a sub-component of the total of the broader category.
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Problems Found and Referred by Age Group and Diagnostic Categories -

Chart/Tables 17A and 17B

Table 15 indicates an overall problem referral rate from screens of
approximately 13 percent. (Excl udes dental )

.

In the overall, Table 19 indicates no significant difference in

problems found between original and periodic rescreens. This lack of
difference may be more a factor of the narrow time frame of the project
rather than realistically reflecting the long range impact of EPSDT.

Other studies of EPSDT with a somewhat longer perspective indicate that
rescreens should reflect an improved status of health as measured by a

decreasing rate of problems found.*

The age distribution of screens from Table 2 compared to the age
distribution of problems from Table 17 indicates as follows:

Percent of Distribution
Age Group Of Screens Of Problems

Under 1

1-5

5-12
13-21

8.6%
33.9
34.4
23.1

5.9%
25.8
36.9
31.9

are highly significant

most responsible for

These data indicated that children under six have less problems than those

over six without significant delineation between the under one and one to five

age groups. Table 17B indicates in the areas that numbers

that the categories of eyes/vision and ears/hearing may be

the increase percentage of problems in children over six.

CHART/TABLE 17A

DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEMS FOUND AND
REFERRED BY AGE CATEGORIES

(663 Problems i

40 -

30 -

20 -

10 -

5.9%
(391

25.8%
(170)

36.9%
(244)

31.6%
(210)

Under 1 1-5 6-12

Age Category

13-21

92,

*Is EPSDT Worthwhile?" Richard Currier, MA, Public Health Reports, Volume
No. 6 (Nov. -Dec. '77)
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CHART/TABLE 17B

PROBLEMS FOUND AND REFERRED BY PROBLEM CATEGORY
AND AGE GROUP

(663 Problems)

Under 1 1

C3 o 13 21 Total

Problem Category Nuirtbcr Percent* Number Percent* Number Percent* Number Percent* Number Percent**

1. Blood Disease 11 (19.0%) \J / . 9 7o f 10 (17.2%) 15 (25.3%) 58 (8.7%)

2. Mental Disorder (0%)
>
•J \Z J. i vol 7 13 (2.0%)

3. Eyes 2 (4.8%) Q9 in

4. Vision 2 (1.1%) 7 (3 7%) 92 (48.7%) 88 (46.6%) 189 (28.5%)

o. cars 1 (2.3%) 1 o /of 21 (47.7%) g (70 •5%) 44 (6.6%)

6. Hearing (0%) 1 (11.1%) 4 (44.4%) 4 (44.4%) 9 (1.4%)

7. Respiratory 1 (6.3%) 5 (31.3%) 7 (43.8%) 3 (8.8%) 16 (2.4%)

8. Skin 4 (8.7%) 19 (41.3%) 11 (23.9%) 12 (26.1%) 46 (6.9%)

9. Other 18 (7.3%) 91 (37.1%) 74 (30.2%) 62 (25.3%) 245 (36.9%)

Total 39 (5.9%) 170 (25.6%) 244 (36.9%) 210 (31.6%) .6 6 3 (100.0%)

• Row Percent

••Column Percent

Problem History - Chart/Table 18

Seventy-four (74) percent of problems identified in screening were
previously unknown to the parent, 25 percent were known but not under care,
and 1 percent were known and under care.

This type finding is consistent with other data in this report such
as the healthiness ratings of screened children (Table 13) which indicates
that in the main, problems found in screening are minor (in their early
stages) and frequently non-symptomatic to the parent. This too is consis-
tent with appropriate expectations from a preventive health program as
contrasted with a program focused on acute episodic care. It is not
unexpected to find parents unaware or unconcerned about vision, hearing
or nutritional problems, for example, that are only marginally abnormal.
The identification of such problems and their introduction to early
treatment, however, is one of the main objectives of a child preventive
health program such as EPSDT.

Known; Under Care

4 (1%)

CHART/TABLE 18

PROBLEM HISTORY
ON 398 PROBLEM SHEHTS

Problem Previcusly

Uni<nown

295
(74%!

Parental Knowledge of Problem
Prior to Screening
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A "Track" Through the EPSDT System of 2028 Family Contacts, Feb. 1976-

Dec. 1977. Total Contacts - Chart/Table 19; Original Contacts - Chart/

Table 19A; Periodic Recontacts - Chart/Table 19B

Tables 19, 19A, and 19B are schemata representing the tracking of

all family contacts (project cases - Sectors A,B, and C) made by the pro-

ject from Feb. 1976 through Dec. 1977 from points of family contact to

intermittent points of resolution or termination, as appropriate,
through to ultimate treatment completion or other administrative termina-
tion.

A summarization of selected primary program effectiveness Indicators
contained in these tables follows. These indicators are considered to be

quite reflective of the general status of the project's supportive program
in screening, diagnosis, and treatment. These data are the overall
finding of the project without regard to individual test efforts within
and between sectors. Sector analysis of components being tested are
addressed elsewhere in this report (Chapters II, III, and IV) and in the
reports of Phase 1,2, and 3.

Table of Primary Program Effectiveness Indicators Derived From an Analysis
of 2028 Family Contacts (Representing 5317 Children) February 1976-

December 1977.

Original Periodic
Overall Screens Rescreens

1. Of families contacted - agreed to par -

ticipate in the program

2. Of children of families willing to

participate accepted screening appoint.

3. Of children appointed for screening
showed for screening*

4. Of children screened - had medical prob ,

5. Of problems identified in screening-
showed for treatment

6. Of problems showing for treatment -

confirmed at diagnosis and treatment

7. Of problems confirmed -

successfully resolved
Administratively terminated

Still pending
Undetermined

Q9% 88% 93%

99 . S% 99.8% 99.

65% 62% 71%

13% 13% 13%

68%** 66% 70%

(72%)

S3% 83% 82%

80% 80% 79%

9% O/o 11%

10% 12% 0/0

1%
0/

C. /a

*To a total of three appointment attempts.

**Adjusted to Include the current proportional distribution of the "as yet
undetermined" would be 72%. Of the 2028 family contacts for the 23 month period
of Feb. '76 to Dec. '77, 69% were for original screenings and 31% for periodic re-

screens.
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There are no particularly outstanding differences in results between
original and periodic screens.

In the overall, the "show for screening" (kept appointments) rate

(65%) is good, though it is the result of three efforts to achieve a

successful appointment.

The low rate of "problems found at screening" for referral (13%) has
characterized the Dallas Project throughout and has been commented upon
in each of the previous reports. This rate is less than half the overall
state EPSDT problem referral rate of 28.4 percent. The previous discussions
relating to Tables 14 and 17 bear on the matter, though are doubtlessly
not the sole explanation. Earlier comment on this matter from representa-
tives of the State Department of Health was that the Dallas children were
probably unusually healthy. It might be further speculated that some
minor on-site treatment is provided, but unreported. This point, however,
has never been officially confirmed.

The "show for treatment" rate of an adjusted 72 percent is somewhat
disappointing on the surface, but, if viewed in light of the findings of
the Nine State Survey, may be quite good for a public sector screen/private
sector referral model (Two-step). The State of Texas in the overall
scored 74 percent in that study on "shows for treatment" and Michigan,
another state in the same mode and generally considered as having the more
mature EPSDT program, scored 78 percent. It was only those states in the
mode of private sector screening and treatment (Pennsylvania, Ohio) (One-
step model) or a combination of both these models (California) that scored

higher. It might be speculated that the maximum "show for treatment"
rate for problems found in screening for states in the same mode as Texas
and Michigan is approximately 80 percent.

The distribution by cause of those 140 problems not showing for treat-
ment is as follows:

Refused to make appointment 26%
Repeated appointment failures 12%

No longer eligible 21%
Unable to contact 31%

Family moved 3%

Other 6%

Unknown 1%
100%

Extended eligibility to complete treatment of problems found in screen-

ing, which is contemplated in new legislation for the program (the CHAP

legislation) should virtually eliminate the category "no longer eligible"
and expand the potential for improved rates of "shows for treatment." The

other causes indicated for "no show for treatment" do not seem to lend

themselves to significant adjustment for reasons stated in the discussion
of Tables 4,5,13, and 18.



TABLE 19 . _

"TRACK" THROUGH THE EPSDT PROGRAM OF 2028 FAMILY CONTACTS
NfAOE IN February 1 975-December 1977

DALLAS -"ROJECT

(Sectors A,E, 4 C -Project Data!
Total -Ori gir.al and Periodic Rescreens

2028 Family Contacts reoresenting 5317 cnildren

34

Fani ly
Contact
System

Case
Finding

SuOsystem

1814 families aqree to participate
in EPSDT (89i)

I

{4836children -9U )

Appointed for screening Not appointed for screening
4825 cni laren(99.35) I cni Icren lO.

214 families fnon-oarticipants)flli
(481 children - 9 J)

Reasons 'zr non-carticioatior.
Fami 1 ies

Refused to oarticip. (59 ) (27';!

Screened other orog.(35) (17^)
Other (n9) 1 5S>: i

;2i4j TTooT)

I

Showed for screen
3134 Chi Idren

Unknown
55 of appointed) 175chi Idren '(4*^)

( 59% of contacted)
No. of aoooi ntwents to show

1st Appmt (220/1 i
7&;)

2nd Appmt ( 678) (22 t)
3rd Appmt ( 2491 ( 8 t)

(3134)(1t50ii

Screens initiated
3854

Undetermined shows

"No S how" for screening
• 3 ifc cni Icren i

-i
^ - of appointed)

Reasons for "No show"
Family moved
Family no longer eligible
Refuse to make other aopm:
Unable to contact after

numerous efforts
Repeated aoomt. failures
Other

(95)

(202)
. (53)

6:=

13%

(275)

(462)

(429) 28;

(1516) 100

18%
31%

Screens completed

537 (18i)

Screens Incomplete

3197 (82%)

Screenino
Subsystem

Case V'
Hon i tori ng /'\

Fellow-up
Subsystem

^

J
Negative findinf;s

(No prop 1 ems
for referral 1

3387 (37%)

Positive findings
(Problero identiTTed

and referred)
4§7

547 problems in 497chi1dren)

Prpblem resolution

Reasons for Incompletion
Lab or other tests no* administered
or results not available (319'^

Appointment Failures 3

1197

(533i'

Diagnosis
and

Treatment
SuDsvstem

Show for treatment

360 (681)

As vet undetermined

33

"No show" for treatment

140 (25;)

Problems confirmed
I

False positives

297 , 83% 53 175

Reasons for "No show"

Refuses to make aoooint. 36 26--.-

Repeated appirt. failure 17 12~

No longer eligible 29 21 i

Unaole to contact 44 3V-

Family moved i. 3°.-

Otner s 5'-

Unknown 2
1 -

140 ;00--.-

Resol ution

Cured or inactive

210 (71%)

Max. benefit achieved
27 (9%)

Still under trmt.

31 (lO;-)

Undetermi ned

Unable to complete
27 (9-0!

Reasons fc" inability to complete

•The difference in numoers is due to a time and process lag between
contacts ana screens, and the fact that these two suo-system (case-
'inding & screening) are not each specifically "Irked in the data system.

' Sumoers ao not matcn because of discrepancies in casemonitoring proble—:

wnicn 14 non-oroject cases became invoivec.

No longer eligible
Refuses to fiiake apomt.

Unaple to contact
Repeated aoomt. failures

Otne'-

19-

33°.

19=;

26^

27 100^
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i ""ACK" T^oo'JG:-: the epso' -rogra" of i-ic5famil^ contacts
^'JSOE IN FeDruary 1 976-OecemDer 1977

DALLAS POOJEC-

(Sectors A,S,C - Project 3ata!
ORISINAL SCP.EENS.ONLY

iin= Family Contacts reoresentina 3508 cni'dren

35

1236 famnies agree to particioate

,
in EPSDT i 88i)

I G136 cfiildren - 39% )

169 families 'non-oarticiDants}(i2%)
(372 children -11 ;j

^ODOinteg for screening Not appointed for screening

3131 cm loren (99.8%) 5 cnildren

1

Reasons *or non--arti ci :;3ti on

Fami 1 les

Refused to oarticip.fHc'
Screened otner ?rog.!Z''; ['i

Other i^O '-.

Fani ly
Contact
System

Case
Finding

SuSsystam

Showed for screen Unknown

1 Jjr Children '£2% of appointed) 117 cnildren

(551 of contacted)
No. of acpointments to show

lit ADpmt(l363 ) 171

2nd Appmt (410 J (21 2)

3rd Appmt (l53
)
(85)

"No S how" ^or sceenino
T083 cmlaren ; 34^, of appointed;

Reasons for "No snow"

(1931 )(10C%)

Fam ly moved
Family no longer eligible
Refuse to mane otner apomt.
Unaole to contact after

numerous efforts
f?eoeated apomt. failures
Other

( 143);

(-0) :

( 203)

( 333!
' 75;

;19

Screens initiated *

21 7£

Undetermined shows 1083) (100"

Screens completed

378 (17%)

Screens Incopiolete

1798 (83%)

Screening

Subsystem

r r

Case _
Hon i tori ng ,

Fallow-up
Subsystem

Negative findings
(No problems
for referral 1

1895 ( 37:i

I

'

2176

T 1

Posltlvg findings
{Problems identiTTed

and referred)

( 1323

"

Reasons for incompletion
Lab or otner tests not administered
or results not availaole

Appointment failure

281

1797

1798

C313 problems 1n28l children)

Problem resolution

(299)**

01 agnosis
and

Treatment
SubsvsteTi

I

Show for treaCnent

197 (65 ?)

As yet undetemined "No show
-3(7

for treatment

Problems confined

164 (32%

False aositives

27S)

Reasons for "No snow"

Refuses to make aopmt.

Repeated aoomt. failure

No longer el igible

Unaole to contact
Family moved
Otner
Unknown

27

25'.

IV.

19':

30 100>

Resolutio.T

Cured or inactive

;i9 (73%)

Max. benefit achieved

12 (7%)

Still under trmt. Unaole to comoleta

20 (12%) 13 (3%7

I

Reasons 'or 'nabilitv te complete

No longer eiigio'e

Re-'uses to '^aKe appmt. 5

Repeated apomt. failure 3

Otne- _L
". 3

*Trie difference in numoers is due to a time and process lac between contacts ana

screens, and the fact that these two suo-systams are not case specifically lini-eu ir, t^e i;t:

"Numoers do not matcn because of discrepancies "in case-monTtoring problems in wnicn U non-xiroject

cases secame invoTved.

:3i

23%
3%

100^

tem.
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TABLE 19B

\ "TRACK" THROUGH THE EPSOT PROGRAW OF 623 FAMILY CONTACTS
MADE IN Feorjary 1976-3ecember 1977

DALLAS PROJECT
Sectors A,3,C, Project Data

PERIODIC SCREENS ONLY^ :

-amily 'Contacts raoresenting 1309 'nridren

36

573 families agree to participate
1n EPSDT (93%)

G700 children -94? )

appointed f'jr screening
1594 cliilaren 99.62

Mot appointed for screening
6 cftildren 0.4%

45 families (non-oarticipants )
( 7% )

( 109 children - 6 ;)

Reasons for non-oarticipation
Fami 1 les

Refused to oarticio. ( 1 1 ) 24°

Screened otfier prog.' 9) 20?

Other ( 25) 56~

~[Ts7 ioo.

.-ami ly

Contact
System

Case
Finding

Subsystem

Showed for screen
1203" children r7U of appointed

( 57% of contacted)

Unknown , "No S how" for screening

58 cni Idren ;(3S) 433 children t ZS'; of appointed)

No of aoooinonents to show
1st Appmt (844 ) (70 i)

2nd Apomt (263 J (22 •)

3rd Appmt ( 91 ) (3%)
(1203 )(100i)

Reasons for "No show"
Family moved
Family no longer eligible
Refuse to .nake other aoomt.
Unable to contact after

numerous efforts

Repeated aoomt. failures
Other

(22)

(59)

(20)

'55) 15-1

:i24) 29':

':!43) 33^

Screens initiated *

1708

Undetermi ned shows ( 433) lOOJ

Screens conioleted

309 (18%)

Screens Incomplete

1399 ,(32%;

Screening
Subsystaa

Case
'oni toring

,

Oilow-jo
ubsystem

i
Diagnosis

i and

j
'rpacrent
Si;0svs*e!n

I I'

Negative findings
(No prop i ems
for referral

)

1492 (37%)

3

1708

Positive^ findings
CProoiems identiTied

and referred

)

216 (131)
(234problems in 216children)

Problem resolution

Reasons for incompletion
Lab or other tests not administered
or results not available 1397

Appt. failures ?

1399

'234)

I

Show for treaftTient

153 (70%)

T
As vet undetermined

11

jsiems confirr-ed False 30STtives
•33 20

—

:

"No Show" for treatment

50 ;25%)

Peascns for "No snow"

Refuses za :nake aoonit.

Repeated Appmt. failure
No longer si igible
Unaols to contact
Other

16

3

27^

23%
29^

(13%) 50 '00=;

resolution

Cured or inactive
31 ;53=.)

"ax.tenefit achieved
13 (11%)

Stil under rmt.
^3%)

Unaole to comclets
14

Jnaetemined
2 > 2:;

,

Reasons for inaoilitv to comolets

'io "cnger s] ii'iole 2

Refuses to ^axe appmt. 3

Unable to contact 5

^-eoeated iopnt. 'ailure -

1

71 V

•^'ne iifferenca 'n ?.umDer -s due to a time and orocess lac between contacts

ana screens, and tne fact tnat tnesa two suosystsms

llnneo in tiie lidua 3/si.crii.

are not case specifically
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Background

The Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) Program
was enacted into law as a section of Title XIX of the Social Security Act by
the Social Security Amendments of 1967 (PL90-248).

Through this amendment Congress intended to require states to take
aggressive steps to screen, diagnose and treat poor children with health prob-
lems. The Congress had been concerned about the variations from state to state
in the rates of children treated for handicapping conditions and health prob-
lems that could ultimately lead to costly chronic illnesses and disability.

EPSDT, in the ideal sense, is intended to be a program for comprehensive
preventive and health services for "poor" children (Medicaid eligible).

Nothwithstanding the intent of the program, the unique federal/state sharing
of its responsibility produced significant variations in the degree and manner
in which the program has been implemented by the various states. The federal
agency charged with program implementation, the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration (HCFA), DHEW, as recently as April 1977 acknowledged that the overall
result to date of state programs was that only 30 percent of the 12 million
children currently eligible were participating in the program.

Additionally, many critics of the program have been alleging since its
inception that even those children who were participating were not adequately
being provided treatment for health problems found in the screening process.
In a survey of the EPSDT program in eight states, for example, in 1973, only
46.1 percent new problems found in screening were found to be treated through a

Medicaid claims file check.

It was in this context of major concerns with lack of client participation
in the program and failure to attain high rates of treatment for children with
problems found in screening that the Dallas project was proposed.

Its specific objectives were to develop innovative, effective, and cost
beneficial methods of case finding (outreach) to improve client participation
in the EPSDT program and case monitoring (follow-up) to achieve increased rates
of treatment for problems found in the screening process. The inbeing health
care delivery system in Dallas was to be utilized for screening, diagnosis and
treatment to the maximum extent possible.

The Dallas project, "EPSDT in an Urban Setting--Dallas , Texas" was approved
and funded by the Social and Rehabilitation Service (later designated the Health
Care Financing Administration), DHEW under Section 1115 of the Social Security
Act in July 1975. The grant to the Texas State Department of Public Welfare for
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the project represented an investment in both state and federal (SRS) interests
in improving the EPSDT program.

Case Finding Activities

The full program of case finding variables related to time and tested over
the duration of the project are depicted in the facing schema (#1).

Most states had been found to rely heavily on client contact at the point
of welfare application to offer advice concerning the program and then follow up
with letters or flyers with welfare checks. These techniques had been found to
be only minimally productive in inducing client participation in the program,
generally in the order of 5 - 20 percent.

The initial major effort in case finding in the Dallas project was to test
the highly personalized case finding technique of in-the-home/face-to-face con-
tact between worker and client to offer information about the EPSDT programs to

determine its impact on the participation rate.

The finding resulting from this test, as reported in the Phase 2 Evaluation
Report, May 15, 1977, was that, although approximately 85 percent of clients
contacted agreed to participate in the program, roughly 50 percent of them
never kept a screening appointment although three appointment opportunities were
attempted. This result prevailed notwithstanding a reasonably convenient clinic
location (generally within an average of two to three miles from client homes),
the provision of bus type transportation, a favorable clinic facility, and

interested and concerned nurse-headed screening teams. This finding, if appli-
cable to most other major urban areas, represented an unanticipated limitation
to the program's potential.

A sequential test to this, in Phase 3, was to test neighborhood screening
clinics, which materially reduced distance (and time), by a factor of six, be-

tween the client's home and screening site, to determine the impact of increased
accessibility and availability of health services (screening) on the program
participation rate. This variable presupposed maintaining constant, to the

maximum degree possible, all the circumstances surrounding the Phase I test,
e.g., the same in-home/face-to-face client contact technique, same skill level

of case workers, the same level of transportation availability and like circum-
stances of clinic surroundings and team-client interest. The results of this

test was an increase in kept appointments, after three appointment efforts,
from 51 percent to 74 percent. The potential participation rate of the popu-

lation eligibles by this mode of case finding/screening appeared to be in the

This limitation to no more than three unsuccessful efforts to achieve
a screen in the city of Dallas with its prevailing EPSDT periodicity (annually)
was a project systems control to preclude further case finding effort being
expended on highly doubtful outcomes. These cases were then dropped from the

current year's case finding "targets" and picked up again as "new" cases in the

following year. This, however, is not the practice for the State of Texas as a

whole which allows its case workers to continue to recontact the repeated
appointment failures as often as their judgment suggests and time allows.
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SECTORS
Time

P Feb. 75

R

E Mar
V

I Apr

U May
S

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

R

E

P

R

T Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Phase

IIJul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan. 77 IIT

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

PWW I***
Full-time case
finder; in-home
face-to-face
contact

Young Adult
CI inic****
(Teenage
Focus)

Modi fy

:

PWW i

Combined
case mon./
case finder
in-home/face-
to-face
contact

IV

ferminated

Add 'increased
transportation
services to
screening sites
(compass)*****

Terminated

Develop a

model pro-
tocol for
interagency
1 inkage
(MIC)******

Student case finder
( In-home/face-to-
face contact)

Terminated

CSA II Full-time
case finder in-home/
face-to-face contact;
1 clinic (MLK) site
in Sector C (for

screening

PWW I***
Full-time case
finder; in-home
face-to-face
contact

Young Adult
Clinic****
(Teenage
Focus)

Modi fy

:

CSA III

Comb, case
finder/case
monitor; in-

home/face-to-
face contact

Ongoing workers
(generally PWW l'[

using normal case
finding
techniques* i

Mod i f

y

No change in

case finders
skill level or

technique. 7_

clinic sites
in Sec. C for
screening**
(Neighborhood Clinics)

Terminated

Add increased
transportation
services to

screening sites
(compass)*****

Terminated

Develop a

model pro-
tocol for
interagency
1 inkage
(MIC)******

Terminated

Add in-home
screening of
cl ients previ

-

ously contacted
but non-partici-
pants in EPSDT

Data in-put
terminated

Terminated Terminated

*Generally PWW I's with combined case finding/case monitoring responsibilities; worker time distribution:
case finding - 70%; generally allocated at 30% letter contact effort; 20% sequential telephone contact effort;
20% sequential face-to-face contact either in-the-home or with transportation assistance. The remaining 30%
of time would be allocated to case-monitoring and administrative training.

**Test impact of increased accessibility and availability of health services (screening) on participation rate
of eligibles (show for screen; penetration rate)

***Public Welfare Worker I

****Test impact of teenage oriented clinic on participation rate of teenage eligibles
*****Compass (Comprehensive patient Ass istance) maximize client assistance, such as personalized transportation
rather than routine transportation to assess impact on kept appointments.

******MIC (Maximum interagency Coordination) Develop a model protocol between agencies providing health
services to AFDC children to minimize duplication between programs.
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area of 70 percent.

In the last phase (4) of the project, efforts were made to continue
testing the neighborhood screening clinics in Sector C and to test other
variables that could identify the possible maximum level of participation
that could be achieved in an EPSDT program in an urban setting. In this
phase (entitled COMPASS- Comprehensi ve P^atient Assistance) additional trans-
portation was provided in Sectors A and B that, by its nature, was to be much
more highly responsive to the client's needs than regularly provided scheduled/
fixed route transportation. The second new variable to be employed was to test
in-home screening as an extreme effort in case finding in Sector C of clients
who had twice previously failed to participate in the program.

A supplementary feature of this latter variable was to determine the
relative healthiness of these children as compared to the children of partici-
pating families, and, secondly, by conducting an attitudinal survey of the non-
participants to determine the causes or programmatic barriers to such lack of
participation.

A third new variable was to develop a model protocol of an agreement be-

tween agencies providing health services to AFDC children to minimize duplica-
tion between programs (entitled MIC-Maximum Interagency C^ooperation)

.

It is these four case finding activities that are being reported upon
in detail in this report.

Case Monitoring Activities

The full program of case-monitoring variables related to time and tested
over the duration of the project are depicted in the facing schema (#2).

At the time of the project's conceptualization, most states had not made
any special provisions for follow-up (case monitoring) in their EPSDT programs.

This was due in part to the fact that most states split program responsibility
for EPSDT between their Departments of Welfare and Departments of Health.
Responsibilities for program elements generally "fell out" fairly clearly for

outreach (case finding) to the Welfare Department and screening to the Health
Department, with diagnosis and treatment most often by referral to providers
in the private sector of health. Since screening was generally provided
through contract between the two departments, follow-up was generally not
assigned to the Health Department. On the other hand, follow-up of referrals
to treatment was not normally a traditional function of the Welfare Department,
so was most often neglected or occasionally assigned as an additional duty to
some case worker who already had many other family service responsibilities.
This was the setting of circumstances that produced the attainment of treatment
for 46.1 percent of conditions found in screening, earlier referenced on page 1

of this report.

The initial major efforts in this area in the Dallas project were to
specifically identify case monitoring as a function of EPSDT and to institute a
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Phase Sectors

-eo /o

R Mar

V Apr

May

'J

S Jun

Jul :i

R

E Aug
?

Sep

R

T Oct

S

Nov

Dec

Jan 77 III

Feb

Mar

Apr "

May

Jun

Full-time new case Full-time new case
case
moni tor
in -home
face-to-
face
follow-up

monitor- case mon. monitor-

Introduce C5A III Introduce Reg. Nurse
RN I

Ful 1 -time
CM., In-

home/ face-
to-face
follow-up

ing

system

(PWW I)

Substituted

In-home
face-to-
face
fol low-

up

ing

system

introduce
new case
monitor-
ing

system

Ongoing workers'
(usually PWw I)

Comb. CF/CM*-'*

-1.

Mod i fy
Combined
CF/CM
Same
face-to-
face
technique

Adapt
Simi 1 ar

system
adopted
state-
wide

Jul

C Aua
U

R Sep
R

E Oct

N

T Nov

R Dec

P Jan 78

R Feb
T

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

IV

Modify
Combined
CF/CM
Same
face-to-
face
technique

Adapt
Simi lar

system
adopted
state-
wide

ALL CASE MONITORING TERMINATED

Modi f

V

WST II****-

substi-
tuted.
No other
change

Adapt
Similar
system
adopted
state-
wide

itate
introduces
new CM.
system
for test

State
adopts
test
system
state-
wide

DATA INPUT
TERMINATED

*' The case monitoring system established for Sectors A,B 5 C (test sectors) tracks problems
found in screening to treatment and treatment completion . The control sector system (D)

introduced in May only seeks to track problems to treatment—tnis latter tracking satisfies
legal and federal proarammatic requirements.
**Ongoing workers, generally PWW's, with combined case finding/case monitoring
responsibilities. Worker time distriiubion , case monitoring - 30«; contacts with
clients for follow-uo are normally througn letters or telephone contact and only
personal contact (in-home) if tne first two (neans of contact fail. Personal

contact is minimal as comoared to the test sector workers where personal contact
i s maximal

.

***No soeciaily designated case monitoring system in effect.
****yelfare Service Technician.
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specific follow-up (case monitoring) system with full-time workers assigned to
follow-up tasks (for problems and immunizations). Case monitors were, as

case finders, to maximize the personal approach to clients through in-home/
face-to-face contact to determine the impact on rates of treatment for prob-
lems found in screening.

The results of the introduction of a specific case monitoring system on

show for treatment rates were included in report #3. The overall major
finding was that the introduction of a structured case monitoring system, to
include designated case monitors, referral forms, provider/client feed-back,
assistance making treatment appointments and providing transportation, pro-
duced show for treatment rates in the order of 85-90 percent. The cost for
such follow-up approximated$15.00-$23.00 per child screened exclusive of any
state level program support for infra-structure or data processing.

There were no new variables tested in case monitoring in Phase 4, however,
two new perspective to those already reported upon in previous reports are
added, i.e., the prioritization of case monitoring and the appropriateness of
immunization follow-up as a function of case monitoring.

Project Structure

As depicted on the cover, the project area is a sub-component of the City
of Dallas made up of seven zip code areas, organized into four sectors, three
of which are structured for experimental variations (Sectors A,B, and C) and
one as a control (Sector D). The control is intended to represent the activi-

^
ties of the "ongoing" prescribed EPSDT program. An arrangement that has evolved
since the project's original submission is the presence of both "ongoing" and

"project" EPSDT activities in Sectors A,B and C. In effect, 40 percent of
the eligible clients living in Sectors A,B, and C are "project" (those whose
Medicaid numbers end in 3,5,7 and 9) and 60 percent are "ongoing" (those whose
Medicaid numbers end in 0,1,2,4,6 and 8). A detailed presentation of this
distribution is as follows:

*
Phase 1 and 2 Evaluation Reports for details.
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Distribution of EPSDT Program Eligibles by Sector
Project and "On-Going"^

Sector

A (A--J)

B (K--Z)

C

D (Control)

Zip Code
Area

75203'

75208

75216
75224

75215

75210
75223

Distribution of Eligibles
Total Project On-Going

(100%) (Approx. 40%) (Approx. 60%)

3,583

3,328

1 ,378

1 ,280

3,684 1 ,417

3,086 (1,187)^

13,681^'^ 4,0755

2,205

2,048

2,267

3,086
3a

9,606

(17,785) (5,297) (12,488)

Approximately December 31, 1976

^Sectors A/B share the same four zip codes with delineation by alphabetical
designation (first letter of last name) as indicated.

"^Control

^^Includes the 1,187 used for control purposes

^'^This is a more or less constant total; an annual client turnover rate

('On" and "off" welfare eligibility) of 30 percent would adjust the total to

17,7854 and the project to 5,297^.

^Generally 95 percent Black; 3 percent Spanish surname; 2 percent Anglo.
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Chapter II

CASE FINDING

Test Objectives - Phase IV

The major test 1n this report period was to explore methods to achieve the
maximum level of participation In EPSDT by an urban population of ellglbles.

Schema for Project Case Finding Activities (July 1977-March 1978)

The overall schema for case finding In the project throughout Its duration
is contained in the schema in Chapter 1, page 40. The schema on the following
page portrays the case finding activities for the project for this report period
only.

Program Eligibles (Target Population)

The target population (program eligibles) toward whom these case finding
activities were directed was approximately as follows on December 31, 1977:

Project Area Eligible Population
(By Family, Children and Sector)

Sector
No. of Family
CI ients

No. of
Chi Idren

Approximate Cumulative
Annual No. of Program
Eligible Children**

o

C

Sub-Total

D (Control

)

Total

576

542

563

1681

443

2124

1356
1334
1415

4105

1097

5202

1763
1734
1839

5336

1426

6762

Designation of Variables to be Tested in this Report Period

Following is the designation of the four variables to be tested

^December 1977, TDHR Eliqibillty Tapes

Number of children adjusted to reflect an estimated annual 30 percent

turnover rate on the DHR eligibility rolls.
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Schema

Case Finding Project Activities (July '77-March '78)

Project
Time Phase

July '77 IV

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan. '78

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

PWW I -Combined
Case Finder/
Monitor: In-

Home Contact

CSA Ill-Combined
Case Finder/
Monitor: In-

Home Contact

Add increased
Transportatior
Services to

Regular Screen
ing Sites
(Compass

)

Develop a

Model Pro-
tocol for
Inter-Ag-
ency Linkg
age (MIC)^

Terminated

Add Increased
Transportation
Services to

Regular Screen-
ing Sites' ''^

(Compass)
Develop a

Model Pro-

tocol for
Inter-Ag-
ency Link
age (MIC)-

CSA II-Full Time
Case Finder; In-

Home Contact
Seven (7) Clinic
Sites for

2

Screening

On-Going Worker
(Generally PWW

I.) Using
Normal Case-

^
Finding Tech.

Terminated

Initiate In-

Home Screen
of Clients
Twice Previ-

ously contacted
but Program Non-

Participants

Terminated Data In-Put
Only Termi-
nated.

Usually two sites, i.e., Harris Center and Lions Club Clinic run by City of Dallas
Screening teams.

^Continue test of impact of increased accessabil ity and availability of health services
through six additional sites run by the project screening team on participation rate of

eligibles.

^Sequential effort of letter contact (maximum of three ef-^orts), telephone contact of

non-resDondents and in-home contact of those not responding to the first two efforts in

connection with generally two sites, i.e., Martin Luther King Center and Spring Clinic run

by the City of Dallas Screening Team.

'^COMPASS ( Comprehensive Patient Assistance) to maximize client assistance such as
personalized transportation.

^MIC (Maximum Interagency Coordination) to maximize interagency cooperation to

minimize duplication of services to children.
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(1) Neighborhood/Mobile Clinics : Continue testing of the six additional
clinic sites in Sector C as a means of stimulating increased program
participation (Sector C).

(2) In-Home Screening of clients who twice previously failed to partici-
pate in the program to determine the maximum level of participation
reasonably achievable, and the general status of health of these
children, and, as a secondary issue, ascertain through an attitudinal
survey possible barriers to program participation (Sector C).

(3) COMPASS ( Comprehensive patient Assi stance) The addition of more
responsive transportation to the previously utilized case finding
method of combined case finder/monitor, executing in-home contact
as a primary technique. (Sectors A and B)

(4) MIC (Maximum interagency C^oordi nation) To develop a model protocol
between selected agencies providing overlapping health services to
children to minimize duplication of effort. This is to be a

narrative description of problems and issues encountered in such an

activity and the means utilized to overcome them (Sectors A,B, and C)

Evaluation of Variables

Following is the evaluation of these four variables tested in the report
period.

1. Neighborhood/Mobile Clinics (Sector C)

This mode of operation was continued in Sector C from the previous test

period (Phase 3) without significant modification. In brief, the primary
focus of this case finding activity was to increase by a factor of six to seven the

availability and accessabil ity of screening sites to child homes to ascertain
the impact on "kept appointments" for screening and rates of program participation.
Seven neighborhood screening clinics were established in Sector C, where pre-

viously there had been one. The distance from homes to clinics was thereby
reduced from an average of approximately 45-50 city blocks to eight to ten. All other

earlier test methods of family contact and client services were held relatively
constant, i.e., in-home contact by trained indigenous aides supported by

responsive transportation. All facets of support and techniques were reported
in detail in the Phase 3 evaluation report.

The results attained at the end of the last test period (Jan. 30, 1977)

was a 74 percent kept appointment rate for screening and a projected 60-70

percent annualized participation rate.
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Results of Continued Testing

(a) Family Contacts, Children Represented, and
Rate of Appointments Made^by Time Period--

( Sector C )

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time
Period

Number
of
Family
Contact

No. Children
Represented
by Families
Contacted

t^lo. Families
Willing to

Participate
in EPSDT

Children
Represented
by Families
in Column 3

No. Apmts.
Made for
Chi Idren
Who Will

Parti ci p.

Rate of
Apmts

.

Made of
Those
Will inq

Rate of
Apmts.
Made of
Those
Contacted

Phase 1 & 2

Feb. '75,i
Dec. '76

(11 months)

619 1,604 529 1 ,387 1 ,365 98%
1
85%

1

Phase 3

Jan. '77-

June. '77
**

(6 months)

214 537 206 527 527 100% r 98%
1

Phase 4

Jul. '77i,,
Dec. '77

(6 months)

226 580 222 568 566 99.7%

(100%)

98%

Discussion

The 98 percent rate of appointments made of children contacted continues
to reflect the high acceptability of the neighborhood clinics by the eligible
population group. As earlier indicated (Phase 3 Report), apart from this
statistical evidence, the case finders in Sector C reported a much more favorable
reaction by the mothers to the more convenient locations of the screening sites.
The neighborhood identification of the screening clinics and the closeness to
home (generally not more than eight to ten blocks) has been a distinct
advantage in "selling" the program. The client perceives the neighborhood
clinic as a significantly reduced commitment of time to the total activity of
screening, e.g., preparation time, travel time, waiting time.

*Data derived from Family Contact File

*One Screening Site (Martin Luther King Clinic)

*Seven Screening Sites (six neighborhood clinics added)
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(b) Number and Rate of Screening Appointments Made and Kept,
First, Second and Third Appoinj^ments , by Time Period

(Sector C )

1st Appointments 2nd Appointments 3rd Appointments TOTAL - 3 Appmts.

Time Period
No.

Made
No.

Kept
Rate
Kept

No.

Made
No.

Kept
Rate
Kept

No.

Made
No.

Kept
Rate
Kept

No.

Made
No.

Kept
Rate
Kept

Phase 1 & 2

Feb. '76;^^

Dec. '76

ill nv^n + h c 1

^ 1 1 niuri UM^ }

1 ,365 457 33.5% 908 197 21 . 7% 711 42 5.9% 1 ,365 696 |51.0%)

Phase 3

Jan. '77-

June 77

(6 months)

527 283 54.0% 246 91 37.0% 163 17 10.0% 527 391 (74.0%)

Phase 4

Jul -'77-*,^
Dec. '77

(6 months)

566 372 65.7% 194 79 40.7% 115 23 20.0% 566 474 (83.8^

Discussion

The continued and growing acceptance by the client population of the neigh-
borhood screening clinics far exceeds the expectations of the project and
evaluators. The 74 percent kept appointments at the end of the last test period
was then considered to be close to the maximum level achievable with this tech-
nique. Exceedingly tenacious case finding to document a maximum (saturated)
client contact of 80-90 percent of eligible families (prior to the in-home
screen) and a growing identification between the mobile screening team in neigh-
borhood sites and the client population resulted in the uniquely high 84 percent
"kept appointment rate."

As indicated in the detailed evaluation of this technique in Report 3,
there are factors that have come into play to somewhat affect the results other
than the additional clinics, per se.

The project staff report that having all activities (outreach, transporta-
tion, screening) under a single manager (initiated July 1977) afforded a signifi-
cantly more client responsive milieu than is possible under the regular program,
when each is under a different director. Additionally, transportation was
considerably more individualized by being under the dispatch control of the
screening team chief (single manager) and mothers were more actively involved in

*Data derived from Family Contact File

*One screeTiing site^(MLK) MartirT Luther Kin^ ClTni^c

*Seven screening sites (Neighborhood clinics added)
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(c) Rated Program Participation (Penetration Rate)

Neighborhood Clinics. Sector C*

In Three Periods of Time

Annualize
Average
Projected
Case Find
PTE's
Avail

.

Discussion

The average number of full time equivalents of case finding effort in sup-
port of the neighborhood clinics was 1.85 during the period July '77-December '77.

Turnover of clients on eligibility roles continues to restrict significant
impact on further increase in penetration rate notwithstanding improved rate of
kept appointments. The penetration rate only measures the "kept appointments"
(show for screen) of those still eligible at the closeout of a report period.
The "top" penetration rate achievable in this mode is projected at approximately
70 percent. The "top" penetration rate'^*"" in an optimum (ideal) mode is estimated
to be in the area of 70-75 percent. The discussion on page 5 of the summary is

applicable to this situation and that example did not reflect the impact of turn-
over on welfare roles on the penetration rate. At this point it should be crys-
tal clear that in any unduplicated count of participation of current eligibles in

*Data derived from Texas DHR Monthly Eligibility Tapes and HSRI screening
files.

**Penetration rate

***Defined as those who have "kept" a screening appointment as related to any
current roster of eligibles. This definition avoids "double counting", however,
there will be "kept appointments" in any reporting period for those losing program
eligibility that cannot be counted toward the penetration rate.
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EPSDT, 70-75 percent represents the maximum level of participation in a volun-
tary program.

The case finding cost "per kept appointment", in the sector was $25.12.
This lower cost of case finding in this sector, compared to the average of
Sectors A and B for the same time period which is $42.09, is primarily a factor
of the higher sustained show for treatment rate reflecting a more effective
utilization of the case finding efforts (full time equivalents and other related
costs)

.

Concl usion

The mode of case finding/screening that may be expected to produce the
highest rates of participation in an EPSDT program in a two step configura-
tion in an urban setting at the most efficacious cost is: (Reports 2,3, and 4)

. case finding aides* indigenous to the target population area (either as

contact or public sector employees)

. family contact to recruit EPSDT participation by a home visit (face-to-
face contact)

Or (Equal Option)

. family contact through a series of contact efforts consisting first of
a mailing of up to three letters; second, phone calls to non-respondents
to the letters; and third, in-home contact of those not responding
affirmatively to the first two efforts.

. screening sites (neighborhood clinics) highly accessible to the target
families, generally within ten blocks of homes.

. transportation that is highly responsive to client needs, generally
under dispatch control of the respective clinics.

. single management (or operational control at the local level o f the

outreach (case finding), transportation and screening activities
relative to an EPSDT screening.

. parent participation to the maximum extent feasible in the screening

process itself, and in the evaluation of the results (nurse or doctor/

parent consultation).

This mode of EPSDT case finding/screening should be expected to produce
program acceptance rates of 98 percent by families contacted and "kept appoint-
ment" rates for screening in the range of 80-90 percent at a case finding cost
of $25-$30 per child screened (including transportation costs) and screening

*Functioning as joint case finders/monitors.
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costs of approximately $20-$25.

These expectations assume screening team composition, case finder to
eligible population ratios, and screening capacity utilization as indicated
in this report.

2. In-Home Screening (Sector C )

Antecedents

Previous demonstration projects and most on-going EPSDT programs have

experienced limitations on client participation not anticipated. Client parti-

cipation rates (penetration rate) in excess of 50 percent were -rare even with
extensive outreach efforts involving program specific case finders. Most EPSDT
on-going programs in the varying states were reflecting client participation
rates in the area of approximately 30 percent, and these rates included a

significant number of duplicate counts, wherein screens and rescreens (in-

cluding the multiple infant rescreens) of the same child were often reported
as reflecting different children.

In the demonstration projects, such as Dallas, with aggressive full time

case finders employing in-home contact as a technique supported by reasonably
responsive transportation and convenient fixed screening sites, participation
rates of 50 percent were achieved (Phase 2 report). The questions, then, were
"what is the probable maximum feasible participation rate in EPSDT," and "what
means would be necessary to achieve the maximum rate.

One of the most cost effective means of achieving a major increase in

participation may be a school focused EPSDT program for school age children.
This was one of the planned tests for Phase 4 of the project, to determine
the efficaciousness of this mode, which was deleted by the state. In the
interim, in Phase 3, a modification of the home visit contact approach, which
significantly increased the availability and accessibility of screening sites
(neighborhood clinics) to within eight to ten blocks of homes, was then
reflecting results indicating the possibility of a 65-70 percent participation
rate. (Phase 3 Report). The question, nevertheless, still remained, though
at a somewhat higher level than originally broached, "How were higher (maximum)
participation rates to be achieved?" An in-home screening approach was proposed,
based upon a project reported upon in the American Journal of Public Health by
Dawson, Cohrs, Eversole, Frankenberg, and Roth, "Cost Effectiveness of Screening
Children in Housing Projects".* This test was acceptable to the state with the
constraint, however, that in-home screening be limited to only those clients
who had twice previously (annually) been offered the opportunity for screening
and who failed to participate in the program. By established project procedure
this would have meant, for those who had previously agreed to participate in the

*Volume 66, No. 12, (December 1976) pages 1194-1196
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program and accepted a screening appointment, up to six efforts to achieve a

successful appointment, all of which would have been broken. Comprising this

group would also have been those who had twice overtly refused to participate

in the program.

.

Objectives (In-Home Screening)

The State's expressed major interest in "in-home" screening was to deter-
mine whether the children of the non-participating families were less healthy
than those participating in EPSDT, and whether there were any programmatic
or socio-economic barriers that had deterred participation that changes in

policy or procedure might rectify. The Federal agency's (SRS/HCFA) interest
was in the potentialities of the methods to maximize participation and its
associated procedures, equipment, and costs.

Eval uation

These three interests are addressed as follows:

A. Status of Health of Children Screened in the Home

The sample
suits are not
cause of the

sequences of
of success of
and concurren
Additional ly

,

by virtue of

size for in-home screening became so small that the re-

statistical ly conclusive. This situation developed be-

constraint imposed on the in-home test of two previous
non-participation, and the unique and unanticipated level

the neighborhood clinics in stimulating program participation
tly reducing the number of repeated non-participants,
the test of this technique was limited to Sector C both

state guidelines and operational continuity.*

In summary, there were approximately 560 eligible families in Sector
C as of the December 1977 DHR eligibility roster, of which 504 were
successfully recruited prior to the institution of the in-home screening
in late February, 1978. Twenty eight of the remaining 56 non-participating
families moved or lost eligibility prior to the implementation of the

in-home screening.

as

The remaining
fol lows

:

28 families then eligible for in-home screen disposed

Received in-home screen
Not locatable**
Refused
Failed to keep appmt.

(not at home)

Already under care

1 fami 1 i es

1 2 fami 1 i es

2 families
3 families

1 family

20 children

Total 28 families

*In-home screening was designed as a continuum and extension of the neigh-

borhood clinic approach which was sited in Sector C.

Not at recorded or referred address
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Only three of the tv/enty children screened had a medical orob-
lem. This is a 15.0 percent problem referral rate, whereas the same
screening team operating in the mobile mode (neighborhood clinics) in

the same Sector (C) found 24.5 percent with problems for referral.

Concl usion

Though not statistically significant, the implied finding that the
children in this normally non-participating group were as healthy as

those in the participating group was generally confirmed by the nurses
conducting the screening. Their impression was that non-participation
of these families in the EPSDT program was more of a judged lack of need
rather than a lack of interest. This impression is also reinforced by
the fact that only one (8 percent) of the 13 children under age six (pre-

school) out of the 20 screened was not "current for age" in immunizations.
In the program participating group, this generally would have been six
(45^0 out of 13 children.

B. Barriers to Program Participation (See Appendix A, Sub Study, The
In-Home Interviewl"

The complete report of the "In-Home Interview" is attached as Appendix
A to this chapter. As already indicated, the unexpected success of the
mobile teams (neighborhood clinics) in Sector C significantly reduced the
non-screened (program rejector) population that was to be the focus of the
in-home screen and survey.

Though the survey indicates that the programmatic barriers to pro-
gram participation may still be those reported in a continuum of such
studies, i.e., transportation and clinic waiting time, the neighborhood
clinics served to indicate a means to overcome these barriers for a large
proportion of those eligibles normally difficult to recruit.

As a separate but related and equally important issue, however, there
are indications that the difficult mothers to recruit may be the younger,
less experienced parents, that are single, less educated and unemployed.
This complex of characteristics has repeatedly been shown in the literature
to be highly related to problems of recruitment to and continued use of
health services. This suggest one possible approach to prioritization of

case finding.

C. The Mode and Efficacy of In-Home Screening

Impact of In-Home Screening on rates of Program Participation

The extreme intensity of case finding effort in Sector C ultimately
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produced contact with 90 percent of the eligible families prior to the
in-home phase. The in-home phase increased this to 93 percent, which
is considered the maximum feasible level of family client contact due
primarily to frequency of moves (changes in address) by eligible families
(See Table 4 - Length of Time at Current Address)

The rate of family contact should not, however, be confused with the
participation rate which is based upon program participation of the
children. Quite frequently, mostly due to various ages of children in a

family, e.g., pre-school , school, etc., only one or two of three to four
or more children in a family will be successfully brought into the pro-
gram. Therefore, it is quite feasible to achieve a 90 percent rate of
family contact and only a 50 percent participation rate of the eligible
children. The rate of participation in Sector C ultimately reached 60
percent, with an estimated 70 percent potential.

Outreach For In-Home Screening

The original concept of outreach to support "in-home" screening
was to send a letter to "in-home" eligible families two to four weeks in

advance of the planned visit informing the client about the EPSDT program
and advising that in the immediate future screening teams would be in

the neighborhood to do medical screening in the homes. One day prior to
the team visit, or on the same day, it was intended to precede the team
visit by a case finder visit to homes to establish contact, obtain accep-
tance, and develop a specific schedule for the screening team. The
original concept also planned to employ the case finder/screening team
group within a compact geographical area (neighborhood/block) on a day
by day basis. This concept presumed that almost 30-40 percent of the

eligibles in the area would have been program non-participants and that
such an organized block by block/neighborhood by neighborhood approach
would be justified by the numbers of clients still to be recruited.

The technique actually employed retained the preliminary letter
notification, but totally eliminated the preliminary case finding contact
The team, employing a list of eligibles with specific addresses, would go

directly to the homes. In many instances the client would not be at home

and repeat visits would be required. Up to three visits would be made in

an effort to establish the contact and execute a screen. It was this

"waste" of the screening teams' (nurses) time in non-productive visits
that the original procedure intended to avoid.

If the client "answered the door" they were asked if the children
could be screened. If rescheduling was necessary because the children
to be screened were not at home, or the parent (s) were not home to give

permission, or the time was not then convenient to the client, a subse-
quent appointment would be set for that or the following day.
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If no contact could be made after three attempts, a note was left
or mailed explaining the purpose of the visit and informing the client
that by calling they could arrange a time for their child to be screened
in their home.

In-Home Screening - Team Composition

The screening team consisted of two persons: 1.) a registered
nurse (Nurse III) (Family Nurse Practitioner) and 2.) a Case Aide (III)

who was indigenous to the area. It had been determined in advance that
this was the maximum number of people that could practically be accomodated
in a small apartment or crowded house. The duties of the aide consisted
of completing forms and taking a health history. (Items 1-148 Texas
Department of Health Screening Form—#400)

It was originally planned for the aide to assist with the screening
measurements (vision/hearing testing), but with the length of time required
to execute the data collection it was determined to be more effective
to have the nurse execute all components of the examination, per se.

This team structure and function distribution appeared to work quite
satisfactorily in conducting the in-home screen.

Supplies and Equipment - In-Home Screen

The supplies and equipment utilized in the in-home screen were mainly
carried in a typical salesman's sample case that was 12" high x 8" in

depth X 18" in length and weighed 16 pounds when complete.

The items carried in the case were:

12 copies of Denver Developmental Screening Test
12 copies each of forms - Screening (Form 400)

Project Supplemental Data Sheet
Problem Referral Sheets
Consent Forms

Stethoscope
Ophthalmoscope
Tongue depressors
Laboratory supplies:

special collecting vials
lancets
masking tape
bandaids

Light weight scale
Worth 4 Dot Flashlight
Pen light and flashlight
Eye Chart

urine
paper

test
cups

strips

alcohol
cotton swabs

Form.
'Project Data Sheet, Screening Record, Problem Referral Sheet and Consent
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Sphigmomanometer
Carpenter's ruler
Balloons/lol lipops

Additional items carried, but not a component of the case, were the
audiometer and immunization vaccines (normally transported in an ice
chest in the car).

All of these items were easily carried by both members of the team.
These items were all the same as used in the regular mobile clinic with
the exception of the eye chart which, for the in-home screening, was for
10 feet (the smaller Snelling Chart) viewing rather than the normal 20
feet.

The transportation utilized was either the project van or one of the
team members cars.

Client Response to In-Home Screening

The clients contacted (actually reached at home) were very responsive
and cordial. Only two families actually contacted refused the service.
Therefore, it appears that in this group, as well as in the previously
discussed group of participants, a major obstacle exists in obtaining
a contact with the client, rather than obtaining consent to participate
once the contact was made.

A factor underlying their previous non-participation in EPSDT
appears to be that many felt they were adequately within the mainstream
of the on-going health care delivery system--for acute episodic care. In

another sense, it might be said that the mothers were satisfied with the

health of their children.

Workload Factors and Costs - In-Home Screening

The project screening team operating in their regular mode (neighbor-

hood clinics) indicate a screening capability of 60 screens per full clinic

day. As indicated in Chapter V, the cost of a project "screen", per se,*
in the mobile clinic mode is $19.40 per screen.* The cost for the City of

Dallas Screening Team for a screen is in the range of $22-$25* per screen.

The in-home estimate is a screening capability of 15-20 children
per day, or appraximately seven successful family contacts (assumes 2.5

children per family to be screened). The cost per screen is $47.98 in

the in-home mode. This increased cost per screen in the overall is offset
somewhat by the materially reduced case finding cost if conducted in this

if

Excludes case finding, diagnosis and treatment, and case monitoring costs
and does not fully reflect state level and other infra-structure type supporting
costs.
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mode (in-home screen visit without prior family contact). This approach
(no prior personal contact) would not be recommended in a situation where
the group of eligibles would be highly concentrated in a tight geogra-
phical area. This density of eligibles was expected to prevail for these
"in-home" tests, but because of the other factors previously discussed,
the eligibles became quite limited in number and quite dispersed in location
Estimated case finding costs associated with this mode of screening would
be expected at approximately $30 per child screened.

Conclusion

:

In-home screening is a feasible means of attaining EPSDT program
participation by eligibles who are normally resistent to the program.
Its total medical related costs* are approximately $111, and medical
and dental related costs $143, compared with the mobile clinic costs of

$80 for medical related and $112 for medical and dental.

The result in this project of achieving exceedingly high rates of
program participation by means other than in-home screening and the
"good" status of health of those children in the normally considered
most difficult families to recruit to the program indicate that the
"in-home screen" method of case finding should only be utilized in

unusual circumstances.

Including case finding, screening, diagnosis, treatment and case monitoring
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3. COMPASS fC
j
m̂prehensi ve Patient Assistance) Sectors A and B

Antecedents

The earlier phases of case finding activity in these sectors were mainly
concerned with testing the home visit method of contact to "recruit" partici-
pation for the EPSDT program. These efforts were carried forward by both full

time and split time* case finders of various skill categories. The efforts
were associated with the city of Dallas EPSDT screening teams functioning out
of two primary established sites (Harris Center/Lion's Club Clinic) and sup"po^rted

by TDHR contact transportation.

The primary results obtained from these efforts and recorded in detail
in the Phase 2 and 3 reports were a range of "kept appointment" rates of
from 63 to 70 percent, and a potential population participation rate of 45-50
percent.

Concurrently with these efforts, the Texas Department of Human Resources
contracted with the Inman Christian Center, a non-profit community organization,
in San Antonio, Texas, to provide outreach and follow-up services in support of

the EPSDT program. The health related sub-systems of EPSDT were quite similar
to those in Dallas, i.e., screening executed by the city health department
(San Antonio Metropolitan Health District) on a fixed schedule in sites suppor-
tive of the broader target populations, with diagnosis and treatment most often
by referral to the private sector.

The Inman Christian Center serves an almost totally Mexican American popu-
lation of roughly 8,000 children in two zip code areas in the barrio of San

Antonio.

The main thrust of Inman Christian's approach is the use of case finding/

case monitoring aides who are bilingual women with families of their own living

in the designated areas of the barrio. Educational prerequisites are minimal

and not significant.

The technique employed is maximum personal contacts in the home, or other

points of community gathering, with frequent follow-up by telephone (if available),
and home visit. The aides inform the parents concerning the free screening and

treatment services, and their value to the children. The aides offer the full

use of the free Inman Christian transportation to both screening and treatment.
The aides accompany the transportation to the home, and the parent and children

to the screening appointment, and will often provide similar service to treat-
ment providers. Generally, up to three efforts will be made to achieve a

"kept appointment.

"

The Inman Christian Center has consistently reported uniquely high "kept
appointment" rates for screening of 80-90 percent.

*Tirae split between case finding and case monitoring
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Since the outreach methodology of Inman Christian and that employed in

Sectors A and B by the Dallas project were seemingly similar, a question arose
concerning the difference in results (rate of "kept appointments") i.e.,
Dallas 63-70 percent, and Inman Christian 80-90 percent. Close scrutiny
identified that methodologically there were two differences in the respective
approaches. One, the Inman Christian transportation was under its direct
control, and highly responsive to client needs, whereas the Dallas transportation
was by contract covering the whole city of Dallas for a multitude of social
service requirements. It was less individualized and responsive. Two, the
workers in Dallas were public sector employees whereas the workers in Inman
Christian were contract workers. The former are generally more highly controlled
by rules and regulations and have little flexibility in fashioning their work
programs, whereas the latter are often afforded appreciable latitude in tailoring
their work programs and may even be stimulated by work incentive programs and
incentive payments, etc. which are rarely permissable in structured public
sector organizations.

Objective

The COMPASS variable was established with the express purpose of maximally
replicating the Inman Christian methodology and attempting to achieve the same
results .

As indicated, the major existing methodological difference was transporta-
tion. In the COMPASS approach a project van was added to the existing trans-
portation to provide more responsive transportation. The van was to respond
to persons missing the regular transportation or making "late" request for
transportation. The regular transportation made home pick-up if scheduled in

advance, and generally allowed itself a thirty minute leeway in scheduled pick-
up time in this project phase. This approach on transportation, though more
responsive than in the earlier phase, was still not fully replicative of
Inman Christian's in-house transportation.



Results of COMPASS

A. Number and Rate of Screening Appointments Made and Kept, 1st

2nd, and 3rd Appointments by Time Period in Sectors A and B

Time Period
Worker
Category Sector

Number
Child.
Apptd.
Screen

Number
Keep
First
Appmt.

Rata
Keep
First
Appmt.

Number
Apptd.
Keeping
2nd Apot.

Cumul ati ve

Rate
Keepi ng

1st & 2nd

Appt.

Number
Apptd.
Keeping
3rd ApDt.

Cumul ati ve
Rate
Keep i ng

1st, 2nd &

3rd Aopmts.

Phase 2

Aug.-
Dec. '76

PWWI CF A & B 613 272 44% 87 59% 25 63%

Phase 3

Feb.-
Jun. '77

PWWI/
CSA III

CF/CM

A & B 901 397 (44f] 126 f58f] 82

Phase 4

(COMPASS)
Jul .-

Dec. '77

PWWI/
CSAIII

A & B 722 379 \SZ%] 92 40

B. Rate of Program Participation (Penetration Rate)

COMPASS-SECTORS A & B** IN THREE PERIODS OF TIME

Time Period

In Sectors A & B as of

Dec.31 ,76 Jun. 30,77 Dec. 31 ,77

Who Showed for Screening
as of:

Dec .31,76 J^n 30 , 77 Dec . 31 ,77

Annual ized
Projected
Shov'S for

Screen (Pene-
tration Rate)

No Rate

Annual i zed
Average
Projected
Case Find

PTE'S
Aval lable

*Data derived from Family Contact File

*Data derived from Texas DHR Monthly Eligibility Tapes and HSRI Screening files.
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Pi scussion

As is obvious from the above data, the transportation addition to the
existing outreach procedure only minimally increased the "kept appointment"
rate of the three appointment attempts from 67 percent to 71 percent, and
the potential penetration (participation) rate from 40 to 42 percent. This
"kept appointment" rate fell short of the Inman Christian reported rate of
80-90 percent. There was no basis available to the HSRI to attempt a pene-
tration rate comparison of Inman Christian.

At issue, then, is whether the Inman Christian Center outreach methodo-
logy has broad applicability with any assurance of repl icabil ity of its rates,
or whether the Dallas project results are more likely to be realized in a

replication.

It has been suggested that the added increments of performance success
in the "kept appointment" rates by Inman Christian Center is a result of unique
homogeneity between the Center, its workers, and the target population. All

are highly identified with the Mexican American culture; the workers are
bilingual women who live and rear families in the "barrio."

Also, as earlier stated, the impact of "public sector" versus "contract"
worker needed to be isolated from the issue to arrive at a reasonable valid
conclusion. An opportunity existed to accomplish this in that TDHR had also
contracted with another community organization in San Antonio, Health, Inc.,
to provide outreach/follow-up services in support of the EPSDT program to a

population of approximately 5,000 predominantly Black children in four zip zones.
The personnel of Health, Inc. show a racial identification with their major
clientele as did the outreach workers in the Dallas project, and Health, Inc.

utilizes outreach and follow-up techniques similar to the Dallas project and
Inman Christian. Health Inc. reports a 55-65 percent "show for screen" rate
which is reasonably comparable with the Dallas project rate.

Concl usion

The similarity of results between the Dallas project and Health Inc.

suggests that the higher rates achieved by Inman Christian may be primarily
a result of a homogeneity that exists in the Mexican American Culture and
generally not in the Black or Anglo culture.

It is, therefore, reasonable to postulate that the Dallas project technique
employed in Sectors A and B as public sector activity or utilized by contract
community organizations will produce similar results if replicated in most other
urban centers. It is also appropriate to postulate that the Inman Christian
approach may produce similar results when applied to other tightly knit ethnic
communities such as the Mexican American community in El Paso, Texas; Los
Angelos, California; the Cuban community in Miami, Florida; and even perhaps
the Puerto Rican community in Spanish Harlem in New York. All of these locations
are urban centers of high density EPSDT eligibility.
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4. MIC (Maximum interagency C_oordi nation)

Antecedents

Interagency coordination to reduce duplication (overlapping) of services
to children has become a major federal objective for the EPSDT program. This
objective was incorporated in the Dallas project for its third year.

Objective

The objective was to develop a protocol between selected agencies in the
Dallas area to serve as a model for possible utilization statewide.

Discussion

It was presupposed that the development of a local model would involve
participation of concerned state level agencies at all critical points of
discussion. In time, the goal became to "design and pilot test a method of
adding screening sites to improve the penetration rate of the Title XIX
eligible population, thus reducing duplication of services by contracting and
coordinating with an agency already serving part of the EPSDT clientele."

The agency selected and willing to participate in this activity was the
Southwestern Medical School Division of Maternal Health and Family Planning.

The issues that involved considerable discussion in the negotiation
were confidentiality, reimbursement, forms flow, screening staff, outreach and
follow-up mechanisms, and responsibilities. The status of discussion in these

areas at the time of completion of this report was as fol lows

:

Confidential ity:

There are two areas of confidentiality that should be defined:

(1) The EPSDT recipients would need to be identified before screening to

insure the appropriate screening techniques. Eligibility could be

determined by having printouts sent to Family Planning offices or data

bank confirmation by mail on a regular basis. (2) In case of a medical

referral, the social worker would not reveal the source of the screen.

Forms Completion and Flow :

The required forms will be completed at the time of the Family
Planning health examinations. Each examination should have a record of
the activity by completion of the form documenting medical history and
screen results. Any person requiring a medical referral should have an

additional form completed to enable Department of Human Resources to

place the information in the computerized case management system. These
forms are one method of meeting HEW requirements. The actual forms flow
would be arranged by contract.
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Standards ^

The screening package of Family Planning would be expanded to meet
the standards of an EPSDT screen.

Outreach

Outreach could be reduced by the Department of Human Resources as the
eligible recipients return for the regular Family Planning exam and the
EPSDT screen. Duplication of outreach and screening could be avoided.

Follow-up

Follow-up technique for the medical referrals found at the time of the
FP/EPSDT Screen would require negotiation. Both Family Planning and
the Department of Human Resources have social workers for following medical
and social problems. In other contracts, such as Inman Christian Center,
the follow-up on medical referrals is the responsibility of the agency
contracting with DHR.

An outline of a structure for possible integrated services between
EPSDT and Family Planning activities in the Dallas area was developed.

Conclusion

Contact and reimbursement of agencies currently performing some elements
of EPSDT type services under other programs, e.g.. Family Planning, to pro-
vide the complete EPSDT package of services and report such services to the
EPSDT agency appears to be a feasible course of action.

The number of manhours required to develop such arrangements by all
parties concerned, however, appears as a logical deterrent to significant
progress in this overall area.
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THE IN-HOME INTERVIEW

In conjunction with the in-home screening project, a special study was
undertaken to determine social-psychological and sociodemographic characteristics
of program acceptors (i.e., clients whose children were screened) and program
rejectors (i.e., those who refused screening for their children and those who
initially accepted but failed to keep appointments). The research built on

numerous previous studies of both program and client characteristics influencing
refusal to participate in a program and broken appointment rates (cf . , e.g.,
Badgley, 1961; Alpert, 1964; Stine, 1968; Hurtado, 1973). Such program remedial
factors as clinic location and time of operation, lack of transportation, child
care needs, and cultural and language differences between health care personnel
and clients have been identified. Relevant client characteristics have included
low socioeconomic status, low educational level of the mother, a sense of help-
lessness or fatalism and an associated lack of preventive planning, rural-urban
background, and marital status, among others.

Many program modifications suggested by the findings of these studies had
been incorporated in the delivery approach of the Dallas EPSDT Project. Indigenous
outreach workers, letters of reminder, transportation service, and mobile neighbor-
hood sites were being used. While a majority of those eligible in the project area
responded to these efforts by having their children screened, a small residual did
not. Before such children were to be screened at home, attempts were made to

interview their mothers and a control group of program acceptors to determine
whether there were significant differences between the groups that might suggest
further modifications in the delivery approach that would reduce the number of
program rejectors.

Methodology

Families to be interviewed were selected from the following groups of
program eligibles:

Total

El igible
Famil ies

Sample
Size

Number
Interviewed

A. Those contacted in both
1976 and 1977 but not
screened (in-home eligible) 25

B. Those contacted in 1977 but
not screened (in-home eligible) 25

C. Those contacted in both years
but screened only in 1976
(partial rejectors) 15

25

25

15

15

17

D.

E.

Those partially screened in

1977 (partial rejectors) 15

Those screened in 1977 (control) 408

15

45

9

35

APPENDIX A

CHAPTER II
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Non-response was due primarily to an inability to locate families because
they had changed residence; there were no refusals. The find rate of 68 percent
resulted in a total sample size (N = 85) considerably smaller than desired. For

the purpose of analysis, groups A and B (families eligible for in-home screening)

and groups C and D (partial rejectors) were collapsed.

A short questionnaire, designed to elicit the following kinds of information,
was used:

1) sociodemographic data;

2) knowledge and use of EPSDT services;

3) health status and use of other health care services;

4) program and situational barriers to health care utilization; and
5) attitudes toward prevention in matters of general health.

A copy of the questionnaire is appended. It was pretested in the fall of 1977;
interviewing began in January 1978, and continued for about two months until the
end of March 1978. Three interviewers, a male and two females, were hired at the

outset. Attrition among interviewers was high, making it necessary to employ
another female several weeks after interviewing had begun. Eighty-two percent of
the interviews were conducted by one interviewer.

Findings

Table 1 shows selected sociodemographic characteristics of the study families.
While the three groups were very similar in terms of average family size, as

measured by the number of persons per household under 21 years of age, they
differed in other important respects. Interestingly, mothers in the in-home and
control groups closely resembled one another: they were somewhat older on the
average than the partial rejectors and a substantially smaller proportion of
in-home and control mothers than partial rejectors were themselves under 21. A
majority of all respondents—about one-half of the in-home and control mothers
and almost 80 percent of the partial rejectors—reported their marital status as

"single". Approximately 23 percent of the mothers in the control group said they
were "separated", and 28 percent of those in the in-home group said they were
"divorced". Less than one-half of the mothers in any of the three groups had
completed high school; only one-third of those in the partial rejector group had

done so, but more of them were currently enrolled in a school program. A smaller
proportion of partial rejector than in-home or control mothers reported to an
interviewer that they were currently employed, either full or part-time (11.1
versus 21.9 and 17.1 percent, respectively). With the exception of one Spanish
surname mother, all of the respondents were Black.

Table 2 sumnarizes information elicited about the respondents' knowledge of
EPSDT based on contact with an outreach worker, conversations with friends or
relatives, and/or personal experience with such services provided at Martin Luther
King and/or the mobile neighborhood site near which the family resides. Although
all of the families had at sometime in the past been visited at home by an out-
reach worker to talk about having their children screened, only about 83 percent
of the mothers in the control group recalled this visit; even fewer of those in

the in-home and partial rejector groups recalled it (68.8 and 61.1 percent,
respectively). When asked, in an open-ended manner, "What have you heard about
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the health clinic at [MLK or the mobile site nearest their home]?", mothers in

the partial rejector group most frequently responded "nothing" or "not much"

(58.8 percent); about 36 percent of the mothers in the in-home group and only
25 percent of those in the control group so replied. The most frequent answer
given by mothers in the control group was "It's good" or "It's fine" (34.4 percent
almost 30 percent of the mothers in the partial rejector group responded with
these or other similar positive statements. While such responses are positive
and indicate general approval of the services, they are nonetheless vague and
the likelihood that they were given in response to subtle demand characteristics
of the interview situation cannot be ignored. Mothers in the in-home and control
groups demonstrated more precise knowledge than those in the partial rejector
group of what EPSDT services are all about: without probing, 29 percent of the
in-homes and 22 percent of the controls said "They give children a complete
physical [check-up or exam]"; an additional six percent of the controls used the
word "screen" to describe the services given. Small proportions of mothers in

the in-home and control groups mentioned that they had heard the services were
"free" (6.5 and 12.5 percent, respectively) and/or that dental as well as medical
services were provided (12.9 and 3.1 percent, respectively). Almost 10 percent
of the mothers in the in-home group said they thought the clinic was for "shots"
only, probably indicating their confusion about well-baby care, EPSDT, and other
services offered at MLK. None of the mothers in the partial rejector group and
only small proportions of those in the in-home and control groups mentioned
negative things about MLK; these were primarily complaints about the long waiting
time.

When the general question "What have you heard . . .?" was followed with
specific probes, response patterns emerged which seemed highly related to a

family's actual experience with EPSDT services at MLK or a mobile site. Thirty
percent of the mothers in the control group, for example, answered that the

services were primarily nurse-centered when asked "Do you know what kinds of peopl
work at the clinic?" Almost 90 percent of these mothers could describe the

"kinds of health problems they check for": about 24 percent said "everything",
"all kinds of problems"; 15 percent mentioned one kind of problem ("childhood
diseases", "TB", "teeth"); and almost one-half were highly specific in their
description of the screening process. The following phrases illustrate the latter

"... eyes, weight, blood, urine"
". . . ears, infections, eyes, disease, blood test"
"... blood, teeth, eyes, reflexes"
"... ears, eyes, blood pressure, throat, teeth, stomach, back,

urine, problems, pain".

Regardless of program acceptance status (i.e., whether in-home, partial
rejector, or control), all respondents were asked whether or not they had ever
taken their children to MLK or a mobile site to be screened. Table 3 shows the
answers to this question and a series of related ones. Although clinic records
indicated that no children in the in-home group had been screened, more than
one-half of these mothers stated that they had; also unexpectedly, a high pro-
portion but not all of the mothers in the control group said their children had
been screened. About 37 percent of the in-home mothers who reported taking
their children to be screened said that all, not just some, of their children
had been screened, that in 27 percent of these children, conditions needing
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treatment were detected, and that in about two-thirds of these cases, the

conditions were not yet resolved. We can only speculate about the meaning of
these results: problems of recall may account for the fact that not all

mothers in the control group remembered having had their children screened.
It is more difficult to explain why over one-half of the in-home mothers
reported their children had been screened: errors in clinic records are possible
but an unlikely explanation for the number of such cases encountered; social
desirability and acquiescence problems deriving from the interview situation
may account for the findings; confusion between an EPSDT screen and other check-
up or well -baby care a child may have received at MLK or elsewhere is a probable
contributing factor.

While we cannot be certain that the satisfaction with services expressed by

91 percent of the in-home mothers refers to an EPSDT screen, it is notable that
94 percent of those in the partial rejector and control groups who reported that
one or more of their children had been screened felt it was worthwhile. About
one-quarter of the mothers in each of these two groups felt the screen was worth-
while because "they found problems"; about one-half in each group mentioned the
importance of preventive check-ups— "because when you go early, maybe you live
longer" and "because things can be wrong that don't show" were typical statements;
about one-sixth in each group mentioned that the screen was worthwhile because
"the examinations was more thorough than at the doctor", "they take so many tests",
"the check-up was good", and similar remarks. The typical reason given by those
who felt the screen was not worthwhile was "because the children are in good health"

If such a high level of satisfaction with the screen was expressed by mothers
tn the partial rejector group, what are the reasons not all eligible children were
screened or that children were screened in 1976 but not in 1977? While we cannot
arrive at a definitive answer to this question with the present data. Tables 4
through 6 suggest a possible line of reasoning. Table 4 shows responses to the
question "Are there any things that make it difficult for you to take your children
to the clinic at MLK or to the mobile site?" The problem most frequently mentioned
by mothers in the partial rejector and control groups was transportation; for those
in the in-home, it was waiting time. About one-fifth of the mothers in all groups
said clinic hours were a barrier to use of the services: scheduling presented
special problems for mothers in the in-home group, 22 percent of whom said they
would have to miss work to take their children to the clinic. Child care pre-
sented substantially greater problems for mothers in the in-home and partial
rejector groups than for the controls, despite the fact that mean family size
and age composition of children in all groups were similar (Table 1). In cases
of family problems or when one needs someone with whom to talk, the mothers in

the partial rejector group more frequently than others said they had no one upon
whom they could call (33.3 percent versus 18.8 and 5.7 for the in-home and control
groups, respectively). They also demonstrated somewhat greater feelings of
fatalism— helplessness or lack of control--over matters of general health (see
Table 5). While, with one exception, their responses to four items that measured
this dimension were less fatalistic than those in the other groups, when a

composite scale score was computed for each respondent, about 28 percent of the
mothers in the partial rejector group as compared with 22 percent and 11 percent
in the in-home and control groups, respectively, could be considered "highly
fatalistic". Fatalistic attitudes, which have been shown to be associated with
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the use of preventive health services (Morris, et al . , 1966; Gray, et al . , 1967),
were, as predicted, highest among mothers in the in-home and partial rejector
groups

.

Table 6 presents findings on patterns of health care utilization behavior
which seem to correlate with the observed social-pshchological attitudes of the
respondents. Fewer mothers in the partial rejector group than others reported
having had a check-up or seeing a dentist within the past year, and a greater
proportion said they had received no prenatal care during their last pregnancy.
While the proportion of mothers in partial rejector and control groups was very
similar, all of the former and only one-half of the latter had visited a dentist
for strictly curative reasons (toothache, etc.). The proportion of families
in the partial rejector group in which at least one child had seen a dentist
within the past year was one-half as great for those in the in-home and control
groups (16.7 versus 31.3 and 37.1 percent, respectively).

There were no significant differences in incidence of illness within the
three months prior to interview among mothers in the different groups; mothers
in the partial rejector or control groups were only somewhat more likely than
those in the tn-home group to have received treatment when they were sick.
Substantially fewer of the children in families in the partial rejector group
than others had reportedly been sick at any time in the three months prior to
interview and, of these, all had received treatment. Most mothers in the in-

home group depended upon private physicians for advice and treatment of sick
children; mothers tn the control group relied about equally on private physicians
and on Parkland or Children's Medical; those in the partial rejector group most
frequently used "Dallas Osteopathic" and "Forest Avenue" Hospital and "Cedar
Crest", and showed the least reliance on private physicians, though they reported
more frequently than mothers in the other groups that they had a "family doctor".

Summary and Conclusion

Because of the small sample size, the findings of this study cannot be

generalized with any certainty. However, the interesting differences between
in-home, partial rejector, and control families which were found suggest a need

for further study, possibly of a prospective nature, to develoo criteria for
prioritizing case finding.

Surprisingly, mothers in the in-home and control groups, whom we had

expected to be quite different, were similar in many regards. Mothers in the

partial rejector group, on the other hand, were younger, less experienced
parents, more of whom were single, less educated, and unemployed. They seemed
more than others to feel that they had little control over their lives or their
health (i.e., they were more fatalistic) and they were least likely to feel that
they had someone upon whom they could call in times of trouble. This complex of

characteristics displayed by the partial rejectors has repeatedly been shown in

tne literature to be highly related to problems of recruitment to and continued
use of health services. Consistent with this, mothers in the partial rejector

group had received less preventive care than others in the recent past and they
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demonstrated the lowest level of knowledge of EPSDT services. For this group
of mothers, such personal factors appeared to be the most important barriers
to the use of health services; for mothers in the in-home group, program factors
(i.e., transportation, waiting time) presented the greatest obstacles to

screening.
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Table 1

Sociodemographic Characteristics of the Study Families

In- Home

(N = 32)

Partial
Dp -jpp-j-rvy^c

(N = 18)

wL/l 1 U 1 KJ 1

(N = 35)

llCull IIUMIUCl KJ I [JCl'^UM^ 111 ilvUDCilWiU

undpr ?1LI 1 1UW 1 Lm I 2 9 2 8 3

*
Aap of mnthpr fnr rarptakpr ^

Mean 31.7^ 25.6 31.3^

r\u 1 i^c 1 o / o 1 7-dQ
1 o-ou

% Under 21 21.9 35.3 21.2

Marital Status
°/. '^in^^p 77 ft 0*+ . o

% Married 6.3 8.6
% Separated 15.6 5.6 22.9
7o Divorced 28.1 11.1 5.7
% Widowed 5 6 8 6

Education
% Completed 12 or more grades 45.2 33.3 44.1
% In school 6.3 27.8 17.1

% Currently employed 21.9 11.1 17.1

*
In four cases, caretakers were grandparents.

Mean significantly different from that of the partial rejectors at the
.05 level.
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Table 2

Knowledge of EPSDT Services

m-nome
(N - 32)

Partial
Rejectors

/ M — 1 O \
(N =

1 o j

Control

% Recall home visit by outreach worker
to talk about screening 68.8 61 .1 82.9

What respondent has heard about
screening site*

% Nothing 35.5 58.8 25.0
% "It's good", or other

positive response 12.9 29.4 34.4
% Check-up, exam, or complete

physical 29.0 5.9 21 .

9

% Screen 6.3
% Free 6.5 12.5
% Dental services 12.9 3.1

% Shots only 9.7
% Negative responses 3.2 — 6.3

How clinic is staffed
% Nurses 6.5 22.2 30.0
% Nurses and Doctors 48.4 38.9 66.7
% DK 45.2 38.9 3.3

Types of problems for which they check
% Everything, complete physical 22.6 16.7 24.2
% Mentioning one problem 12.9 15.4
% Mentioning several problems 16.1 33.3 48.5
% DK 48.4 50.0 12.1

Cost
% Nothing 19.4 22.2 27.3
% Based on income 3.2
% DK 77.4 77.8 72.7

*
Proportions do not sum to 100 because of multiple responses.
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Table 3

The Screen

Partial

In-Home Rejectors Control
(N = 32) (N = 18) (N = 35)

% Had ever taken children to be screenea 53.1 83.3 94.3

% Who took all children for screen 36.8 81.3 85.3

% In which problems were found 27.3 17.6 41.2

% In which problems not yet
resolved 66.7 100.0 46.2

% Who thought screen was worthwhile 90.9 94.1 94.1
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Table 4

Barriers to the Use of Health Services

In- Home
(N = 32)

Partial
Rejectors
(N = 18)

Control
(N = 35)

Reported problems
% Transportation 34.4 27.8 40.0
% Child care, if more than

one child 15.4 21.4 3.3
% Waiting time 40.6 16.7 22.9
% Missing work 21.9 11.1 8.6
% Clinic hours 18.8 22.2 17.1

Person to call on in case of
family problems
% No one 18.8 33.3 5.7
% Friend 12.5 16.7 25.7
% Relative 68.8 50.0 68.6
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Table 5

Social -Psychological Attitudes Toward
Health and Health Behavior

Partial
In-Home Rejectors Control
(N = 32) (N = 18) (N = 35)

Do you feel that people who watch what
they eat and take care of themselves stay
healthier than those who do not, OR
do you think that good health is more
a matter of luck?*

% Fatalistic responses 16.1 5.3 23.5

Do you think it is possible for people
to plan how many children they will
have, OR are there too many things that
can happen to mess up those kinds of
plans?*

% Fatalistic responses 58.6 50.0 39.4

Do you feel that people will die when
it is their time and there is not i

much that can be done about it , OR
that by taking good care of their health
people can generally live longer?*

% Fatalistic responses 43.8 58.8 40.0

Do you think that it is worthwhile for
people to get checkups when they are
well, OR that nothing much can be
done to prevent most illnesses?

% Fatalistic responses 9.7 6.3 5.7

% Highly fatalistic 21.9 27.8 11.4

*Bullough (1972).
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Table 6

Health Status and Health Care
Util ization

In-Home
(N = 32)

Partial
Rejection
(N = 18)

Control
(N = 35)

% Mothers (or caretakers) sick
in the past 3 months "31 "0

O 1 .O 66.6

% Sick mothers who received
treatment 60.0 66.7 66.7

% With children sick in the past
3 months 59.4 33.3 60.0

/o witn sicK cmioren wno
received treatment 68.4 100.0 81.0

Place children treated
7o Private doctor
% Parkland/Children's Medical
/o utner

69.2
30.8

16.7
33.3
bU. U

41.2
41.2
1 / .

% Mothers who had a check-up in the
past year 40.

6

33.3 42.

9

% Mothers receiving no prenatal care
during last pregnancy 10.0 16.7 12.9

% Mnthpr^ whn had ^ppn a Hpnti<?t in

the past year 28.1 16.7 17.1

% With at least one child who had
seen a dentist in the past year 31.3 16.7 37.1

% With family doctor 59.4 61.1 48.6

% Who depend on Parkland in cases
of serious illness 76.9 85.7 66.7
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Interview Number:

Are you ( name of respondent )?

^Yes > SKIP to #3.

Ho

Are you her mother, or do you help to take care of her children?

^ (RECORD relationship:

^^0

(ASK when respondent can be found at home, and then end interview).

INTRODUCTION: Good morning/afternoon. My name is

and I am working for The University of Texas Medical School. We are
interviewing people in this neighborhood about their use of ( interviewer
to supply name of screening site ) during the past year and we would like
to ask you some questions about this, the interview will take about
10 minutes. Your name was given to us by the Welfare Department, but
your participation in this study will not affect your eligibility for
health and social services. Your answers will be completely confidential.

Is there anyone living here who is under 21?

^Yes

No > (PROBE: Even counting yourself, there's no one under 21?)

^Yes

No End interview

How many are there under 21?

How old are they?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6-.

7.

(INTERVIEWER: if number is less than given above, PROBE for missing ones).

APPENDIX B

CHAPTER II
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In the past year, do you recall anyone from the Welfare Department
visiting you here at home to talk to you about having a medical

checkup for your children at ( interviev/er to supply name of

screening site )?

Yes

No ^Did anyone at the Welfare Office talk to you about
a checkup at ( ) for your children?

Yes

No

What have you heard about the health clinic at
( )?

(Record verbatim).

IF NOT MENTIONED, PROBE: Do you know what kinds of people work at

the clinic?

^Yes > Who? Nurses only
Doctors only
^Doctors and Nurses

No

Do you know what kinds of health problems they check for?

Yes > What kind?

No

Do you know how much it costs?

Yes ^ How much?

No

Has anyone invited you to take your children to (screening site) to have

checkup or to be screened?

Yes

No
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10. Have you ever taken your chi-ldren to
( ) to have a

checkup or to be screened?

Yes

No ^ Have any of your children ever had a complete checkup
(physical examination when they were not sick) at any

other location?

^Yes > Where?

No >SKIP to Question #16.

11. Did all of the children go, or just some of them?

m
^Some

12. When was the last time they had a screen or checkup?

13. Did they find any health problems that needed to be treated?

No >SKIP to Question #15.

Yes ^ What did you do about this (these)? (Record Verbatim)

14. Is the problem completely fixed up (treated) or does your child still
have the problem?

Completely treated

Still a problem

15. All things considered, would you say that it was worthwhile for you to

have taken your children for a checkup or to be screened?

Yes >Why?

No ^ Why not?

16. Are there any things that make it difficult for you to take your
children to the clinic at

( )?

No

Yes >What?

(PROBE: Anything else?)
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IF TRANSPORTATION is NOT mentioned: Is transportation a problem?

Yes

No

IF CHILD CARE is NOT mentioned: Is it difficult to take the children
to the clinic because there is no one else to take care of the other
chi 1 dren?

Yes

No

IF WAITING TIME is NOT mentioned: Are you concerned that you v/i 1

1

have to wait a long time at the clinic before your children see a

doctor or nurse?

Yes

No

IF MISSING WORK is NOT mentioned
children to the clinic?

Yes

No

Do you have to miss work to take your

IF CLINIC HOURS are NOT mentioned: Is it a problem for you to take your
children to clinics which are only open on weekdays from 8 to 5?

Yes

No

Have you or any of your children been sick in the past three months?

No

Yes Who? (Record ages .

)

What was the

matter?
(Record Verbatim.

)

Did the child
receive any

treatment
because of

this? (Circle. )

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

IF YES, By whom
or where?

IF NO, Why not?
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Have you yourself had a complete checkup (physical examination when

you were not sick) in the past year?

Yes

No

Were you seeing a doctor during your last pregnancy?

No

Yes —,-..1^ In what month did you first see the doctor?

How often did you go after that?

Have you or any of your children been to a dentist in the past year?

No

Yes — ^Who? (Record ages.)

Did they go because
of a toothache or
was this a routine

tooth-
ache

tooth-
ache

tooth-
ache

tooth-
ache

checkup? (Circle.) checkup checkup checkup checkup

Do you have a family doctor--a doctor that your children see regularly
or on whom you can depend when they are ill?

Yes

No ^If one of your children were ill and you felt they needed
to see a doctor, where would you go first for help?

In the case of the serious illness (broken bone or another emergency) of
one of your children, where would you go first for help?

How do you usually get your children to the doctor? (PROBE, IF NECESSARY,
family automobile, neighbor's automobile, bus, etc.)

IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE CHILD IN THE HOME, is there someone else here
like a grandmother or an older sister to care for your other children
when one of them is sick and needs to go to a doctor?

Yes Who? (RECORD relationship)

No
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25. Do you have someone that you can call upon for help in case of family
problems, accident or illness?

Yes ^ Who? (RECORD relationship)

No

THE NEXT QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT YOUR OPINIONS. I AM GOING TO READ TWO STATEMENTS
AND I WANT YOU TO TELL ME WHICH STATEMENT YOU PREFER. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR

WRONG ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS. I JUST WANT YOUR OPINION.

26. Do you feel that people who watch what they eat and take care of themselves
stay healthier than those who do not, OR do you think that good health is

more a matter of good luck?

Those who watch stay healthier
Health more a matter of luck
Both ways; both are true
Don't know, no answer

27. Do you think it is possible for people to plan how many children they will
have, OR are there too many things that can happen to mess up those kinds
of plans?

Possible to plan children
Too many things mess up plans
Both ways; both are true
Don't know, no answer

28. Do you feel that people will die when it is their time and there is not
much that can be done about it, OR that by taking good care of their
health people can generally live longer?

Die when time

Take good care and prolong
Both ways; both are true
Don't know, no answer

29. Do you think that it is worthwhile for people to get checkups when they

are well, OR that nothing much can be done to prevent most illnesses?

Checkups worthwhile
Nothing much prevents illness
Both ways; both are true
Don't know, no answer

.1
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NOW, LET ME ASK YOU SOME QUESTIOrfS ABOUT YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.

30. How old are you?

31. What is your marital status?

Single
Married
Separated
Divorced
Widowed

32. How many grades in school have you completed?

33. Are you in school now?

Yes

No

34. Do you work part-time?

No

Yes VWhat kind of work do you do?

How long have you been working at this job?

35. Is there anything else about these questions that you want us to tell the
people in the Welfare Department or at the clinic? Your name will not be

mentioned. (RECORD VERBATIM.)

THANK YOU.

a
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Chapter III

CASE MONITORING

Test Objectives

There were no new test objectives in case monitoring in this report period.
Case monitoring was in a continuum from the methods and techniques practiced
in the preceding phase (3) (See Schema 2 - Chapter I, this report).

Schema

Case Monitoring Activities
July 1977 - June 1978

Time
Project
Phase

SECTORS
A B C D

Jul. IV Combined Case Combined Continue Continue On-
Finder/Monitor Case Finder/ Separate Going Combined

Aug.
II

PWW I Same Monitor (Full -Time) Case Finder/
Technique (CSA III) Case Monitor Monitor (PWW I)

Sept.
II

Same Techni- (WST II) Same Technique**
que* Same Techni- (Vertically)

Oct.
II

que

Nov.
II

Dec.
II

Jan.
II

Feb.
II

Mar.
M

Apr.
II

May
It

June
II > f r f

Terminate Terminate Terminate Terminate
Data Input

Only
*Primarily personal contact through in-home/face-to-face

contact

**Primarily letter, sequential telephone call (if letter is unsuccessful),
sequential in-home/face-to-face contact (if letter and telephone contact

unsuccessful )

.
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Case Monitoring Work Load

The work load that has been generated in the project area for follow-up
is as, fol lows

:

Case Monitoring Work Load by Sector in Three Periods of Time

Number of
Children Screened

(All Ages)

Number of
Health Problems
to Resolve
(All Ages)

Number of Children
with Immunizations

Incomplete
(Under Age 6 Only)

Number of Children
With Dental First
Appointment to

Consumate

Feb. Jan. Jul.

Dec. Jun. Dec.

Sector '76 '77 '77 Total

Feb.

Dec.
'76

Jan

.

Jun

,

'77

Jul

.

Dec.
'77 Total

Feb.

Dec.
'76

Jan

.

Jun.
'77

Jul .

Dec.
'77 Total

Feb. Jan . Jul

.

Dec. Jun. Dec.
'76 '77 '77 Total

A 463 369 276 1108 55 39 47 141 54 32 38 124 UTILIZES 45*0 OF

CASE MONITORING
A'MILABLE EFFORT**B 371 260 383 1014 10 n 46 67 42 17 69 128

C 599 470 514 1533 37 54 109 250 54 34 46 134

D 527 271 148 946 72 16 14 102 NQ DATA^

Total 4751 560 m,
The work load generated by the screening volume is in all aspects re-

markably low, i.e.,

a. Health Problems

Health problem referrals are identified in only 11.8% of the total

screens (560 problems out of 4,751 screens). This is 2.4 times less than

the overall State EPSDT problem referral rate (28.4%). In the last time

period of July-December '77 the problem referral rate from screening in

Sectors A, B, and D (City of Dallas Health Department Screening) was 13.3%

and from Sector C (Project Screening team), 21.2%.***

b. Immunization Incompletions

A final in-depth analysis of the immunization data using a 10 percent
sample (240) randomly selected immunization sheets out of the 2,398
immunization sheets from children in the file over the two years of the

The "ongoing" DPW case workers do not monitor incomplete immunizations.

*
Numbers are not available because of the separateness of the dental prog-

ram. (See following narrative for more detailed explanation).

Sector A,B,D (Jul. '77-Dec.'77) 107 - 807 = 13.3%
Sector C (Ju. '77-Dec.'77) 109 f 514 = 21.2%
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project indicate that 44 percent of the children required further follow-
up for immunizations at the completion of the screen. This would repre-
sent a potential work load for immunization follow-up in children under
six that is approximately two to three times greater than health problem
follow-up depending upon the rate of health problems found.*

Distribution of Case Monitoring Work Effort

Special sample studies of worker time commitments, both on-going (Sector
D) and project (Sectors A,B, and C), indicate that approximately 45% of the
total time spent in case monitoring is committed to follow-up to achieve a

successful "kept appointment" for a first dental visit for examination and
limited treatment.

The Texas Title XIX dental program for children is unique among the states
in that it is separate from the EPSDT program. This delineation includes
overall program management and operation, forms, forms flow, budgeting, evalua-
tions, etc. In this configuration of separateness , the Dallas project was
not proposed to include the dental program. Consequently, it was not designed
to collect data and execute evaluation of the interrelated components of the
Texas Title XIX dental program. Notwithstanding, as the eligible Title XIX
population (EPSDT eligibles) was divided in the project area between the on-
going program and the project, the project EPSDT workers were required to

execute case finding and follow-up for both the Title XIX dental program and
the EPSDT program to the same degree as the ongoing workers. As previously
indicated, approximately 30 percent of case finding activities and approxi-
mately 45 percent of the case monitoring activities are committed to the dental
program. This information is important for an understanding of the division
of full-time equivalents to various functions and developing associated
program costs.

*This statement does not include the impact of dental follow-up.

A "case monitoring" work load distribution including dental and immuniza-
tions might be expected to pattern after that of the State of Michigan (in the
two-step mode) which reports! the following sub categorizations by age for an

overall problem referral rate of 58 percent.
Total 0-5 over 6

Health Problems 50% 53% 48%

Dental Problems 26% 13% 36%

Immunization (Problems) 24% 34% 1_6%

100% 100% 100%

1
'

Michigan Annual Report 1976(EPSDT) Michigan Department of Public Health
Social Services.
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Evaluation of Variables

Health Problem Monitoring

Antecedent

The primary objectives of case monitoring in this project were re-

ported upon in the reports covering Phases 2 and 3 and are included in

the Summary section of this report.

Discussion and Evaluation

In this final evaluation an additional consideration is offered
regarding the costs and prioritization of case monitoring.

The Phase 3 report indicates that the introduction of a system
(and staff) specifically committed to case monitoring of problems found
in screening generally produced "show for treatment" rates in the range
of 80-90 percent. This finding was consistent with findings from the
Nine State Survey* of "Shows for Treatment." In the case of Dallas,
which, in the pre-test phase (as most of Texas) had already designated
responsibility for case monitoring, (though staff and a back-up system
were yet to be developed), this represented an increase in "shows for
treatment" from 64 percent to 85 percent; an improvement of 33 percent.
State programs less advanced in development of a case monitoring sub-
system to EPSDT than the Texas (Dallas) program in the pre-test phase,
have a potential for higher rates of improvement. On the other hand,
the state with the poorest performance in the Nine State study, and in

which no designated responsibility for case monitoring had been accomp-
lished or system established, had a show for treatment rate of approximately
55 percent when those problems identified at the screening site were
actually physically "tracked" to a treatment provider. This state also
had the highest percentage of cases that simply were not documentable
or trackable (38 percent). It must be presumed that some percentage
of this latter group reached treatment, therefore, it seems safe to

speculate that the actual bottom range of shows for treatment irrespective
of the maturity of development of a case monitoring system may be in the

rage of 50-60 percent. This base range is reinforced by the original
study of shows for treatment during the start-up phase of the EPSDT pro-
gram in 1973-1974 when the finding then in eight states surveyed was

46.1 percent,** and a subsequent survey conducted by the Congress covering
operations in 1974 and 1975 where nine states provided data in a survey of
all 50 that led to the conclusion that 60.4 percent of the children with

*Review of Show for Treatment - Nine State Survey, HSRI - March 31, 1977

**Informati on Memorandum, MSA-IM-74-11 Medical Service Administration, Social
Rehabilitation Service, DHE^/i, February 21 , 1974.
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problems found in screening reached treatment.*

These data suggest that once a mother is advised that her child has

a health problem (found in screening), in the normal course of events,
approximately 50-55 percent of them will take their child to a treatment
provider without further follow-up. The maximum attainable show for
treatment rate as indicated by several of the HCFA demonstration projects
and the Nine State Survey (Review of Show for Treatment) appears to be in

the range of 88-93 percent rather than 100 percent for states in the "one

step" mode, and 78-82 percent for states in the "two step" mode. A

probable explanation for the inability to reach 100 percent appears to

be the frequent moves of families (cannot locate) and repeated appoint-
ment failures or overt refusals.** These latter reasons appear to come
into play if the mother views the problem as inconsequential and cannot
be convinced to the contrary, or the children strongly resist treatment
(dental).

The. mid-point of the bottom (base} range of shows for treatment is

52.5 percent, and that of the maximum range, 90.5 percent. The percent
differential between the two is 38, and the maximum improvement that
can be achieved is 58 percent.

Lastly, a factor producing possible variations in treatment acqui-
sition is the pattern of follow-up that is traditional in the public
health sector. Follow-up of problems, particularly if considered signi-
ficant, is a traditional role of public health nurses and other public
health workers. In many instances the public sector, i.e., county and city
health departments, have contracts with welfare or social service agencies
for the screening component of EPSDT only , with referral for treatment
to the private sector and with follow-up, if designated, most often a

function of the welfare or social service agency. Nevertheless, this
tradition of public sector (health) follow-up continues to function to
some extent and should be acknowledged to have at least some minimal
beneficial impact on problem follow-up, particularly in states in the two

step mode.

Normally, cost analysis for case monitoring is either predicated
upon "per child screened" or "per problem found for the total of children
screened or problems found, and these demonstrated costs in this project
at $12.00 per child screened, or $70.00 per health problem monitored. The

*Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Administration of Health
Programs; Shortchanging Children: Report of the Sub-Committee, an Oversight and

Investigation of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Rep-

resentatives, Ninty-fourth Congress, Second Session, September 1976.

**EPSDT - A Nine State Survey and the Evaluation Reports, Phase 2,3, and 4,

the Dallas project - "EPSDT in an Urban Setting"
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corresponding cost to monitor a problem to "show for treatment" is approxi-
mately $106.00. If it is postulated that 52.5 percent of problems would
show for treatment without a case monitoring sub system per se, then these
costs may be appropriately assigned only to those problems that have to

be followed up to achieve the rates in excess of 52.5 percent.

Result

If so, in a hypothetical situation, if 1,000 children were screened
and 330 had problems identified (33 percent) the total c^ost of tracking
these cases to "show for treatment" would be 330 x 1.54 = 508 problems x

S106 per problem to show for treatment = $53,848. If 52 percent of these
problems (508) may be presumed to "show" without follow-up, then the total
costs can be assigned to the residual 48 percent or 244 problems (508 x

.48 = 244). In that event, the case monitoring cost would be ($53,848 r

$244 = $221) $221.00 per show for treatment of those requiring case
monitoring to obtain treatment.

Concl usion

This rationale, based upon data included in this report, assumes that
serious problems (Healthiness Ratings of 1-3) will get to treatment by

virtue of other categorical health programs, the mother's activity, or
the "traditional" follow-up of the public health sector. In terms of
this rationale, the whole conceptual approach to case monitoring may re-

quire review. Also contributing 'to this concern was the finding in the
Phase 3 report that 62 percent of problems receiving treatment only re-

quired one visit to complete treatment. There are several alternatives
of restricted, but prioritized, case monitoring that are suggested by

the demonstration project's data. These are defined below. None of these
alternatives, however, precludes the benefits of immediate explanation
of a problem and information on treatment availability to a parent upon
disclosure of a problem at the actual screen.

a. Limit case monitoring to follow-up of only those conditions
(cases) that are rated as severe, if a condition. seriousness
rating scale of mild/moderate/severe is employed, and/or rated
1-4 on the healthiness rating, if a nine scale child healthiness
rating is employed. This criteria would prioritize follow-up
to approximately 5 percent of problems found and confirmed.

b. Limit case monitoring to follow-up of those type conditions that
project and survey data indicates are normally low in "rate of

show for treatment." The Nine State Survey, for example, indicated
that only 57.9 percent of Mental Disorders (ICDA Codes 290-315)
reached treatment, followed by 61.6 percent of Dental Problems;
68.2 percent Genitourinary Problems (ICDA Codes 588-629); 70.7
percent Musculoskeletal Problems; and 72.5 percent Nutritional
Deficiencies. This criteria would prioritize follow-up to approxi-

*Conversion factor from children to problems on the basis that children
with problems have an average of 1.54 problems.
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irately -^5 cerzenz of problems found, 32.3 percent of wnich would
be denial." This approach might have greater validity if limited
to just those dental cases categorized as moderate and severe
{'^0%) This modification would reduce the follow-up work load
from ^5 percent to 25.6 percent.

c. Limit case monitoring to follow-up of conditions that are potenti-
ally most disabling if unchecked, and costly to treat in later
stages of development,*** i.e., mental conditions (ICDA Codes
290-31 5--which include psychosis, speech problems, moderate to
severe developmental problems), incipient diabetes, congenital
heart disease, vision and hearing problems, asthma, lead poisoning.
This criteria would prioritize follow-up to approximately 30 per-
cent of problems found.

d. Limit case monitoring at time of screening to only those children
with severe conditions or low healthiness ratings (1-3) (Option"a"
above) and then subsequently monitor all other cases with problems
found in screening that at the end of 45 days had not "shown for
treatment". This option would focus personal case monitoring on

approximately 50 percent of problems found. It assumes that
approximately 45 percent of problems will have "shown for treatment"
on the parent's own initiative within 45 days following screening,
and that the five percent severe/unhealthy children problems will

have reached treatment in this same time frame. The implementation
of this option, however, requires an operational management informati

system (forms, data processing, etc.) that provides client/provider
feedback to determine those children/problems that had received, or
not received, treatment within the 45 day time period indicated.

Recommendati on

Contrary to existing EPSDT program direction, persona l case monitoring
of all problems found in screening may not be warranted by the costs in-

volved. Cost planning (and in some instances, actual costs where fully
initiated case monitoring systems are in effect) factors for case monitor-
ing may be significantly reduced by prioritizing case monitoring and re-

ducing the requirements for case monitors.

It is suggested, for consideration or test, that case monitoring be

prioritized to focus on health conditions that are severe and children who

are unhealthy, as well as on problems still untreated 45 days following
screening.

*Extrapol ated from Nine State Survey data.

**The Barrio Final Report

EPSDT; A Twenty Year Cost Benefit Analysis
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Immunizations

Antecedents and Discussion

An earlier evaluation report of the project indicates a concerted
effort was made to follow-up on incomplete immunizations as an effort
to achieve high rates of immunization completion (current for age).
This activity was limited to pre-school children (under six years of age)

since Texas State law requires up to date immunizations for school
registration.

Case monitors were assigned incomplete immunization sheets for
follow-up in the same manner in which they were assigned problem sheets.

In the project design three levels of measurement of immunization
completions were established. One was to measure those children with
up-to-date immunization upon appearing for screening. The second was

to measure those completing screening to ascertain the increased rate of
immunization completion associated with the screening, per se, and the
third was to determine those that completed immunization series subsequent
to the screening as a result of case monitoring.

Case monitors were required to make at least three efforts to
achieve a clinic "show" for subsequent immunizations. Transportation
was provided in the same manner as if the child had a health problem.

Results

The results were most disappointing. Only three percent of
children were subsequently brought "current" within four months
following screening. The overall results were as follows:

Current entering Screening 45 percent
Current exiting Screening 56 percent (+ 11 percent)
Current subsequent to Screening 59 percent (+ 3 percent)

Discussion

Forty-One percent of the children in the project population were
"not current for age" four months subsequent to completion of screening.
Both the Phase 2 and Phase 3 reports address this problem. Case monitors
tend to become highly frustrated with the immunization follow-up re-

quirement because of their extensive commitment in time and effort with
poor results. They continually cite parental lack of awareness of the

consequences of incompleted immunization as the major factor in these
results. Case monitors find that most parents will accept the necessary
immunizations while present at a health care delivery activity for some
other purpose (screening, acute episodic, etc.), but will demur from
making any "special" effort to get to a clinic, etc. solely for that
purpose.
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As previously indicated in earlier reports, the achievement of
high levels of protection for children for school admission, or for
pre-school children, will require long range preventive health education
initiatives and short range aggressive outreach efforts such as maximi-
zing immunizations at all normal encounters of children with the health
care delivery systems, and assuring adequate reimbursement to providers
(both public and private) or taking immunization programs to neighborhoods
"at risk" through means of mobile immunization clinics , or, if the "at
risk" condition is high enough, adopt the mobile immunization clinics to
a block-by-block, door-to-door in-home approach in extremely high risk
areas. These efforts are, however, a form of outreach/case finding
rather than case management or follow-up.

Conclusion

Improvement in the rate of immunizations brought current subsequent
to screening through completions of series initiated at screening, etc.

does not appear to be effectively addressed through case monitoring per se.

Though several jurisdictions have identified incomplete immuniza-
tions as health "problems" for follow-up, the adoption of this procedure
in a model EPSDT system may be inappropriate. It appears to be a costly
and basically non-productive effort.

Effective impact on rates of immunizations current appears to be
far more a front-end (case finding ) rather than a back-end (case monitor-
ing) activity.

In the voluntary context, a form of "in-home immunization" in high

risk neighborhoods through mobile immunization clinics may be the
effective means of achieving high levels of "current for age."
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Chapter IV

COSTS

General

All guidelines, forms, instructions, etc., for collecting and reporting
cost data by the project are included in the EPSDT Demonstration Model— Eval-
uation Handbook published by HSRI in May, 1975. The basic cost data collection
individual worksheet and the instruction sheet covering its preparation are
included in Appendices 2 and 4 to Chapter V, this report, for reference.

The system devised was, to a great extent, a result of the Institute's
experience in establishing cost data systems for the "old" demonstration pro-
jects (i.e., Cuba, New Mexico; Contra Costa, California; Washington, D.C.;
San Antonio, Texas)

.

The cost elements of analysis, e.g., average cost of shows for screen,
average cost of problems completed, etc., are dependent upon:

(1) accurate reporting of project employee hours by subsystem or desig-
nated major activity;

(2) accurate reporting of total costs per month chargeable to specifi-
cally designated accounts.

Direct costs, such as salaries, screens, treatments, etc., are relatively
easily identified with subsystems (case finding, screening, diagnosis, treat-
ment and case monitoring) for specific components of time (or sector).

Indirect costs, such as rent, utilities, maintenance, depreciation and

administrative support (e.g., recruiting, classification, etc.) are generally
not as easily identified with a subsystem. To overcome some of these diffi-

culties, the HSRI cost system prescribes the charging of indirect costs to

subsystems or major activities, based upon the percent of personnel hours

committed to each subsystem.

1. Overall Costs

(See following page for Project Operational Costs Chart)
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a. Total Project Operational Costs (excludes project overhead/
management, etc.) by Major Funding Categories

Period
Average
PTE's

Hours
Worked

Direct Costs Indirect
Costs

Total

CostsPersonnel Travel Screening

Jul. '76-Dec. '76 10.45 9,533 $60,689 $2,208 $ 5,309 $68,206

Jan. '77-Jun. '77 11.98 11 ,407 70,979 2,953 $7,588 5,431 86,951

Jul
.

'77-Dec. '77 9.81 8,274 53.740 1 ,272 10,032**
•kick

12,278
1

77,322

b. (1) Total Unadjusted Operational Costs and Percentages by

Functional Category

Total Case Case Orient. & Administration
Period Costs Finding Monitoring Screening Training & Management

Jul. '76-Dec. '76 $68,206 $28,532 $23,826 $4,059 $11 ,789

(100%) (42%) (35%) (6%) (17%)

Jan. ' 77-Jun .

' 77 86,951 31 ,091 22,009 $18,868 3,201 11 ,782

(100%) (36%) (25%) (22%) (4%) (14%)

Jul. '77-Dec. '77 77,322 40,137 25,137 10,032 1 ,218 798

(100%) (52%) (32%) (13%) (2%) (1%)

Discussion

Since the functions of case finding and case monitoring are personnel
intensive, there is a very positive relationship between dollars and personnel

time committed to the various functions. Additionally, to appropriately arrive
at unit type costs such as "cost per family contact", "cost per kept appoint-
ment", etc., it is necessary that all appropriate operational costs be charged
to the operational functions of the project, i.e., case finding, case monitoring.

*The project was not involved in executing screening during this period.

**Direct Screening Costs fully inclusive

Jr ij^

Includes rent, phone, supplies, security, depreciated equipment, client
transportation costs. (See Appendix A, this chapter for details pertaining to

client transportation costs).

****The project was not involved in executing screening during this period.
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and screening. As is obvious from Tables a and b (1) above, all indirect and
direct cost chargeable to the operational component of the project are appro-
priately reflected. Time sheets of operational workers, supervisors, and
operational support personnel, however, reflect separately "orientation and
training" and "administrative and management" activity (Table b) that still
needs to be charged to the operational functions to develop full unit costs
that would be comparable with other programs or projects unit costs.

Accordingly, 52,016 operational dollars will be sub-allocated to the
operational functions in the same approximate proportions as they otherwise
occur, i.e., to case finding, 33% to case monitoring and 13'^ to screening.

b (2) Total Adjusted Costs and Percentages by Functional Category

Case Case Project
Total Finding Monitoring Screening Overhead

Period Costs Costs Costs Costs Costs*

Jan.-Jun. ' 77 $86,951 $32,811 $23,249 $19,908 $10,983
(100%) (38%) (27%) (23%) (13%)

Jul .-Dec. '77 77,322 41 ,481 25,809 10,032
(loo;^) (54%) (33%) (13%)

2. Case Finding Costs ($41,481)

a. Case Finding Costs per Family Contact by Sector and Time Period

No. Fanily
Contacts **
SECTORS Total

Case Finding
Costs

SECTORS Total
Period A 3 A 8 C A 3 ! C

Jan.-Jun. ' 77 138 208 214 560 $11 ,312 $9,515 Sn ,434 $32,311 $85,59 $45.75 |s53.56 S53.59

Jul . -Dec. ' 77 72 210 225 508 14,133 14,355 12,988 41 ,431 196.36 63.36 1 57.47
|
31 .66

Cost Per Family
Contact
SECTORS Total

b. Case Finding Costs per Child Contact by Sector and Time Period

No. Child Contacts*]*' Case Finding Costs
SECTORS rotal SECTORS rotal

Costs oer Child Contact
rCRS "otal

Period

Jan.-Jun. '77 392 550 537 I ,479 $11 ,312 $9,515 $11 ,434 $32,311 $30.13
I
S17.30

I
$21 .3^ $22.13

22. 3J 31.38Jul. -Dec. '77 1200 i 542 530 1 ,322 14.138 14,355 I 12.9881 41 ,431 70.S9\ 25.49

^Orientation and training, administration and manaq.^nent unique to a pro-
ject conducting research. No such category (or SO) for July-Dec.

From Family Contact Records dated in the periods indicated,
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c. (1) Case Finding Costs per Kept Appointment (Show for Screen)
for Sectors A,B, and C and Time Period

Number Kept^
Appointments
SECTORS Total

CasfJ Finding Costs
SECTORS Total

Costs Per
Kept Appointments

SECTORS Total
A C A B C A B C

Jan. -

Jun.'77
369 260 470 1 ,099 $11,812 $9,515 $11 ,484 $32,811 $32.01 $36.60 $24.42 $29.86

Jul.- 280 397 517 1 ,194 14,138 14,355 12,988 41 ,481 50.49 36.16 25.12 34.74

Dec. '77

(2) Case Finding Costs per Kept Appointment (Show for Screen)
for Sector D (On-going)

No. Kept. Appointments Case Finding Cost Per Kept Appoint.

Period Sector D* Costs Sector D

Jan.-Jun. '77 271 $8,412 $31.04

Jul. -Dec. '77 152 5,758 37.88

3. Case Monitoring Costs ($25,809)

As indicated in previous reports and in Chapter III, this report, 45%
of the project case monitoring effort is committed to achieving a successful
"kept appointment" for a first dental visit of clients approved for the separate
Title XIX dental program. Dental follow-up was not intended by the State to
be an element of this project's activities, therefore, the original data input
design did not include dental input.

As a consequence, it is only possible to develop case monitoring unit
costs related to health problems, referrals, and immunization. In order to
arrive at these costs, it then is necessary to categorize the total of case
monitoring costs into a "dental component" and a "health/immunization component"
and then develop the health/immunization unit costs as related only to that
component as follows:

a. Case Monitoring Costs ($25,809) Distributed by Functional
Category and Sector, July-December 1977

Health Problem and
Sectors Total Costs Immunization Fol low-Up Costs Dental Follow-up Cos

(55%) (45%)
A $9,810 $5,395 $4,415
B 6,948 3,821 3,127
C 9,051 4,978 4,073

$25,809 $14,194 $11,615

*From Screening Sheets dated in the periods indicated.
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b. Case Monitoring Costs ($14.194) per Show for Treatment by
Sector and Time Period (Medical conditions only) .

Period

Nu

for
SEC
A

mber

Tre

T0R5

B

- S^

'atn

C

lows

lent*
Total

(

A

^ase Mor

Cos

SECTORi
B

litorinc

,ts

C

J

Total

A

Cos
for

SECTORS
B

ts per S

Treatm*

C

how
ent

Total

Feb. -Jun. •77 28 6 39 73 $3,943 $2,529 $4,381 $10,953 $140.82 $438.17 $112.33 $150.04

Jul .-Dec. '77 30 23 81 134 5,395 3,821 4,978 14,194 179.83 156.13 61.45 105.92

c. Case Monitoring Costs ($14,194) per Problem and Inmunization
for Fol low-Up and Completion by Sector, July-December 1977

(Medical Condition and ImmunizationT

Case Case
Mon. Mon

.

Cost Cost Aver. No. of
S Per Per Rate No. Comp.
e Med. Med. Comp. of of Med.
c Ref.S Med. Ref.& Med. Med. Case Ref. &

t No. Med. Immun . Ref.& Case Ininun. Ref.S Ref.& Mon. Immun.
Med. Refs. Iranun. Iiranun. to be Imniun . Mon. for Ininun. Immun. PTE's Per.

r Refs. Compd. Incomp. Comp. Comp. Comp. Costs Comp. Comp. Comp. Avail

.

CM. FTE

A 34 36 38 2 72 38 $5,395 74.93 141.97 53% .75 51

B 57 38 69 9 126 47 3,821 30.33 81.30 37% .40 117

C 113 99 46 159 99 4,978 31.31 50.28 67% 1.00 99

204 173 153 11 357 184 14,194 2.15 47

d. Case Monitoring Costs per Show for Medical Treatment
for Sector D (OngoingT

~

PprinH
J^ept Appointments Case Monitoring Cost per KeptP§IM (Medical Treatment) Costs Treatment Appt.

***6 $3,604 $600.67
Jul. -Dec. '77 7 5,793 827.57***

*From problem sheet file (medical conditions only)

nu.b:;"/p°rob?e:ffor foHow^u"'
' -"'"--^^t-^ ^-^'l "PO" the s.all

nu.beTSf^'kept'appolntL'?""!''"'' ' ^^P^^^"*""^ ^ost based upon the s.all
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4. Screening Costs ($10,032)

a. Screening Costs per Kept Appointment (Show for Screen) for

Sector C (Neighborhood Clinic Mode)

Period
No. of Kept Appointments

Sector C

Screening Costs
Sector C

Costs per Kept Appt.

Sector C

Jan. -Jun. ' 77

Jul .-Dec. '77

470

517^

$16,476

10,032

$35.05

19.40

The above "Neighborhood Clinic" screening costs are sub-categorized as follows

(1 ) Personnel

Nursing
Clerical
Vol unteers

Sub Total

(2) Direct Costs

Travel (for above personnel
Supplies (medical)
Lab fees

Doctors Consulting
Training for Nursing Staff

(personnel hours)

Sub Total

$3,956
670
730

***

1 ,032

459
971

650

322

****

$5,356

3,434

1977,

*From screen sheet file dated January 1-June 30, 1977; July 1-December 31,

**Adjusted for depreciation of equipment (straight line-4 years) and alloca-

tion of training costs (straight line-2 years)

***Cost based on hrs. worked x minimum wage ($2.30/hr) plus 5.85% for Social

Security.

Medical Supplies cost $778 Jaa.-June '77

Medical Supplies cost $139 Jul. -Dec. '77

Supplies were used over 12 months, therefore $778 + $139 = $459.

2 (6 months)
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(3) Indirect Costs

Overhead (Rent, phone, recruiting,
office supplies, depreciated
furniture) 280

Equipment (specific to screening) 262*

Volunteer Training 700**

Sub Total $ 1,242

$ 10,032

b. Screening Costs per Kept Appointment (Show for Screen) for
Sector C (In-Home Mode)

No. of Kept Screening Costs Cost per Kept
Period Appointments (Sector C) Appointment

Feb. -Mar. '78 20 $959.58 $47.98

The above "In-Home" screening costs are sub-categorized as follows:

A. Personnel
Nurses $573
Aide 151

B. Direct Costs
Travel
Supplies, Printing
Lab Fees (20 x $2.19)
Doctor's Consulting

C. Indirect Costs
Overhead (phone, rent,
security, furniture..) 52.70

Equipment 28.00
TOTAL $ 959.58

82.08
1.00

43.80
28.00

*Straight line depreciation over 4 years

**Straight line depreciation over 2 years

***Extremely minimal. Added on as part of contract for jobile clinic. Possible
figure = $650/6 months = $nO/month.

$110/100 screens = $l/screen.
20 In-Home screens x $1.40 = $28.00

****Minimal -part of equipment accounted for on mobile screen costs - assume
$1.40 per screen = $28.00.
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5. Diagnosis and Treatment Costs

An analysis of Medicaid costs provided by the Department of Human Re-
sources covering the period of October 10, 1975 to February 1, 1978, for
children screened in the project and children contacted and not screened, re-
flected the following costs for the year prior to screening and contact, and
the year subsequent to screening and contact.

A. Children screened (Medicaid costs per annum without screening or
dental costs)

Date of Screening
CSept, 1, 1976-Feb. 1, 1977)

[N = 760]*

>. $111.40 $122.18 .

Twelve months prior to screening Twelve months subsequent to screening

B.- Children contacted but not screened (Medicaid costs per annum without
screening or dental costs ]

Date of Contract
(Sept. 1, 1976-Feb. 1, 1977)

[N = 419]*

$148.62 $119.39
^

'(Twelve months prior to contact) (Twelve months subsequent to contact)

EPSDT, per se, in this project had minimal impact on Medicaid costs when
comparing these costs for the twelve months prior to screening ($111), and the
twelve months following screening ($122). What real costs that do occur as a

result of the program are so minimal as to be obscured by the randomly occurring
costs of "sick care". This finding may be better explained by the low problem
finding rate in the Dallas project area and is secondarily attributable to the
large number of minor problems identified in the EPSDT program generally that are

resolved in a single visit to a health care provider (62 percent. Report #3).

In a different view--of 500 children screened in the area of Dallas, only
approximately 65 (13 percent. Table 19) would have health problems. These
children would have a total of 72 problems (1.1 problems per child with problems.
Table 19). Case monitoring would result in 80 percent of these problems or 58

J.

Including children both with and without other Medicaid charges for the

periods indicated.
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problems receiving treatment (Report #4). Sixty two {62%) percent of these
problems, or 36 problems, would be resolvable in one visit to a health provider,
and the balance, 22, would be resolvable in two or more visits (Report #3).

~

The average cost of treatment for each of these problems would be approxi-
mately $60,00 . The total cost for diagnosis and treatment of problems found
and treated in 500 children screened would be approximately (58 problems x
$60 per problem) $3,480 or $6.96 per child screened ($3,480 r 500 children
screened). If the problem finding rate were in the normally expected range of
28 percent (State of Texas overall) this would be approximately 2.15 times
greater, or $14.96 per child screened.

This second view is presented to illustrate the minor impact of EPSDT
related diagnosis and treatment on the totality of annual Medicaid costs . In

this instance, it is estimated at approximately six percent ($6.96 t $112) for
children in the Dallas area, and projected more generally at thirteen percent
($14.96 T 112) for children in Texas overall. It is, therefore, readily
apparent as to why minor changes in randomly occurring sick costs in Medicaid
largely obscure the cost of EPSDT in the overall.

If a total cost of diagnosis and treatment to include dental were
developed, it could be on the following premise. Of 500 children screened,
approximately 225 (45 percent)** would have dental problems. Case monitoring
would result in 74 percent (Annex A-Table 2; Michigan Review of Shows for
Treatment - A Nine State Survey, HSRI , March 31, 1977), or 156 receiving
treatment. The average cost per child treated would be approximately $60.00
(EPSDT Diagnosis and Treatment Costs: A Five State Analysis, HSRI, August 15,
1978). The total for children treated would be (166 dental cases receiving
treatment x $60 average cost per child treated for dental conditions =)
$9,960. The dental costs per child screened would be in the order of $19.92
($9,960 7 500 children screened = $19.92).

Case monitoring for dental problems found would be approximately 82
percent of the costs for case monitoring health problems and immunizations
or generally $8.61 per child screened (paragraph 3a, this chapter). The
addition of dental diagnosis and treatment and case monitoring of dental
problems would add a total of $28.53 per child screened ($19.92 + $8 61 =
S28.53).

'

The annual Medicaid cost for the year prior to contact for children not

screened being higher ($148) than for the children screened ($111) is consistent
with findings of other similar studies (Cost- Impact Study of the North Dakota
EPSDT Program, Community Health Foundation, September 1977). The explanation
for this phenomenon is that the "contacted not screened child doubtlessly

*EPSDT Diagnosis and Treatment Costs: A Five State Analysis; HSRI,
August 15, 1977.

*nable IV-2, Health Start: Final Report of the Evaluation of the Second
Year Program, The Urban Institute, December 1973.
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just recently had a significant sick episode (explaining the higher Medicaid
costs) and the mother either overtly or covertly refused screening because of

the recent exposure of her child to the health care system. It should be noted
that the Medicaid costs for the year following contact ($119) are most consistent
with the year before and after screen costs . It is at this point ($119) that
the child would normally be recontacted for the following years periodic screen,
and in this instance in which no recent significant sick episode would have

occurred, it is likely that the mother would accept a screening appointment.
The $119 would then represent the Medicaid costs for the year prior to screening .
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APPENDIX A

(Client Transportation Costs)

Notes on Client Transportation Costs - Reported as Indirect Costs on page 101

Project Sector A Sector B Sector C Total

Project Van* 639 639 1300 $2,578
(Case finding only)

Regional Transportation** 1098 1098 2,196
(Case finding only)

Regional Transportation*** 676 676 1013 2,365
$7,139

Client Transportation

Sector D

Reg. Transportation; Finding $540
Reg. Transportation; Monitoring 270

$710

Based on $5.63/ride/person

16 people per month to screen
8 people per month to treatment

(3 referred children + 3 caretakers + 2 siblings)

*Sectors A and B shared 1 vehicle—cost estimated at lease of $200/month
+ $75 gas during 6 month period.

Sector C used 1 vehicle—cost estimated on lease of $200/month + $100

gas during 6 month period.

**Average cost per ride per person = $5.63 (information from Director of

Medical Services Transportation)
So - Sectors A and B - 65 people transported per month

Sector C - used own transportation or MLK transportation only.

***Average cost - $5.63/ride
Sector A and B - 40 people transported per month - consisting of 15

referred children, 15 caretakers accompanying - 10 siblings
Sector C - 30 people transported per month.
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CHAPTER V

DAT-A ACQUISITION, MANAGEMENT,
and SUPPORTING ADP SYSTEMS

Chapter Contents
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Data Collection Forms
Forms Distribution
Systems Equipment (Hardware)
Software Development
Data Access and Analysis
State Provided Lists of Program Eligibles
Full Cycle Data System (Close ended cost management)

Time Sequence Schema - Family Contacts
Time Sequence Schema - Screening Sheet (Addendum)
Time Sequence Schema - Immunization Sheet
Time Sequence Schema - Medical Referrals (Problem)

Appendix 1 - Data Processing

A - HSRI Data Processing Hardware Configuration
B - Description of Software Configuration

Appendix 2 - Data Collection Forms
A - EPSDT Family Contact Form (Project Form T-405)
B - Screening Sheet (TDHR-DPW Form 400)

C - Project Data - EPSDT Screening Sheet (Project Form T-406 - Project supplement)
D - Immunization Annex (Project Form T-407)
E - EPSDT Medical Referral (TDHR-DPW-Form 402)
F - EPSDT Medical Referral (TDHR-DPW Form 402-1)
G - EPSDT Case Monitoring Sheet (Project Form T-408)
H - EPSDT Medical Referral Supplement (Form 402-S)
I - Individual Work Sheet (Completed by project employees to develop

functional cost data)
J - Project Summary Sheet of Cost Data (Direct, Indirect, and Title XIX)

Appendix 3 - Forms Flow Sheet - Schema and Discription
A - Family Contact Sheet
B - Project Data Sheet (Screen Sheet supplement. Form T-406)

C - Immunization Annex (Form T-407)
D - EPSDT Medical Referral - Forms 402,402-1
E - EPSDT Case Monitoring Sheet (Form T-408)
F - EPSDT Medical Referral (Form 402-S)

Appendix 4 - Instructions for Use of Forms
A - EPSDT Family Contact Form (T-405)

B - Project Data Sheet (Screening Sheet Supplement T-406)

C - Immunization Annex (T-407)
D - EPSDT Medical Referral (Forms 402 and 402-1)

E - EPSDT Case Monitoring Sheet (Form T-408)
F - EPSDT Medical Referral Supplement (402-S)

G - Entry Instructions - Individual Work Sheet
H - Entry Instructions - Project Summary Sheet of Cost Data
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Chapter V

DATA ACQUISITION, MANAGEMENT
and SUPPORTING ADP SYSTEMS

General

The basic system for data collection, performance measurement, sub-system
definition, testable hypotheses, sample forms, cost data input and analysis,
etc. for a project to demonstrate variations in activities in an EPSDT pro-
gram was established in the "EPSDT - Demonstration Model, Evaluation Handbook",
developed by the Health Services Research Institute, and last printed in a re-
vised edition on May 1, 1975. Six subsequent supplemental memorandums were
written to the Handbook in 1975, dated August 4, August 28, August 28,
September 8, October 21, and October 28. These provided for workload planning
factors, management rosters of incomplete actions, detailed description of data
elements to compute various hypotheses, etc.

Subsequent experience in the Dallas and other projects indicates that the
following major modifications to the basic system should be promulgated prior
to utilization in any new project or operational program.

a. Family Contact Form

1. As designed, the Family Contact Form was intended to be utilized
to identify clients for which contact efforts were made and were
unsuccessful (no face-to-face encounters between case finder and client)
as well as for those successful face-to-face encounters (irrespective
of client willingness or non-willingness to participate in the program).

De facto the form was adopted for use only if a successful en-
counter occurred. This action then precluded entering into the system
data on "unsuccessful contacts" which nevertheless consumed case finder
work effort. As a consequence, the data element "Unable to locate
family" was never used as such. In retrospect , to have captured the

"workload" type data committed to unsuccessful contacts not only should
the entry "Unable to locate family" have been used, but generally there
should have been included a data element relative to the number of efforts

to contact up to a maximum of five.

2. A decision was made early in the system design that there was no

need for a "linkage" in the ADP support system between the Family Con-
tact Form (case finding sub-system) and the Screening Form (screening
sub-system). This was a significant system error that did not lend
itself to correction during the project. In future systems applications
the family contact form should be "linked" into the continuum of the
system as are the screening sheets, immunization sheets, and problem
referral sheets. A result of this non-linkage is the non-reconciled
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difference in numbers between the "showed for screen" from the Family
Contact Form and the "screens initiated" from the Screening Form (See

Table 19).

b. Immunization Sheet

The project workers involved in using the Immunization Sheet com-
plained of its difficulty in application. The high error rate in forms
submitted appears to verify this, and consideration should be given in

future applications to a redesign.

The form and system prescribed in the Handbook were intended to
measure those children:

(1) Current-for-age in immunizations upon entering screening

(2) Current-for-age in immunizations upon exiting screening

(3) Current-for-age in immunizations four months subsequent to

screening.

These differentiated measures were apparently not fully understood
within the project or the HSRI staff. Future forms redesign need to include
a clarification of this delineation.

c. Management Rosters

The concept of the monthly distribution to the project of rosters
reflecting incompleted actions for follow-up is most sound and effective.
One modification needed is to add a roster to the 180 day incomplete prob-

lem roster. This should be a preliminary 90 day roster of incomplete
problem follow-up. This roster should be a "reminder" roster, with the
180 day roster being "for explanation/or completion." Experience subsequent
to writing of the Handbook indicates that 90 percent of the problems will

have reached treatment within 90 days and that approximately 50 percent
will have completed treatment within that time period (Table 16). There
was some feeling among supervisory personnel that case monitors may, in

some instances, have delayed aggressive follow-up awaiting the 180 day
roster. The 90 day roster would afford supervisors and monitors an interim
check point.

Data Collection Forms

Information must be gathered on the clients of EPSDT at various points of

encounter in the EPSDT process in order to obtain the data necessary to describe
the program. The information is obtained by having service personnel who come
in direct contact with the client complete special data forms. Due to the volume
of forms involved in a project the size of the one in Dallas, it would take a

monumental effort with a high manpower requirement to manually compile the data
from these forms in a manner that would be useful in evaluating the project. Thus,
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for a project of this scope, it becomes expedient to use an automated data

processing system for the storage and retrieval of data. This chapter deals

with all aspects of gathering data and utilizing an automated information

system to perform an analysis.

The basic components of this information system are the various data

collection forms. There are four forms used to obtain data about clients in

the Dallas project. These are the Family Contact Form, the Project Data EPSDT

Screening Sheet, the Immunization Annex, and the EPSDT Medical Referral/Case

Monitoring Sheet set. Based upon the variables proposed for testing (grant

proposal) and other basic information, a list of data elements essential to the

research was drawn up. From these lists and the experience gained from the use

of forms in other projects, a set of forms was drafted. These forms were pre-

tested at the project and then revised, using feedback from the pretest. Copies

of these forms, as well as the basic screening form (TDHR-DPW Form 400 Sept. 75),

may be found in Appendix 2.

Forms Distribution

Prior to printing the forms, it was necessary to conceptualize how the
information requested would be obtained and then disseminated, i.e., who needed
copies of forms. In order to visualize the process involved in completing the

forms, a set of flow diagrams was developed (See Appendix 3). Using the
diagrams as a stepping stone to more completely understand the data collection
process, a set of instructions for the use of each form was drawn up. A complete
set of instructions can be found in Appendix 4.

From examination of the flow diagrams, it is apparent that they all end at
the point where the on-site data coordinator transmits the appropriate copies
to the HSRI. The remainder of this chapter will concentrate on what takes
place once the forms are received at the HSRI.

Systems Equipment (Hardware)

As mentioned in the opening paragraph, an automated data system is used to

process the information. The HSRI is set up for remote entry to an IBM 370/158
computer located at San Antonio College (SAC). The computer has two megabytes
of main memory running under VM/370. A brief description of the release of
VM/370 implemented at SAC is found in Appendix 1. HSRI is linked to SAC via a

leased phone line which supports a 3755 RJE (remote job entry) station and four
3277 display terminals (T.V.-like). Figure 1 shows the communication links
between the equipment that is available to the HSRI.

In terms of input of project data, the system currently uses one of the

3277 display terminals. An operator enters data through this terminal running
under the control of CICS programs. CICS is a programming language and system
similar to that used the the airlines for on-line entry and retrieval. A ter-
minal operator can enter approximately 500 documents (forms) per day. Key-
punching and verification of cards is eliminated. The advantage to this is that
when a name or number conflict appears or a code is out of range, the computer
will not allow the form to be entered. Editing is performed "on-line."
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Software Development

Programs are operational for the Family Contact, Project Screening,
Immunization and Referral systems. All systems allow for entry, update,
inquiry, and change. The systems are constructed in such a way as to re-

quire a minimum of effort on the part of the operator. The CICS programs
only allow entries in specific fields on the screen, thus reducing the chance
of error and enhancing the speed of entry. Data entered under CICS control
is stored as ISAM files on 3330 disks. A detailed description of the software
configuration follows Appendix 1 of this section.

Data Access and Analysis

There are two primary means by which the researcher may access the infor-
mation once it is entered and stored. One is by the inquiry method, which is

accomplished by entering a specific client's number, and in the screening system,
one additional element of the identifying information. The record for that
client is then automatically displayed on the screen. This method will retrieve
only one case at a time and is generally used to pinpoint errors or to find very
specific information. The other method by which the researcher accesses the
data is through the pre-programmed statistical package SPSS (Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences). Since SPSS works only on sequential files, a routine
is executed to produce a sequential file from the on-line ISAM file. Through
SPSS the researcher is able to look at either a single variable or multiple
variables for the total cases on the file or any defined subset. A wide range
of statistical procedures are available ranging from simple frequencies to

factor analysis. It is through the use of SPSS that the rates are obtained
and compared in order to test the hypotheses on which the demonstration is based.

The SPSS programs are written under the control of the CMS operating system,
a versatile system allowing direct entry of program code via a display terminal,
or the 3767 typewriter terminal. Once a program is written, it is transferred
to the VS 1 operating system for execution. The output is received at the RJE
Station printer.

State Provided Lists of Program Eligibles

Also used in the analysis process are tapes of EPSDT eligibles sent each

month from the Texas DPW data processing center. These tapes must be physically
carried to SAC but the programs run against them are entered from the HSRI. The
tapes are necessary in determining the penetration rates in the project. The
names of "shows for screens" from the project data EPSDT screening sheet (Form T-

406, see Appendix 2, following) are matched against eligibles as reflected
on specific monthly tapes to determine the penetration rates at specific points

in time.
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Fun Cycle Data System

One other task for which the automated system is used is the production
of monthly management rosters. These are n'sts of project data forms which have
not been completed after a prescribed period of time. The time sequence schema
of these various management rosters is indicated on the two fon owing pages.
The project personnel are given 21 days to complete actions indicated by the
roster and to return them to the Institute. This is a tool used to avoid
forms being neglected or lost over the course of the project. It has proven
to be a most successful management tool

.
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THE CASE MONITORING FOLLOW-UP DATA SYSTEM
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Appendix 1

Data Processing

A - HSRI Data Processing Hardware Configuration
B - Description of Software Configuration





Appendix lA

HSRI Data Processing Hardware Configurati





Figure 1

HSRI DATA PROCESSING HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
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Appendix IB

Description of Software Configuration
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SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

I. Virtual Machine Facility

VM/370 release 3 is a control program that manages the resources of a single
computer such that multiple computing systems appear to exist. VM/370 pro-
vides (1) virtual machines and virtual storage, (2) the ability to rune
multiple operating systems concurrently, (3) a conversational time sharing
system - the conversational monitor system (CMS), and (4) a remote job entry
manager, the remote spooling communications sub-system (RSCS). CMS provides
at a terminal, a full range of conversational capabilities: file creation
and management; compilation, testing and execution of application programs.
RSCS provides the remote user with the capability to automatically transfer
files between: (A) VM/370 users and remote stations, (B) remote stations and

other remote stations, (C) remote stations and a CMS batch virtual machine.

II. Operating Systems

A. OS/VSl Release 5. OA
B. CMS Release 3 (Conversational Monitor System)
C. RSCS Version 1.0 (Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem)

III. Supporting Software (OS/VSI Machines)

A. Batch Monitor (Local and Remote Job Entry):
JES/RES (Job Entry System/Remote Entry System)

B. Teleprocessing Monitor (Local and Remote):
CICS VS/Release 1.1.1 - High Level Language Processing
(Cobol and PL/1)

C. Student Oriented Batch (SOB) Compilers:
1. SPASM - Single Pass Assembler
2. WATFIV - Fortran Compiler
3. WATBOL - AND Cobol Compiler
4. PL/C - Student PL/1 Compiler
5. SCRIPT - Text Processor
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IV. Supporting Software (CMS)

A. Assembler
B. Basic

C. OS/VS Cobol Version 3.0

D. VS/APL (A Programming Language) ^.

E. WATFIV Interactive Fortran
F. SPASM Single Pass Assembler
G. FORTRAN IBM's Fortran 'G' Compiler
H. PLl IBM's Optimizing Compiler Version 1 Release 2.3

I. SORTF Fast Sort for CMS

J. CALC Desk Calculator for CMS

V. Other Supporting Software

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

CVIS

CTSS
PSSP
FSSP
OPTICS
ASMG
SPSS
BMD
CW3
EASYTRIEVE

Computerized Vocational Information System
Classroom Teachers Support System
PL/1 Scientific Subroutine Package
Fortran Scientific Subroutine Package
Test Scoring System, Used with OMR
Assembler 'G'

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
Biomedical Computer Programs
Coursewriter III - CAI Package
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Data Collection Forms





Appendix 2A

EPSDT Family Contact Form (Project Form T-405)





State of Texas

Department of Public Welfare

Form T-405
January 1976

F Household Medicaid

EPSDT FAMILY CONTACT FORM
Date of Contact I Casefinder

Head of Household Name, Last First
Mo. Day Yr.

Address ZIP Phone

Sector

Ethnicity Outcome of Contact

Black Willing to Participate ,

White Unable to Locate Family

Spanish Surname Refused to Participate 30
American Indian Screened in Another Program

All Other Other

No. Name

ELIGIBLES IN HOUSEHOLD

Age Sex

y if

Trans.
Date for Appmt. Req'd.
Screen Time yt^

Screen

Location

More than 8 children in family? Q Yes - If yes, initiate second sheet and staple together.

Name of Casefinder Head of Household

HSR!





Appendix 2B

Screening Sheet (TDHR-DPW Form 400)





TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

EARLY AND PERIODIC SCREENING, uiAGNOSlS AND TREATMENT PROGRAM
REPORT OF MEDICAL HISTORY AND SCREENING

RECIPIENT OF SCREENING

TDK -DPW
Form 400
Jan. 1976

D.P.W. No. 2. Name (last, first, mi) 3. Social Security No. 4. Birthdate
mo - yr

5. Sex 6. Race
'

i

N 1 1

Phone No. 8. Address (street, city, zip code) 9. County
j

PARENT, GUARDIAN, RECIPIENT PAYEE

Name (last, first, mi) 11. I request my child (I) have a health screening

Signature

12. Request Date

STATE EMPLOYEE OR REPRESENTATIVE

p. Signature-state employee or representative 14. Date 15. DPW Region No. 16. Unit No. 17. Mail Code 18. Phone and Ext.

y Family Physician 20. Remarks

It should be understood that this is an initial medical screening and not a diagnostic procedure.

ITEM NO YES COMMENTS
0. Premature

Birth Defects

102. Birth Injury

Medical Treatment

Hospitalization

Tremors

06,

7,

Difficulty in Sleeping

Trouble Making Friends

8. Bed Wetting

109. Swelling of Nodes

0.

!_,

112.

Swelling of Joints

Skin Trouble

Severe Headaches

3. Hay Fever

4. Dizzy Spells

5. Frequent Colds

116.

7.

Frequent Cough

Bloody Sputum

-^8. Eye Infections

119. Vision Problems

0. Frequent Ear Trouble

1. Hearing Impairment

122. Frequent Nose Bleeds

'3.

4.

iz5.

Frequent Sore Throats

Chest Pains

Short of Breath

12 6. Abdominal Pain

7. Diarrhea

8. Constipation

129. Worms

0.

1^

132.

Vaginal Discharge

Urethral Discharge

Painful Urination

Venereal Disease

Allergies

Menstrual Abnormality

FAMILY HISTORY
Diabetes

Cardiovascular Disease

Kidney Disease

Cancer or Leukemia

Mental Retardation

. Tuberculosis





•Patient's Name: DPW Recipient No.

IMMUNIZATION OR BOOSTER STATUS

TDH -DPW
Form 400
Page 2

Jan. 1976

TNOOMP COMP.

^^^142. Diphtheria

143. Tetanus

^^^144. wnooping \^<iU|{ii

^B(l45. Measles

146. Polio

1^147. Rubella

NEC. POS. Not Done

148. TB Mantoux

MENTAL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL SCREENING
1 7 00. Temperature

1701. Height: In.

702. Weight: Lb.

Mi 7 03. Blood Pressure: /

N ABN Not Done COMMENTS
704. Mental Health Screening

^^—705. Vision Screening

^706. Hearmg Screenmg
^^707. Development Progress (DDST)

708. Musculoskeletal

§709. Extremities

^^Hi / lu. ijympnaiics

711. Skin

^|712. Head

H^IS. Hair

714. Scalp

^715. Eyes

^716. Ears

^"717. Nose

718. Mouth

11719. Throatm 720. Neck

721. Lungs

^722. Breast

H723. Heart

724. Abdomen

_^725. Hernia

^|726. Genitalia

^*727. Reflexes

728. Endocrinopathies

729. Teeth

NEG. POS. NOT TESTED
800. Urine Sugar

801. Urine Albumin

802. Urine Bilirubin

803. Urine Blood

804. Hemo^obin

805. Hemo^obinopathies

806. RPR
807. Lead
808. PKU
900. Refer by Item No. - Date mments

Provider No.

le of Screening:

Screener's Signature

:

Reviewed by: M.D.

Date of Review: (Signature)

Location

:

TDH —White; Physician/Otber Agency-

Green; DPW-Yellow; Parenv-Pink;

Med, Screening Site—Gold
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Patient's Name: DPW Recipient No.Q D
IMMUNIZATION OR BOOSTER STATUS

TDH -DPW
Form 400
Page 2

Jan. 1976

INCOMP. COMP.

Dinhtheria

143. Tetanus

§44. Whooping Cough

HH^45. Measles

146. Polio

47 Rubella

NEG. POS. Not Done

^^48. TB Mantoux

MENTAL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL SCREENING
fOO

?01

Temperature

Height: In.

702. Weight: Lb.

r03. Blood Pressure:

N ABN Not Done COMMENTS
704. Mental Health Screening

Tot.

Vision Screening

Hearing Screening

Development Progress (DDST)

708

?09

JIO

Musculoskeletal

Extremities

Lymphatics

711. Skin

[12.

113.

714.

Head

Hair

Scalp

115

[16,

in.

Eyes

Ears

Nose

718. Mouth

119. Throat

r20. Neck

721. Lungs

122_

123

724

Breast

Heart

Abdomen
125.

iW.

127.

Hernia

Genitalia

Reflexes

728. Endocrinopathies

129. Teeth

800. Urine Sugar

NEG. POS. NOT TESTED

iOl

]02_

i03

Urine Albumin

Urine Bilirubin

Urine Blood

804.

505?

i06.

Hemo^obin

Hemo^obinopathies

RPR
807. Lead
308.

)00.

PKU
Refer by Item No. — Date ^omment^

1 Provider No. Screener's Signature

:

Location

:

of Screening: Reviewed by: M.D. TDH -White; Physici&n/Other Agency-

Date of Review: (Signature) Green; DPW-Yellow; Purentr-Pink;

Med. Screening Site-Gold
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Appendix 2C

Project Data - EPSDT Screening Sheet (Project Form T-406 - Project Supplement)





State of Texas

Department of Public Welfare

Medicaid No. or Client No.

7^

PROJECT DATA
EPSDT SCREENING SHEET

^ Form T-406
January 1976

Name

Date

Mo.

Last First M.I.

Day

Sex

Yr.

Birthdate
Mo. Day Yr.

Ethnicity

Black iD
White

Spanish Surname an
American Indian

All Other

Screening Site

Oak Cliff

Swiss Ave.

Martin L. King

Lion's Club

Other

an

Case Monitor

Code

Sector

Length of time at current address Length of time on Medicaid
Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos.

IWPiiS^
, , , ,

Transportation to Clinic

Drove Self

Free Taxi

Brought by Welfare Staff

Rode with Friend/Relation

Walked

Rode Bus/Taxi (Pub. Trans.)

Rode Welfare Vehicle

Other

Specify

HSRI





State of Texas

Department of Public Welfare

Medicaid No. or Client No.

PROJECT DATA
EPSDT SCREENING SHEET

Name

Birthdate

Last

Mo. Day Yr.

First

Ethnicity

Black iD
White

Spanish Surname an
American Indian

All Other

Form T-406
January 1976

Date

Mo.

M.I.

Day

Sex

Yr.

M
F

Screening Site

Oak Cliff iD
Swiss Ave. 20
Martin L. King

Lion's Club

Other

Case Monitor

Code

Sector

Length of time at current address
Yrs. Mos.

Length of time on Medicaid
Yrs. Mos.

Transportation to Clinic

Drove Self

Free Taxi

Brought by Welfare Staff

Rode with Friend/Relation

Walked

Rode Bus/Taxi (Pub. Trans.)

Rode Welfare Vehicle

Other

Speci fy

20

40

Referred by (Check main factor)

Newspaper ad i CH

Radio notice 2^
T.V. notice aCH

School 4IZ]

Letter notice

Walk-in eD

Home visit (Casefinder)

Phone call (Casefinder)

Neighbor

Other

Specify

Medical Care During Past 12 Months

No Contacts Number .of: Number of:

Check- Sick Check- Sick

ups Visits ups Visits

Private physician Dentist

Outpatient Clinic Optometrist/Ophthal.

Hosp. Emergency Room School Physical-

Hosp. (inpatient) Adm. n Other n

Screening Sequence

Original EPSDT
Periodic Rescreen

Date for Rescreen

Mo. Day Yr.

Visit Number: 12 3 4

Healthiness Rating

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Result

Req. Normal Abn. Retest

1 T.B. Mantoux

2 Vision Test

3 Hearing Test

4 Development (DDST)

5 Urinalysis

6 Hemoglobin

7 Hemoglobinopathies

8 Lead

9 PKU
10 RPR

Total Problem Sheets Initiated

Staff Code of Primary Screener

Screening Now Complete? Yes

Reasons for inability to Complete Screen

Family moved 1 d!

Family no longer eligible

Refuses to make another appmt. 3[I]

Unable to contact after numberous efforts 4^
Repeated appmt. failures 5[I]

Other eG

CASE MONITOR





Appendix 2D

Immunization Annex (Project Form T-407)





itate of Texas

Jepartment of Public Welfare

ledicaid No. or Client No.

IMMUNIZATION ANNEX

Form T-407
January 1 976

Jame

Date

Last First M.I. Sex

Mo. Day Yr.

M

Age Case Monitor Code Sector

F

Yrs. Mos.

IMMUNIZATIONS

Idpt # 1

TOPV #1

Idpt #2

TOPV #2

Idpt #3

TOPV #3

measles

'RUBELLA

.MUMPS

|DPT after age 1 8 mos. ( #3 or 4)

TOPV after age 18 mos. (#3 or 4)

DPT
after age 4 yrs. (#3, 4, or 5)

(Td if given after age 6)

TOPV after age 4 yrs. (#3, 4, or 5)

Fd within last 1 yrs.

AGE AT SCREENING

2 - 4

Mos.

4 - 6

Mos.

6-11

Mos.

12-17

Mos.

1 1/2-5

Yrs.

6-13
Yrs.

14-21

Yrs.

CURRENT STATUS
Routinely

required for

child this age?

Has child had this

immunization— in-

cluding this visit?

Subsequent immunizations-

current series (within 4

months of this visit) only.

Enter Date

Received

10

12

13

Date

Required

Date

Received

KEY

|DPT Diptheria and tetanus toxoids

combined with pertussis vaccine

|TOPV Trivalent oral polio vaccine

'Td Combined tetanus and diphtheria

toxoid (Adult Type).

DO AT THIS AGE

DO AT THIS AGE
ONLY IF NOT
DONE AT
PREVIOUSLY
SCHEDULED AGE

*Enter "Date Required" only for immunizations to complete

a current ongoing series such as DPTorTPOV. According to

the schedules on this page no such date should be later than

4 mos. of the current visit or an entry in the column "has child

has his immunization?" Accordingly immunizations will be

considered current only if there is an entry under "Enter Date

Received" for each immunization iV) checked as required or

there is an entry under "Date Received" matching any entry

under "Date Required" under the overall heading "Subsequent

immunizations - current series only."

SCHEDULE FOR IMMUNIZATIONS
INITIATED IN INFANCY

AGE

2 Mos.

4 Mos.

l6 Mos.

|2 Mos.

18 Mos.

1-6 Yrs.

-16 Yrs.

VACCINES

DPT #1, TOPV #1

DPT #2, TOPV #2
DPT #3, TOPV #3
Measles, Rubella, Mumps

DPT #4, TOPV #4
DPT #5, TOPV #5
Td (continue every 10 yrs.]

SCHEDULE FOR IMMUNIATIONS
INITIATED AFTER AGE ONE

TIME INTERVAL

First visit

1 Mo. Later

2 Mos. Later

4 Mos. Later

6-12 Mos. Later

At age 14-16 Yrs. Td (every 10 yrs.)

1-5 YRS.

DPT #1-T0PV #1

Measles, R ubella. Mumps

DPT #2- TOPV #2
DPT #3- TOPV #3
DPT #4, TOPV #4

6 YRS. and OLDER

Td (1st)- TOPV (1st)

Measles, Rubella*Mumps'j

Td (2nd)- TOPV (2nd)

Td (3rd)- TOPV (3rd)

Td (every 1 yrs.)

•Rubella Vaccine should not be given to a post-menarchal girl

without physician consultation.

HSRI





Appendix 2E

EPSDT Medical Referral (TDHR-DPW-Form 402)





M 131451

EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

TDH-DHR
Form 402

Sept., 1978

I. TO BE COMPLETED BY DHRQR CONTRACTING AGENCY
2. PATIENT'S DHR NO.

m
3. RECIPIENT'S (PATIENT'S) NAME (LAST FI RST MIDDLE INITIAL

5. CASE NAME (PAYEE) (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL) 7. DHR WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE

4. BIRTHDATEmmm
r 6. MAILING ADDRESS PHONE NO. DHR WORKER BjN & MAIL CODE

1st

LINE

2nd

LINE

CITY

WORKER PHONE NO.

AGENCY NAME & ADDRESS (if not DHR)

STATE ZIP CODE

8. SENT TO (PHYSICIAN'S NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP): PHYSICIAN PHONE NO.

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY . DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

>^ - .. ^

II. TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER
T! tdh provider no. ^

i

DEAR DOCTOR:
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH'S EPSDT SCREENING TEAM ON 2. SCREEN DATE:
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR PHYSICIAN FOLLOW-UP:

•a
o
U
o ^

mmm

4. TRANSMITTAL DATE 5. NATURE OF FOLLOW-UP:mm Oemergency n URGENT Qroutine j

r

I

I

f

I

I

I

6. I AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
SIGNATURE OF PARENTOF GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

III. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
SERVICE/EXAM DATE 2. WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? i 1 i 1

NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPOINTMENT KEPT?

NO =

3. WAS SUSPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT? Q YES Q NO

4. FOLLOW-UP CARE
JRTHER Q CONTINUEDrn NO FUf

' TREATlATMENT
NEEDED

OFFICE CARE
I I

SENT TO (specify type
'—

' ANOTHER name, address

M^DICAlx RESOURCE
^•0

5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

NO (explain, if yes)

6. DIAGNOSIS - REMARKS:

PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION 1 , No. 7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE-FREE ENVELOPE.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.





^ 131451 J

EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

TDH-DHR
Form 402

Sept., 1978

I. TO BE COMPLETED BY DHROR CONTRACTING AGENCY
2. PATIENT'S DHR NC>.

H
S.RECIPIENT'S (PATIENT'S) NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL) 4. BIRTHDATEmmm1 III

5. CASE NAME (PAYEE) (LAS1r, FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL)

u
7. DHR WORKER/AGENCY REPRESEhJTATIVE

6. MAILING ADDRESS PHONE NO. D HR W(DR <EII B ]N & MAIL. CODE WORKER PHONE NO.

1st

LINE

2nd
LINE

CITY

S

AGENCY NAME & ADDRESS (if not DHR)

d

TATE ZIP CODE

1 II 1 1

LU

<
d

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

t! tdh PROV id ER N0.~^

TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER
d

< LU

DEAR DOCTOR:
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH'S EPSDT SCREENING TEAM ON 2. SCREEN DATE:
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR PHYSICIAN FOLLOW-UP: mmm

TRANSMITTAL DATE 5. nature of follow-up:

[Hemergency u rgent ROUTINE

6. I AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
SIGNATURE OF PARENTOF GUARDIAN

J

SIGNATURE DATE

III. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
1. SERVICE/EXAM DATE 2. WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? i 1 i 1

NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPOINTMENT KEPT?

NO*

3. WAS SUSPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT? \^ YES Q NO

o

4. FOLLOW-UP CARE
Q NO FURTHER Q CONTINUED

TREATMENT
NEEDED

OFFICE CARE
I I

SENT TO (specify type^ ANOTHER name, address

MEDICAL RESOURCE
5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

NO (explain, if yes)

6. DIAGNOSIS - REMARKS:

PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION 1 , No. 7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE-FREE ENVELOPE.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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Appendix 2F

EPSDT Medical Referral (TDHR-DPW Form 402-1)





EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

MEDICAL REFERRAL

TDHR-DPW
Form 402-1

May 1976

I. TO BE COMPLETED BY DPW OR CONTRACTING AGENCY
1. PATIENT'S DPW NO. 2. CASE NAME (PAYEE)

J, 3. REFERRAL NO.

o
u.
z
UJ

<

O"
u.
z

4. PATIENT'S NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 5. BIRTH DATE

6. ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP) PHONE NO.

7. DPW WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE DPW WORKER 8JN/ AGENCY NAME & ADDRESS WORKER PHONE NO

8. REFERRED TO (PHYSICIAN'S NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP): PHYSICIAN PHONE NO.

z
UJ

-J

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

II. TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER

1 . TDHR PROV IDE R NO.

D
Z
<

DEAR DOCTOR
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPT. OF HEALTH RESOURCES ON
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR REFERRAL:

2. SCREEN DATE][

Ca. REFERRAL DATE

6. PROBLEM HISTORY: COMPLETELY NEW CONDITION PREVIOUSLY KNOWN, NOT UNDER CARE
UNDER CARE

I AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE AND THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESOURCES.
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

III. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
1. SERVICE/EXAM DATE
T WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? YES

NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPMT. KEPT?-
NO*

3. WAS SUSPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT?
YES
NO

4. FOLLOW-UP CAR
[—1 NO FURTHER
LJ TREATMENT

NEEDED

E
1—1 CONTINUED
LJ OFFICE CARE

|~~) REFERRED TO (specify type, i N
LJ ANOTHER name, address) 1 /

MEDICAL RESOURCE ^

5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IM SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

YES NO (explain, rf yes)

6. PROBABLE DIAGNOSIS/ES OR IMPRESSION (OPTIONAL) - REMARKS:

• PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION I, #7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT,

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE-FREE ENVELOPE. THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

Health Provider





EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

MEDICAL REFERRAL

TDHR-OPW
Form 402-1

May 1976

I. TO BE COMPLETED BY DPW OR CONTRACTING AGENCY
1. PATIENT'S DPW NO. 2. CASE NAME (PAYEE)

J 3. REFERRAL NO.

4. PATIENT'S NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 5. BIRTH DATE

LU
CO
<

2

6. ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP) PHONE NO.

7. DPW WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE DPW WORKER BJN/ AGENCY NAME Si ADDRESS WORKER PHONE NO

8. REFERRED TO (PHYSICIAN'S NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP): PHYSICIAN PHONE NO.

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

II. TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER

1. TDHR PROVIDER NO.

?:

o
z
<
z
o
I-
<

o

DEAR DOCTOR
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPT. OF HEALTH RESOURCES ON
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR REFERRAL:

2. SCREEN DATE

][

4. REFERRAL DATE

(T
LU
Q
>
O
Q.

5. PROBLEM HISTORY: COMPLETELY NEW CONDITION PREVIOUSLY KNOWN, NOT UNDER CARE
UNDER CARE

I AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE AND THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESOURCES.
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

III. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
( 1. SERVICE/EXAM DATE

WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? YES
NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPMT. KEPT?_

NO"

3. WAS SUSPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT?
YES
NO

cc

o
a.
IXI

cc

4. FOLLOW-UP CARE
NO FURTHER
TREATMENT
NEEDED

CONTINUED
OFFICE CARE I—

j

REFERRED TO
ANOTHER
MEDICAL RESOURCE

(specify type
name, address):.0

Q.

o
I-

5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

YES NO (explain. If yes)

6. PROBABLE DIAGNOSIS/ES OR IMPRESSION (OPTIONAL) - REMARKS:

• PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION I, #7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE-FREE ENVELOPE. THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

Casemonitor HSR!





EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

MEDICAL REFERRAL

TDHR-OPW
Form 402-1

May 1976

TO BE COMPLETED BY DPW OR CONTRACTING AGENCY
1. PATIENT'S DPW NO. 2. CASE NAME (PAYEE)

3. REFERRAL NO.

O
LL
z
UJ

<

u.
z

4. PATIENT'S NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 5. BIRTH DATE

6. ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP) PHONE NO.

7. DPW WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE DPW WORKER BJN/ AGENCY NAME 8i ADDRESS WORKER PHONE NO

8. REFERRED TO (PHYSICIAN'S NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP): PHYSICIAN PHONE NO.

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

II. TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER

( 1 . TDHR PROVIDE R NO .

(

I-

o
Q.
UJ
cc

o
z >

DEAR DOCTOR
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPT. OF HEALTH RESOURCES ON
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR REFERRAL:

2. SCREEN DATE

4. REFERRAL DATE

CC
UJ
Q
>
O
CC
a.

5. PROBLEM HISTORY: COMPLETELY NEW CONDITION PREVIOUSLY KNOWN, NOT UNDER CARE
UNDER CARE

I AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE AND THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESOURCES.
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

III. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
1. SERVICE/EXAM DATE

WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? YES
NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPMT. KEPT?_

NO'

3. WAS SUSPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT?
YES
NO

CC

O
Q.

Q.
OC Q

1°
o
cc
a.

4. FOLLOW-UP CARE
NO FURTHER
TREATMENT
NEEDED

CONTINUED
OFFICE CARE

[—

j

REFERRED TO
ANOTHER
MEDICAL RESOURCE

(specify typo, i N.
name, address) I /

5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE \H SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

YES NO (explain, if yes)

6. PROBABLE DIAGNOSIS/ES OR IMPRESSION (OPTIONAL) - REMARKS:

• PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION I, #7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE FREE ENVELOPE. THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

Casemonitor EPSDT Regional Coordinator





EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

MEDICAL REFERRAL

TDHR-DPW
Form 402-1

May 1976

I. TO BE COMPLETED BY DPW OR CONTRACTING AGENCY
1. PATIENT'S DPW NO. 2. CASE NAME (PAYEE)

3. REFERRAL NO.

O
LL
z
LU
CO
<

o-

UJ

4. PATIENT'S NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 5. BIRTH DATE

6. ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP) PHONE NO.

7. DPW WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE DPW WORKER BJN/ AGENCY NAME & ADDRESS WORKER PHONE NO

8. REFERRED TO (PHYSICIAN'S NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP): PHYSICIAN PHONE NO.

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

II. TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER

1 . TDHR PROVIDE R NO .

o
z
<
z
o
I-
<

o
LL
z
(T
Ui

9
>
c
cc
Q.

o
0.
LU
cc

o
2 >

O
oc

I
Q
I-

DEAR DOCTOR
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPT. OF HEALTH RESOURCES ON
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR REFERRAL:

2. SCREEN DATE

4. REFERRAL DATE

5. PROBLEM HISTORY: COMPLETELY NEW CONDITION PREVIOUSLY KNOWN, NOT UNDER CARE
UNDER CARE

6
1 AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE AND THE TEXAS

THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESOURCES.

SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

III. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
1. SERVICE/EXAM DATE

WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? YES
NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPMT. KEPT? _

NO'

3. WAS 5USPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT?
YES
NO

4. FOLLOW-UP CARE
NO FURTHER
TREATMENT
NEEDED

CONTINUED
OFFICE CARE I—

[

REFERRED TO
ANOTHER
MEDICAL RESOURCE

(specify type
name, address]:.0

5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

YES NO (explain, if yes)

6. PROBABLE DIAGNOSIS/ES OR IMPRESSION (OPTIONAL) - REMARKS:

J V.
• PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION I, #7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE^FREE ENVELOPE. THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

Casemonitor * Screening





EPSDT
EARLY PERIODIC SCREENING DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

MEDICAL REFERRAL

TDHR-DPW
Form 402-1

May 1976

I. TO BE COMPLETED BY DPW OR CONTRACTING AGENCY
1. PATIENT'S DPW NO. 2, CASE NAME (PAYEE)

3. REFERRAL NO.

o
u.
z
ID
CO
<

u.
Z

UJ

4. PATIENT'S NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) 5. BIRTH DATE

6. ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP) PHONE NO.

7. DPW WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE DPW WORKER BJN/ AGENCY NAME Si ADDRESS WORKER PHONE NO

8. REFERRED TO (PHYSICIAN'S NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP): PHYSICIAN PHONE NO.

9. APPOINTMENT TIME DAY DATE 10. RESCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS

II. TO BE COMPLETED BY SCREENING PROVIDER

1 . TDHR PROVIDE R NO .

7^
2. SCREEN DATE

O
z
<

'o
Q.
lU
cc

o
z

cc

o

DEAR DOCTOR
THE ABOVE CHILD WAS SCREENED BY THE TEXAS DEPT. OF HEALTH RESOURCES ON
AND A PROBLEM IS SUSPECTED AS SHOWN BELOW.

3. REASON FOR REFERRAL:

4. REFERRAL DATE

5. PROBLEM HISTORY: COMPLETELY NEW CONDITION PREVIOUSLY KNOWN, NOT UNDER CARE
UNDER CARE

I AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION ON THE ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL TO THE
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE AND THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH RESOURCES.
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

ill. TO BE COMPLETED BY PHYSICIAN (OR HIS STAFF) OR OTHER MEDICAL RESOURCE
1. SERVICE/EXAM DATE

WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? YES
NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPMT. KEPT? _

NO'

3. WAS SUSPECTED PROBLEM CONFIRMED AT THE DIAGNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT?
YES
NO

CC

O
Q.
LU
(E

CC
UJ

9
>
o
cc
a.

4. FOLLOW-UP CARE
NO FURTHER
TREATMENT
NEEDED

CONTINUED
OFFICE CARE

[—

[

REFERRED TO
ANOTHER
MEDICAL RESOURCE

(specify type, i
'\

name, address) I /

a.

O

5. IF FOLLOW-UP CARE IS REQUIRED, DO YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN SUCH AREAS AS HELPING PATIENT KEEP
APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING YOUR HOME TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS, ETC.?

YES NO (explain, if yes)

6. PROBABLE DIAGNOSIS/ES OR IMPRESSION (OPTIONAL) - REMARKS:

• PLEASE NOTIFY WORKER (SECTION I, #7) FOR ASSISTANCE IF PATIENT FAILS TO KEEP APPOINTMENT.

PLEASE RETURN ALL COPIES IMMEDIATELY IN ATTACHED POSTAGE-FREE ENVELOPE. THANK YOU
FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

Case Record



I

I



Appendix 2G

EPSDT Case Monitoring Sheet (Project Form T-408)





State of Texas

Department of Public Welfare

Form T-408
April 1976

EPSDT CASE MONITORING SHEET

1 Patient's DPW No. - 2. Referral No. 3. Case Monitor Code

nrvui m nr^ cm
4. Name

Last First M.l.

5. Appointment Record

DATE APPM'T. TIME APPM'T. KEPT COMMENTS

6. Narrative Summary of follow-up

7. Problem Status (180 days after referral date or upon problem completion)

a. Treatment completed, condition presumed cured or inactive after 1 st visit i CJ

b. Treatment plan completed — now cured or inactive (follow-up contact) 2IIII

c. Treatment terminated — maximum benefit achieved (not necessarily inactive or cured) ^d!

d. Still under treatment (original practitioner/clinic)

e. Still under treatment (referred practitioner/clinic) sCIl

8. Method of follow-up

Mail 1

Phone 2IIII

Personal contact 3 1 I

Other

Specify
,

A I I

10. Date form completed

/ /
Mo. Day Yr. HSRI

9. Reasons for inability to complete problem

Family moved ^0
Family no longer eligible 2[Z]

Refuses to make another appmt 3n
Unable to contact after numerous efforts 4CII

Repeated appmt. failures sD
Other

Specify :

11. DPW Worker Signature





State of Texas

Department of Public Welfare

Form T-408
April 1976

EPSDT CASE MONITORING SHEET

1. Patient's DPW No. 2. Referral No. 3. Case Monitor Code

4. Name

Last First

5. Appointment Record

DATE APPMT. TIME APPM'T. KEPT COMMENTS

6. Narrative Summary of follow-up

7. Problem Status (180 days after referral date or upon problem completion)

a. Treatment completed, condition presumed cured or inactive after 1st visit i D
b. Treatment plan completed — now cured or inactive (ft)llow-up contact) 2^
c. Treatment terminated — maximum benefit acfiieved (not necessarily inactive or cured)

d. Still under treatment (original practitioner/clinic) 40
e. Still under treatment (referred practitioner/clinic) sCH

8. Method of follow-up

Mail iD
Phone 2n
Personal contact ^sO

Other

Specify
, 4D

10. Date form completed

/ /

9. Reasons for inability to complete problem

Family moved 1 CH

Family no longer eligible 20
Refuses to make another appmt ad
Unable to contact after numerous efforts

Repeated appmt. failures

Other

Specify eD

Mo. Day Yr. CASE MONITOR 11. DPW Worker Signature
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Appendix 2H

EPSDT Medical Referral Supplement (Form 402-S)





n REFERRAL NO.

M EPSDT MEDICAL REFERRAL SUPPLEMENT

Form 402-S

SEPT. 1976

2 PATIENT .'S DPW NUM BER^

[

\ RFCI PIENT'S (PATIENT'S) NAME (LAST. FIRST, MIDDLE INITIAL)

2 WAS INITIAL APPOINTMENT KEPT? Yes N

o

NO. OF SCHEDULINGS BEFORE APPOINTMENT KEPT?

. WAS SUSPECTED (PFPFRRED) PROBLEM rONF.RMED AT PI AnNOSTIC/TREATMENT VISIT?

4 FOLLOW-UP CARE

'no FURTHER , ^ CONTINUED^ ^ REFE^RRED
(specify type,

MEDICAL RESOURCE name, address)

Yes QNo

NOFURIHtK I
I—I L-wiN 1 ii-uu-i^

treatment
I

OFFICE CARE

NEEDED

S OOES PHVS,CIAN REQUI.e ASSISTANCE FRO» WORKER ,N HELPING PAT.ENT K^EP APPOINTMENTS, SUPPORTING HOME

TREATMENT PLANS, ETC.? Yes UNo _

6. DIAGNOSIS:

7. SOURCE OF INFORMATION: CLIENT PHYSICIAN OTHER

c.

D.

'l . REASON FOR NON-COMPLETION O^F REFERRAL-TREATMENT PROCESS:

CLIENT REFUSAL
( fN

SERVICE UNAVAILABLE ( x 1/
OTHER KCLIENT NO LONGER ELIGIBLE CLIENT NOT LOCATABLE

WORKER BJN & MAILCODE
1 . DPW WORKER/AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE NAME

AGENCY NAME AND ADDRESS (if not DPW)

^MUST CORRESPOND TO 402 REFERRAL NO. IN CASE RECORD, SECTION 1, ITEM 1.

SIGNATURE DATE
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Appendix 21

Individual Work Sheet (Completed by project employees to develop functional cost data)





I-NDIVIDU.-^i 'JORK 3H3ST

Job Title: <-^^^t) Title
ifo. Code

Activity of Aosigniiient

Ma.ior Activities

Total Hrs.

Available
This Week

Hours iVorked Per Major Activity

of 1 the ',/eek Total Hr^-

fV'orked

2 3 k 1

5

6 7

Case-Findinp;
j

OriffLnal Screens

Rescreens

Screening

Diagnosis & Treatment —

'

1—

H

Case-Monitoring

Problem Completions

Screen Completions

Health Education

Other Sxper, Activ,
Specify 1,

2.

3.

Orientation/ Staff
Tmg, /staff Conf.

Managerial/Admini s.

TOTAL *

* The total of this column will normally be 40 hours unless the

individual is a part-time employee. Report below if the available hours in-
clude non-productive time, such as sick leave, vacation or a holiday. For example,

if one day of leave was taken, indicate below "Includes 8 hours leave."





Appendix 2

J

Project Summary Sheet of Cost Data (Direct, Indirect, and Title XIX)









Appendix 3

Forms Flow Sheet
Schema and Descripti





Appendix 3A

Family Contact Sheet
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Forms r'low

-ilv Contact Sh^ei

:0 LL\T)A CCO'FER

If'^-lEDLi.TZLY

NAIJCY EARBAS ^ rSlii

X'Ji-GITE COORDIIiATOR '

KiZ?

U TO Lr^A COC'p;

CC'TLETi.a-

\ RESEARCH
"7PROJECT

FILE

The Family Contact Form is originated by the case finders for each case.
After the first meeting with a client when the form is originated, page 1 is turned in to

the Direct Services Secretary, Linda Cooper. *Page 1 is to be turned in within 48 hours
of the client contact. Pages 2, 3, and 4 are kept by the case finders in the case folders
until complete.
The Direct Services Secretary will check page 1 against the case finders appointment list
in order to insure that a form has been turned in for each scheduled client contact. On
the same day in which page 1 has been received by the Secretary, the Secretary will de-
liver it to the On-site Coordinator. The On-site Coordinator will send page 1 to the
Health Services Research Institute.
Pages 2, 3 and 4 are completed after the case finder has confirmed that a screening
appointment has been kept or after it is confirmed the family will not keep the appoint-
ment (see instructions for filling out family contact form). After completion of pages
2, 3 and 4, pages 2 and 4 will be turned in to the Direct Services Secretary.*
The Direct Services Secretary will deliver page 2 to the On-site Coordinator who will
send page 2 to the Health Services Research Institute. The Direct Services Secretary
will deliver page 4 to the Statistical Clerk, Ella Wilson, who will file page 4 in

the research project file.

(Special Instructions to Student Interns: Turn in pages as indicated in these instructions
to LaVivian Graham, Assistant Project Director, rather than to the Direct Services Secretary).
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Project Data Sheet (Screen Sheet Supplement, Form T-406)
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Forms Flow

Pro.'^ect Data Sheet

?. 1, 2, 3 TO
zplIc rex road.

RE-3ZARCH ASSI5T;^\T

P. 1 TO na:icy BAJiaAs-

Gli-S1T£ XORDIIIATOR,
ii"-2:diately

p. 2 TO llAllCf 3AR3AS.

3 TO DI?-:.CT SIPJ/ICE CASE
SZCRLTAIiY, LESA a^.OP::-:~-CASEAF0LDER

•^^^ FINDER

The Project Data Sheet is originated at the screening site by the interviewer/clerk
for each child/client who is screened and lives within the demonstration area. In

order to insure that a Data Sheet is completed for each patient who shows for an
appointment, the interviewer/clerk will check off form completions on a clinic
appointment schedule.
Pages 1, 2 and 3 are to be turned in to the Research Assistant, Eric Rexroad, at the

end of each clinic day or by the following day at the latest.
The Research Assistant will deliver page 1 to the On-site Coordinator within 24 hours
of receiving it, who will in turn send it to the Health Services Research Institute.
The Research Assistant and/or statistical clerk will fill in the incompleted portion
of the Data Sheet (pages 2, 3) when the test results are received by the Health Screening
Team. Upon completion, page 2 will be given to the On-site Coordinator who will
send it to the Health Services Institute.
Page 3 will be given by the Research Assistant to the Direct Services Secretary who
will deliver it to the assigned case finder for filing in the case folder.



!



Appendix 3C

Immunization Annex (Form T-407)





1

LtOTinization Annex

VmUc / CLZRKA P. i, 2, 3 TO
ERIC RE:vECAD,

F^SmCH ASSISTAIiT

1 TO NANCY BAilRAS

o:j-siT:i: coopjdinatcr,

D-S^EDIATSLY

-P. 2P. 2 TO NA:iCY EARBAS -

VrHEN CCJ'IPLETE

(IF C0MPL2T2 WITH P. 1

BOTH PAGES SHOULD ACCO!«T.\NY

EACH OTHER H-^-ZIjI/.TELY)

H3RI

I

P. 2 I? R-rilUlES FOIJjQ'.MJP'^

TO LII.1:A COOPER

I

P« ^ i'u~ij.*I CCv'.

TC Li^jXA CCC'

A
p.

p. 2 TO CASE :XDNITOR I

P. 3 TO CASE >miTOR ^Tr,
IF R^CUIRSS PC-LLO-'J-U? »* ^ iV- -o^

7K— ^'^^--^

J

P. 3 I? >,,^^P. 3—^p: 3 TO LirrcA cooper -Acc:tletz--^> case
imiECT SERnCS SECFJLTAJ.Y ^ TO CASE ^ FCLZl':

FD^ER

Tnfj Irrr.anizaticn Annex is originated at the screening site by the interviewer/clerk icr
{.-ach child/client \ho is screened and lives within the demonstration area. (OriginuT,e

..Ith Project Di:ta Sheet).
Pages 1, 2, and 3 ^"s to be turned in to the Research Assistant, Eric Rexroad, at the end
Oi eaca clinic day or ty the follovdng day at the latest. (Should accompany Project S:-ta

Sheet).
Tr:e Re search Assistant v-lll deliver page 1 to the On-site Coordinator within 24 hours of
recei^/ing it, v±:o v.dJLl in turn send it to the Health Services Research Institute.
If follov>-;ip is necessary and the Irrnsinization Arj^.sx is cc.-nplets, page 2 'wHl be
delivered to tho Crv-site Coordinator vdth page 1, vjio vail send it to HSRI.

I- no follov>--ip is necessary, the Research Assistant vdll deliver page 3 to the Direct
Ser^rLces Secretary within 24 hours of receiving it. The Secretary vdll deliver it to the
:.pprcpriate case finder viho v.lll file it in the case folder.
If follov^p is necessar;/-, page 2 v.-ill be delivered to the Direct Services Secretary,' for
assi^rment to the appropriate case monitor. Upon completion of the Inmunization follov>-i-ip

triQ case ~onitor v/ill return page 2 to the Direct Ser-.-ices Secretarj' vho vdll deliver it tc

the On-site Coor±Liator. Page 2 vdll then be sent by the Coordinator to the Health Soi-vxcc

Research Institute.
follov^-up is necessary page 3 ''f^JJ- accon:pany page 2 to the Eir< Secretaiv.

me secretaryr-r .-•T deliver page 2 and tags :o the appropriate case monitor -rho '«dl

^rp.plato the follov>^ap and then file page 3 in th-j case folder.
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EPSDT Medicel Referral - Forms 402, 402-1
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EPSDT Medical Eeferrel - Fonr,s 402, 402-1

Distribution Instractions

OHIGUUTSS 402-1 402-1
PAGES - 1-5

TO UNITS

ASSIGIJED TO

^«RKER ORIGDIATSS
402

402 PAGE 1
TO REGIONAL COORDEJA-TCK
MARY POVffiLL

402 PAGE 2 (PINK)
TO KANCY BAF3AS

ui^rr 76

SENDS 402-1
PAGES 1-4 TO
MEDICAL PPoOVIDER

(}SE?S PAGE 5, PINK)

WORKER RECEIVES ' {—^ 402-1 PAGE 1 (ivlilTE).

RETUPJIED 402-1
PAGES 1-4

(»IF K)T RSIWNED
SEE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 402-S)

CASE RECORD

A4O2-I PAGE 2 (YELLOW)
^TO NcANCY BARBAS

UNIT 76

402-1 PAGE 3 (YELLOW)
TO REGIONAL COCRDDIATOR
M/JIY POV^SLL

-—^.02-1 PAGE 4 (YELLOV/)

TITLE XIX SC?Ji:.EI>IING

TEAI-I

402-1 PAGE 5 (PLYK)

^DISCARDS
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402 , 402-1

1. Form 402-1 ±3 originated hy the screening team and oil pages sent to
the units.

2. The assigned worker receives all pages of the 402-1 and originates
F4C2, It is very important that the 402 be filled out accurately and
coapletely. The 402 is distributed as soon as complete, page 1 to Mary
Powell, page 2 to Nancy Barbas.

3. Upon appointing a client for follow-up care, the vjorker sends pages 1
thxrj) 4 to aiedidal provider (via the client or the mail). Accompanying
the 402-1 to the provider should be a.) a postage—paid, pre addressed
return envelope, b.) a pre—printed cover letter to the provider.

The worker keeps page 5 (pink) of the 402-1 for case management purposes, 4

4. VJhen pages 1-4 are returned they are distributed*:

- page 1 stays in case record
- page 2 delivered to Nancy Barbas
- page 3 delivered to Mary Powell
- page 4 delivered to screening team
- page 5 discarded

Note: See instructions for 402-S if 402-1 not returned by Medical
Provider.
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EPSDT Case Monitoring Sheet (Form T-408)
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CASE MONITORING SHEET FLOW

(T-408)

(two pages)

Initiated by case monitor
simultaneously with 402-1

Utilized by case monitor
in tracking case from day

of referral to day treatment
complete or end of 180 days

whichever is first

copy 1 given to

on-site coordinator to HSRI

1
copy 2 to case record
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EPSDT Medical Referral (Form 402-S)
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SPSDT Medical Referrel - Fora /f02-S

Distribution Instractlons

WORKER ORIGINATES
402-S

402-S
P. 1 (WHITE)

TO NANCr BARBAS
UNIT 76

I V 402-^
p. 2 (yellow)
TO RmiDNAL COORDINATOR
MARY PCWELL

402-S
P. 3 (YELLOW)
TO DISCARD

402-S
P. 4 (PINK)
ATTACH TO PINK COPY OF
402-1 TO GO IN CASE RECORD





402-S

. !• Form 402-S is originated by the worker: if

:

a* Initiation of diagnosis/treatment has been received and the
medical provider has not retumed pages 1-4 of the 402-1 to
the worker within three weeks of the scheduled appointment,

b. Initiation of the diagnosis/treatment has not been received
and the client is no longer eligible | has refused further
services, is not locatable, or other circurastances that in-
dicate a further need for worker follow to intitate the dia-
gnosis/treatment process.

NOTE: If the client has reschedtiled an appointment, F402-S is not
originated until three wseks of the rescheduled appointnent
if necessary.

2. Upon completing the 402-S it is distributedt
- page 1 delivered to Nancy Barbas, EPSDT Unit 76
- page 2 delivered to Mary Powell
- page 3 discarded (Dr. Nancy White has requested that copies of

the F40^S not be sent to her).
- page 4 is attached to page 5f pink copy, of the 402-1 and filed
in the case record.
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Instructions for Use of Forms
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EPSDT Family Contact Form (T-405)





EPSOT Family Contact Form

(T-405)

A Family Contact Form will be initiated by the case-finding aides for

each personal contact (a face to face meeting with a program-eligible

head of household is a contact).

1. Head of Household Medicaid No. : Enter in the spaces provided, starting

from the left, e.g.

,

Head of Household Medicaid No.

Date of Contact : The date of contact to be entered is the date of first

"eye to eye" contact with the head of household for the purpose of

"selling" the EPSDT program and appointing the children for screening.

Fill out the boxes numerically; for example July 4, 1976 would appear as:

7 4 7 6

Mo. Day Year

3. Name: Enter the last name of the head of household in the spaces provided,

then the first name. It is imperative that names be spelled correctly

and Medicaid numbers be entered correctly. The names in this section

should be the name of the person listed on the eligibility rolls.

4. Address, Zip Code and Phone : Print the address on the line, including apart-

ment numbers if applicable. If there is no phone, write the phone number

that the head of household generally receives calls on.

5. Sector : Enter the code for "original" (1) or "periodic" (2) in the first

box and the code for sector in the second box.

6. Casefinder Code: Enter your two digit code number in the boxes.

7. Ethnicity : Check the appropriate box to indicate the ethnicity of the

head of household.



Outcome of Contact : One, and only one, of the boxes should be checked

according to the outcome of the interview. If the head of household

has indicated a willingness to participate in the program, efforts should

be made at that point to make a specific appointment for screening for

all, several, or one of the children. If the head of household consents

to participate in the program, check "Willing to participate" in this

section. If this box is checked, yet no dates for screen and appointment

times are entered in the section under "Eligibles in household", it is

assumed that the head of household did not feel free to coirmit to an

appointment at that time.

The system provides that at least two additional efforts should be

subsequently made by telephone, personal contact, etc., to schedule the

children for a screening appointment. If success in appointing is not

achieved by the third contact , the case-finding aide may assume that

the family declines participation and the box "Refuses to make another

appointment" under the section "Reasons for no show at screen" should

be checked. The family will then not again be contacted (if they remain

program eligible) until, the next normal periodic rescreen sequence for

their ages by case-finding personnel . If the family has moved or become

ineligible, check "Other" and specify the reason, then check the box

that applies in the section "Reasons for no show at screen" of the second

page. Staple pages 1 and 2, then forward to OSDC.

Reasons for No Show at Screen : This section pertains to cases in which

(1) an initial face to face contact has been made, but not all of the

children listed have shown for screening, (2) the family has moved away,

or (3) lost eligibility. The first case applies after three attempts



at scheduling screening appointments have been made, or after 90 days

from date of contact. One, and only one, of the boxes should be checked.

If three appointments have been scheduled for a child or children and

each has not been kept, assume that the family is not interested in

participating and check the box next to "Repeated appointment failures".

Eligibles in Household : Enter the two-digit numbers, the names (last

name first), ages and sex for al

1

program eligible children in the

household. CORRECT SPELLING OF NAMES AND AGE (in years). THIS IS VERY

IMPORTANT—PLEASE PRINT .

If the head of household consents to an appointment at the time of

initial interview (contact) enter the date, time and location of the

appointment, check whether transportation is needed and can be provided .

EXPERIENCE IN OTHER EPSDT DEMONSTRATIONS AND ON-GOING PROGRAMS

INDICATES THAT SUCCESS IN HAVING EPSDT SCREENING APPOINTMENTS KEPT DEPENDS

SIGNIFICANTLY ON A MINIMAL LAPSE OF TIME BETWEEN THE DATE OF CONTACT AND

THE SCREENING APPOINTMENT. THE HIGHEST RATES OF SUCCESS IN SCREENING

APPOINTMENTS KEPT WERE WHERE THIS PERIOD WAS LESS THAN FIVE DAYS.

If there are more than eight children in the family, check I
lYes

at the bottom of the form, and use another sheet to continue the list

of eligible children. The Medicaid number, name, date, sector, and

casefinder code should be filled out on this second sheet. Staple the

two sheets together.

The column "/ if Appmt. Kept" is used to indicate that the screening

appointment has been kept. This will be determined from the appointment

roster that is returned to the case finder by the clinic the day after

the date of appointment.



Space is provided to allow for three appointments for each child,

in the event that appointments made are not kept. If the third appoint-

ment is not kept, assume the family is not interested in participating

and check the box next to "Repeated Appmt. Failures" in the section

"Reasons for No Show at Screen".

11. Name of Case finder : Write your name on the line.

12. Head of Household's Signature : The head of household should sign here

after being presented with the opportunity to participate in the

program. A signature must be obtained whether the head of household

is willing to participate or not . If the head of household refuses to

participate, show him/her that you have checked the box next to "Refused

to Participate" and ask that he/she sign to verify that he/she has

heard the advantages of the program and refuses to participate.

Obtaining a signature from a willing head of household is equally

important because it further strengthens the commitment to participate

and to keep appointments that have been made.



Appendix 4B

Project Data Sheet (Screening Sheet Supplement T-406)





Instructions For Filling Out Project Data Sheet

(Form T - 406)

Items 1 through 9 are to be filled out at the screening site. Most of the

information is obtained from the Texas DPW Screening Sheet (F400). These items

should be completed before the interview.

1. Medicaid number : Copy from item #1 on F400, writing one digit per box.

2. Date : Write the screening date in the boxes, using two digits each for the

month, day, and year,

3. Name : Copy the name of the person being screened from item #2 on F400,

entering the last and first names and middle initial in the appropriate boxes

with one letter per box.

4. Sex : Check appropriate box for sex as Indicated in item V on F400.

5. Bi rthdate : Copy from item #5 on F400, one digit per box.

6. Ethnicity : Look at child's surname to determine if "Spanish Surname" is

appropriate. If not, check appropriate box as indicated in item #8 on F400.

7. Screening site code : Check appropriate box. If site is other than one of

the four major clinic sites, check "Other" and fill in the specific location.

8. Case monitor code : This three-digit code is broken into two parts. The first

digit is an indicator of the skill level of the case monitor. The second two

digits are a personal code, specifying a unique employee. Fill-in the

appropriate case-monitor code according to the sector in which the client

resides. ' Sector CM Code
01 111

02 221

03 331

04 000

9. Sector : The two-digit code is assigned according to the zip code and first



letter of the last name of the' caretaker. The codes are as follows:

Sector Zip Codes First Letter of Last Name

01 75208
75203
75224
75216

A-J

02 75208
75203
75224

75216

K-Z

03 7521 5 A-Z

04 75223
75210

A-Z

Items 10 through 17 are questions asked of the caretaker in an interview at the

screening site. Introduce yourself and explain that we are conducting a project

in order to obtain information which we hope will enable us to improve the

health services. Request the interviewee's help in obtaining this information,

stating that you would like to ask them a few questions. Ask to see any medical

and immunization records they have with them, including any received that day.

Refer to these records as an aid to questions concerning medical care, health

experience, and immunizations during the interview, but do not depend solely on

them for a complete answer.

10. Length of time at current address : Ask: "How many years or months have you

lived at your current address?" Record in the blank provided.

11. Length of time on Medicaid : Ask: "How many years or months have you

currently been receiving Medicaid without a break?" If the caretaker has

been on and off Medicaid, record the current consecutive length of time on

Medicaid.

12. Transportation to clinic : Ask: "How did you get to the clinic today?"



"Rode bus/taxi" should be checked if the clients paid for bus, subway,

or taxi fare. "Rode Welfare Vehicle" applies if the clients were

transported to and from the clinic by a clinic owned vehicle. "Brought

by welfare staff" should be checked if the client's caseworker or case-

finder brought them. "Free taxi" will apply only to those clients in

sector 01 who take advantage of the taxi transportation offered them.

13. Referred by : Ask: "What most influenced you to bring your child in for

screening today?" Check appropriate box. "Home visit (casefinder)" and

"Phone call (casefinder)" can apply if a caseworker or case finding aide

contacted the client.

14. Medical care during past 12 months : This item identifies the place or

type of medical care that the client may have had during the previous

12 months for an acute illness (sick visits) or as a preventive health

measure (check-up). It is an indicator of the child's general health and

the preventive health orientation of the parents. Ask: "Try to recall

whether your child (you) has received any medical attention in the last

year . I specifically would like to know whether he/she/you has visited:

a doctor's private office?

an outpatient clinic?

a hospital emergency room?

has been admitted into a hospital?

a dentist?

an eye doctor?

had a school physical?

any other medical provider?

(An affirmative response to any of the above categories should eac h be

fol 1 owed by:

)



"How many times did you visit this health care provider? How many of these

visits were made because he/she/you were feeling ill and how many visits

were made as regular check-ups?" Check the box next to "No Contacts" if the

child has had no medical care in the past year. Otherwise, enter the appro-

priate number of check-ups or sick visits in the boxes alongside each type

of health care. Enter "X" in the boxes if some visits were made, but the

exact number is unknown.

No Contacts Number of:

Check-ups Sick Visits

Private Physician

Outpatient Clinic

Hospital Emergency Room

Hospital (Inpatient) Admissions

Dentist

Optometrist/Ophthalmologist

School Physical

Other (Specify)

15. Screening sequence : Ask: "Is this the first time your child (you) has been

to a welfare-sponsored screening program?" If the child has been screened

before in any EPSDT program, including another state's, check "Periodic

Rescreen". Otherwise, check "Original EPSDT".

15. Date for rescreen : In accordance with the State plan for periodic rescreens,

indicate in the boxes the date on which the child will be eligible for his/

her periodic rescreen.



17. Visit number : Some screening completions require more than one visit. It

is necessary to ascertain the impact of multi-visits on screening and case

completions. Ask: "Is this the first visit your child (you) have made to

the clinic for this screening or has it been necessary for you to return

to complete the screen?" In this instance, circle the number that the current

visit constitutes in the ongoing screening sequence. In the initial visit,

the screener would have indicated "(T)"- On a subsequent second visit,

• using the same screening sheet, the entry would appear as 3 4 ",

and if, for some unusual reason, a new screening sheet was initiated for

this second visit, the entry would appear as "
1 (T) 3 4 ".

Thank the interviewee for his/her time and cooperation.

Items 18 through 23 (on second sheet) are completed when the results from the

lab tests are available.

18. Child's healthiness rating : Write in the same number that is circled on the

scale stamped on the F4.00.

19. Tests and measurements : Indicate which of these tests are required at this

screen by placing a check in the required column. When the results of the

tests are obtained, if the result is normal place a check in the normal

column; if the test result is abnormal and the State does not require a

retest for abnormal conditions for that test, place a check in the abnormal

column. If a retest is required because of an abnormal condition found,

place a check in the retest column and leave the two columns on results

blank. In this case when the results of the retest are obtained, place a

check in either normal or abnormal, whichever is appropriate. When this

section is completed, for each check in the required column there should be



a check in either the normal or abnormal column for that test.

Total problem sheets initiated : Write in the box the number of problem

sheets that were initiated as a result of the screening. This information

is obtained by counting the number of clinic copies of problem sheets in a

child's record.

Staff code of primary screener : The primary screener normally is the person

who completes the final review of the screening sheet, determines if any of

the problems require treatment, and signs the F400 at the bottom. This

three-digit staff code is similar to the case monitor code in that the first

digit is an indicator of a screener's qualifications and the other two

digits are the screener's personal code. The following are the screening

staff codes: Nancy White 501

Faye Smith 101

Susan Vaughn 102

Karen Alleman 103
Margaret Bushong 104

JoAnn Cook 201

Vora Bell 202

Betty Haywood 203
Carolyn Smith 204
Robbie Saunders 801

Jo Smith 802

Screening complete? : It is important to identify the completion of the

screening sequence. The screening is complete when the physical examination

and the results of all required tests have been returned, when the child's

healthiness rating has been entered, and when the staff codes for the persons

completing the screening sheet have been entered. Check "Yes" when complete.

Reasons for inability to complete screen : This section is to be completed

by the case monitor. If the screen has not been completed after the client

has failed to keep three consecutive appointments, or at the end of 90 days

from the date of show for screen, the case monitor should check the appro-

priate box.
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Immunization Annex (T-407)





Immunization Annex

(Form'T-407)

1. Medicaid Number : Enter in the spaces provided the Medicaid number of the

person being screened, e.g., [T] |3|5 6 7 8 2

2. Date: Enter numerically, e.g.. Date 9 )3 7 6

mo. day yr.

3. Name : Print the last and first names of the person screened in the boxes

provided, starting from the left in each case. If the name should contain

more letters than boxes on the form, print the remainder out to the side.

4. Sex : Check the appropriate box.

5. Age : Age is included here to provide a ready reference to determine the

immunization requirements for this age child generally as a base point

to subsequently determine immunizations required for a particular child.

Enter numerically, e.g..

Age 3 6

yr. mo.

Age 1 (10 months old)

^' Case Monitor Code : Fill in the boxes with the appropriate three digit code.

This item is included to assign follow-up responsibility for immunizations.

The first digit is an indicator of the skill level of the case monitor.

The codes are as follows: 1 - social worker (sector 01)

2 - assistant (sector 02)

3 - public health nurse (sector 03)

The next two digits are unique to the employee and will be assigned upon

empl oyment.

^- Sector : - The two digit code is assigned as specified in the instructions for the

Project Data Sheet, and can be transcribed from that form.



6. Current Status - Routinely Regui-red for Child this A^e - Using the

age and sex of the child being screened as the sole factors, simply

use the appropriate age column on the form under the heading "Age at

Screening" as the basis to check each box indicating requirements

for specific immunizations, e.g. , a child is male and

IMMUNIZATIONS

OTP •r

DTP

TOFV n

TO*»V #3

MEASLES

BU8ELLA

OT^ tftaf *9 II montt* (#3 or 4)

TCyv ttur tga morrth* (#3 or 4)

tf^ir «g« 4 yn. ( a3.4 Of S)

I

0"'' (Td i( jivwi «4lar aga 61

TO>>V tttar a^* 4 yr*. ( #3.4 or 6)

Td wthi/^ \nr 10 yr».

AGE AT SCREENING

24 4« S-tl

Moo< h|

1% 5 &-13 I

Vtara

Hi

14. 21

Aautm.lv r«<iuirtd

lo' ctMliI thti tf^f

7 mo. old 4^ yr. old
]

/it R.quif«<

y

y

7 . Current Status - Has Child Had this Immunization - Including Current Visit?

Enter Date Received - Question the mother concerning the status of each

immunization indicated as required by the previous step (paragraph 6).

Immunization records kept by parents or recorded in a medical chart



can be accepted as valid. Verbal reports by parents are less valid, but can

often be accepted as evidence of inmunization. If the child is in school,

it can be assumed that the child is up to date on inrnuni zations since state

law requires proof of immunization completeness to enter school. If exact

dates of immunization are unobtainable, but the caretaker is certain that

they were given, simply place a check instead of a date in the appropriate

block under this column. If records are available, enter the dates of

previous immunizations and then record the date of those shots given at thi^s^

visit, if any. For example, for a child born November 1970, 3H years old:

IMMUNIZATIONS
AGE AT SCREENING

Hj\ child hjti ihii

2 4 4 6 6 11 I U 17

Montht ' MonlHi

OT? 91

T<yv •>

DTP 07

V #3

EASLES

RUBELLA

|

|«UMyS

OT? iftir tgr \ 8 month* ( or 4)

I
O'V •tt»r 1 a mo»«tl» ( #0 or 4)

i'lt. t'^i 4 ya (#3,4 or 6)

EOI»V ift^ aq* 4 yn I #3.4 or 6)

Td withio Urn 10 yt.

1^

6 13 U 21

f . .

a.At

OR

£oi«<

H >i child h*<J itui

miinunii.4iion !«•

C'i.r*...ii lh>l »UM ^

11

mi
MIL

*Indicating those given at the current visit

8. Current Status - Subsequent Immunizations, Current Series Only (Within Four

Months of Current Visit) - Date Required - This column, as well as the next one,

is to be completed by the case monitor assigned to this case. Comparing the

two previous steps (columns), which will have indicated the immunizations re-

quired and



those received in the past and the current visit, the action in this

instance is to schedule additionally required immunizations by entering

the date the next inmunizations are due in the four following

montns ; e.g.

,

(Date of Birth, November 1970 - 3 1/2 years old)

|MMUNI£Anow
ACE AT SCREENINO

CUHHENT STATUS

Pautin«lv (Mlui'.d

for ehtirt Iht. Mf*'

Hi\ child h«4i lh«»

cIuHmk) lh*t «l%tt ?
matin* •! thtt •f>lT)

2-4 46
1

s-n
M«nlht 1 MiwMhi

13

/II AKiuir.il

£ n lAf

0«i« Aoc»4««d

OT^ •I
I

•

1

y

TO^ •\
y

OTP 93

OTP #3

TOrv #3 y
MCASi.ES

s

y 1

RUBELLA 'A

MUMPS
- r

OTP ttf tv) 1 8 mon(t« ( 03 or 4) y
TOPV rtw av* H mooth* (#3 or 4) y

»t\m 4 yfi ( #3,4 0* U
(Td i( yv*n Hi«r «J

TOPV Cftar 4 yrv (#3,4 or &)

Td within Ittt JO yrw
i

*Indicating those given at the current visit.

9. Current Status - Subsequent Immunizations - Current Series Only (Within Four

Months of Current Visit): Date Received

Enter the date subsequently scheduled immunizations are received, e.g.,



(Date of Birth, November 1970 - 3 1/2 years old)

-

IMMUNIZATIONS

AGE AT SCREENING

CUHHE^T STATUS

'r. ,1,. 1 ..< ,»,»
i

ti,,^.,,^ Ih., ' »

->"•"-

2-* \ 4 6 b 1 1 1? 17 • IV, ' i i; '* ^'
1

M«nir>t 1 Mo""<« • Mor-!r>« Monih* V«»m Y»».»
^

em*' 0"> 0><«

OTP #>

1

I

1
1

TO^ •»
, 1

'

1

1 - —
1 1 1

OTP n
!

'

Torv n I

1

1

- ..- -

0T1» 03
; i

1

,

—

\

1

TO'V #3
I

-.

i
:

<

MEASLES
1

•

•

HUBSLLA >
i

•

1
.1

1

t—
OTI* ahf tge ?S rnontM (#3 or *) y
TO^V ntvtt •0i 18 momh» (WO or 41

i

!

TO»»v «lwr sya 4 yn. (#3,4 or 6)

&hifi:j
1

i

1

1

1

I

1

When this step is completed and the subsequent immunizations received

match those required, the child is now completely immunized for its

age--the status is current. At the next rescreen in the following year

for the child used in the above example, he will require two additional

shots (DTP after age 4 and TOPV after age 4) to be considered completely

immunized for his age.





Appendix 4D

EPSDT Medical Referral (Forms 402 and 402-1)





EPSDT MEDICAL REFERRAL

(Form T-402 and 402-1

)

Section 1 - to be completed by DPW case monitors.

1. Patient's DPW case number - this is not the payee case number, but the

person's number who has been screened and referred.

2. Case Name (payee) - enter the name of the person receiving grant (head

of household).

3. Referral number - pre-stamped six-digit number.

4. Patient's Last, Middle, and First Name - enter the last name of the indi-

vidual referred, then the first and middle names.

5- Birth Date - enter by digits the date of birth. Example: 07/08/75.

6. Address - Street/Route - City/Town - Zip - Phone number - enter client's

address and phone number. Write sector code at end of address space.

7. DPW Worker/Agency Representative Name - print name of DPW case monitor,

DPW BJN and case monitor code, and phone number. For example:

Prunella Smith
|

01 1 -OO-R-02-600-077-2/222
|

372-4671

8. Referred to - enter physician or appropriate medical resource's name,

address, and zip code where the client is scheduled for an appointment.

9. Appointment time/day/date - enter appointment time, etc.

10. Rescheduled appointment(s) - for worker use in case record, enter new

rescheduling of appointments. (See Case Monitoring Sheet for additional

space.

)

Section II - to be completed by screening provider.

1. TDHR provider number - enter medical screening provider number.

2. Date of screening - enter by digits (07/08/75) the date on which the client

received medical screening.



3. Reason for referral - Record 400 abnormality number and explanation for

medical provider. Demonstration project staff should write in major

condition category code number in the space between screen date and

referral date.

4. Referral date - enter by digits (07/08/75) the exact date the specified

abnormality was identified and referred for diagnosis and/or treatment by

the screening provider. NOTE: Except in the case of an iirmediate referral,

the screen date and referral date will not be the same.

5. Problem History - Check one. Is the problem referred completely new to

the caretaker or was it previously known and either under care or not

under care.

6. Authorization for Release of Medical Information to DPW-TDHR - Appropriate

person (parent or guardian) must sign and date this release. NOTE: Autho-

rized DPIn social services/personnel or the person to whom authority has

been delegated should sign in the case of a foster child. The DPW worker

or contracting agency representative should assist the TDHR screening

provider in securing this signature.

Section III - to be completed by physician or his staff or other medical

resource. NOTE: Care should be taken to include franked envelopes with the

proper return address for the DPW or contracting agency worker.

1. Service or examination date - enter the date of the initial exam.

NOTE: This item is ver-y important. If the medical provider does not wish

to provide the other information, he/she should enter this date and return

all copies.

2. Was initial appointment kept? - Check yes or no if the client did or did



not keep the first appointment 'set. NOTE: This question is asterisked

and refers the medical provider to the EPSDT follow-up worker for assistance

if the client does not keep the first appointment.

Number of schedulinqs before the appointment was kept? - Enter 1 if the

first appointment was kept, etc. The data generated from this item will

be helpful in evaluating client response to the EPSDT program and, if the

treatment is received more than 60 days after screening, will be taken

into consideration on penalty regulation compliance.

3. Was the suspected problem confirmed at the diagnostic/treatment visit? -

Check one. This data item will be utilized as a check on false positive

screening findings.

4. Follow-up care - Check one. Was no further treatment, continued office

treatment, or referral to another medical provider needed? Types of

medical resources referrals include hospitalization referral, specialist

referral , etc.

5. If follow-up care is required, do you need assistance in such areas as... -

Check yes or no. This indicates the medical provider needs additional

follow-up by the DPW worker to assist the client in following a treatment

plan.

5. Probable diagnosis... - This item is optional but would provide needed

information on the results of screening and treatment. If more space is

required, an additional sheet of paper should be attached.
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EPSDT Case Monitoring Sheet (Fonn T-408)





EPSDT CASE MONITORING SHEET

(Form T - 408)

1. Patient's DPW number - enter number in spaces provided.

2. Referral number - enter the referral number that is pre-stamped on the

corresponding 402. It is very Important that the referral numbers are

correct.

3. Case monitor code - enter in boxes.

4. Name - write patient's name in boxes, one letter per box.

5. Appointment record - This space Is provided to assist the case monitor

in following-up on client's treatment plan. The conments section should

be used to indicate outcome of appointments made.

6. Narrative summary of follow-up - This space is to be used to record

information concerning treatment received. Such information will assi^st

in completing the following question (item #7). NOTE: Either #7 or #9

will be completed, but not both.

7. Problem status - to be filled in upon problem completion or. 180 days from

initial date of referral. Check appropriate box. NOTE: Item b is to be

checked when the problem is cured or inactive, but more than one visit

was necessary to achieve this status. Item c applies if treatment plan

is terminated, but the condition cannot be considered cured or inactive.

8. Method of follow-up - Check appropriate box. If various methods were used

in follow-up, indicate which method resulted in the most information.

9. Reasons for inability to complete problem - If treatment cannot be completed

for non-medical reasons, check appropriate item.

10. Date form completed - enter date.

11. DPW worker signature - sign.



9. Diagnosis - This item is optional but would provide needed information

on the results of screening and treatment. If more space is required, an

additional sheet of paper should be attached.

10. Source of documentation - Check the type of source of information for this

form. Examples of other sources are medical receptionist, medicaid office

clerk, nurse, etc.

11. Reason for non-completion of referral -treatment process - Check appropriate

• box and explain reason that necessitates closure of services if appropriate.

Check client unlocatable or no longer eligible if appropriate. NOTE: Item

#11 does not apply if items 4 through 10 were completed.

12. DPW Worker/Agency Representative - Print name of person executing the form

and DPW BJN.

Signature - Worker or representative signs Form 402-S.

Date - Enter date information was obtained.
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EPSDT MEDICAL REFERRAL SUPPLEMENT

(Form 402 - S)

1. Patient' s DPW number - enter the OPW number of the person referred from

medical screening, not the payee number.

2. Patient's name - print the last, first, and middle names of the individual

referred.

3. Referral number - enter by digits the exact number on the Form 402 in the

case record. This item must correspond. NOTE: Complete either items 4

through 10 or item 11, based on information gathered from client and/or

physician.

4. Examination date - enter the date of the initial exam. NOTE: This item

is very important. If the medical provider does not wish to provide the

other information, the worker should enter this date and distribute all

copies appropriately.

5. Was initial appointment kept? Number of schedulings before the appointment

kept? - Check appropriate box. Enter 1 if the first appointment was kept,

etc. The data generated from these items will be used in evaluating client

response to the EPSDT program and, if the treatment is received more than

60 days after screening, will be taken into consideration on penalty

regulation compliance.

6. Was the suspected (referred) problem confirmed at diagnostic/treatment visit?

Check appropriate box. This data item will be used as a check on false

positive screening findings. "

*"

7. Follow-up care - Check one.

8. Does medical provider require assistance from worker, etc. - Check yes or

no.
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Entry Instructions - Individual Work Sheet

(Unnumbered Form-Internal Project HSRI Use)

1 . Week of
"

Indicate the weekly period covered by the report - (Monday through

Sunday), i.e., March 10 - 16, 1975.

2. Name of Employee

Indicate full name

3. Job Title and Job Title Number Code

The job title entered must be one of 24 contained in the category of person-

nel section of the Cost Data Summary Sheet (page 27) or identify with one

of these 24 by the code number indicated on the Cost Data Summary Sheet.

This correlation is imperative to ready conversion of individual work

sheet data to summary sheet data . If there is difficulty in fitting a

job title to one of these classifications. Job Title Code Number 24 may
^

be used, which is "Other (specify)

4. Activity of Assignment

The activity of assignment must be one of the eight "Major Project

Functional Activities" contained in the Cost Data Surrinary Sheet, i.e.,

(1) Case-finding, (2) Screening, (3) Diagnosis and Treatment (4) Case-

monitoring, (5) Health Education, (6) Other Experimental Activities,

(7) Orientation/Staff Training/Staff Conferences and (8) Managerial and

other Administrative Activity. This correlation is imperative to ready

conversion of individual work sheet data to summary sheet data . If

the "Other Experimental Activity" option is utilized to account for time,

this activity (or activities) must be identified, e.g., "development of

a learning disabilities screening sheet". Case monitoring activities

must be broken down into two subdivisions, i.e.. Problem Completion and,

Screen Completion. Case finding must be broken down into case finding

(new cases) and rescreens. The total hours recorded in these subdivisions



should equal the entry for Case Monitoring as a whole (for each day of the week).

5. Total Hours Available this Week

The entry will be the number of hours for which paid, normally 40,

unless a worker is a part-time employee (for a specified number of hours,

i.e., 20 hours), £r it is the number of hours actually worked by a

volunteer worker.

6. Hours Worked, by Major Activity

. (1) Days of the Week

The total of hours for each day will normally be eight unless one

of the exception categories indicated in No. 5, above, applies. The

total of daily hours will be accounted for by major activity. Any non-

productive time (sick leave, vacation, compensatory time, substitute

leave, etc.) should be reported in a footnote.

(2) Total Hours Worked

Based upon stipulations already identified, total hours worked should

usually be the same as total available hours, except when non-productive

time is involved, or where overtime is involved. If paid overtime, the

total hours available should be reflected to show these as additional

available hours, and then the two total columns will again coincide.

If unpaid overtime , the total hours worked may exceed the total hours

available but all time must be distributed by major activity. Unpaid

overtime will tend to distort true costs if extensively utilized. Under

such conditions a cost would have to be allocated and charged for such

overtime hours.



Entry Instruction - Summary Sheet of Cost Data
(Unnumbered Form-Internal Project HSRI Use)

Summary Sheet of Cost Data

Data from individual work sheets will be transcribed weekly to Section

I - Personnel Data of the Summary Sheet of Cost Data. The form (Summary Sheet

of Cost Data, Chapter V-Appendix 2-1) will be used for this purpose. The Project

Director must assign responsibilities and establish procedures to assure that

a fully completed form is furnished the HSRI on-site Project Coordinator each

week for the preceding week with a copy of all back-up Individual Work Sheets.

A separate Summary Sheet of Cost Data will be prepared for each quarter of

the year as of September 30, December 31, March 31 and June 30, and will include

completed Sections I and II.

The personnel data in the quarterly reports will be a summary of Section

I of the 13 weekly reports covering that period. To assure uniformity of

inclusive dates, the HSRI will indicate quarterly which 13 weekly reports will

be covered in each quarterly report. The cost data in Section II will be for

the inclusive dates of the respective quarter.

The quarterly Summary Sheet will be furnished the HSRI on-site Project

Coordinator by the 12th day of the month following the end of the quarter

(October 12, January 12, April 12, July 12) .

Entry Instructions

(To understand the explanation on entries, it is imperative that the Summary
Sheet be constantly in eyesight. A partially completed example is provided on

page 27a)

Section I - Personnel Data

1 . Periodicity

Check one, whether a weekly or quarterly, and fill in the inclusive
dates which the report covers.





Appendix 4H

Entry Instructions - Project Summary Sheet of Cost Data





Z . Category of Personnel

As indicated in the directions for preparation of the Individual Work

Sheet (Job Title and Job Title Number Code) all personnel employed in the

project must be categorized into the 24 categories and Job Title Code

Numbers specified. Write-in options are provided in Job Title Code

Numbers 4, 17, 22 and 24.

3. Base Data - Costs and Hours

Col umn 1 : Number of Full Time Equivalents and Category of Personnel

This column represents the summation of all Individual Time Sheet

data in "Total Hours Available This Week" converted into full time^

equivalents for the categories of personnel utilized in the project and

categorized into the 24 headings and numbers indicated. If, for example,

120 hours were reported by three physicians, this represents three ful 1 -time

equivalent physicians (120 + 40 = 3). If 100 hours were reported by

five part time RN's, this represents 2.5 full time RN equivalents

(100 - 40= 2.5).

2
Column 2 : Total Hours Per Week Available for Work for Each Category

of Personnel

This column represents the suirmation of all Individual Time Sheet -

"Total Hours Available This Week", by category of personnel. If, for

example, three physicians reported 120 hours available, 120 hours would

be reported in column 2, line 5. (These are the total of hours that

will be accounted for by major activity to obtain the percentages of

personnel effort committed to each major activity.)

^Forty hour week equivalents

2
This would be understood to mean "quarter" in the quarterly report



Column 3 : [ndi_vj d_ij_a 1
_
Weekly Rate of C.onipensatl on per f_uJJ_Ijime E qui va lent

for Ea c h Cate gory of P erson nel

Enter the weekly compensation rate per individual for each category

of personnel. If salaries within categories vary, then an average salary

rate for that category should be entered. If three physicians, for

example, earn $550, $600 and $550 respectively, enter the average ($600)

in column 3, line 5. (550 + 600 + 650 = 1800 r 3 = 600).

Column 4: Total W eekly Personnel Costs - E ach Catego ry of Personnel

For each line (row) representing a category of personnel for which

entries are made in columns 1 through 3, an entry will be made in this

column by multiplying the number of full time equivalents (column 1) by

the rate of individual compensation for each category of personnel

(column 3)

.

Column 5 : Hours Worked per Week by Category of Personnel

Enter the total hours worked for the week from al

1

of the Individual

Worksheets in the
" Case-finding " activity for each category of personnel

in which entries are reported in columns 1 through 4. (Comment: The

row totals for each category of personnel, as reported in columns 5, 8,

11, 14, 17, 20, 23 and 26, must correspond to the total hours reported

available for work in column 2. Columns 5_ + 8 + 1 1 +14 + 17 + 20 + 23

+ 26 = col umn 2
.

)

Column 6 : Perc ent of Total Hours Ava i lable for Work Performied in This
Activity by each Category of Personnel

For each 1 i ne (row) representing a category of personnel for which

entries are made in columns 1 through 5, an entry will be made in this

column by dividing the numbers of hours worked reported in column 5 by



the nurr^ber of hours available f'^r wor-k reported in column 2. (Corr.ment:

Column 2 'roprc^sents lOO'.. for the row total: column 5 + column 2 = colur^n 6;

columns 6 + 9 + 1 2 + 1 5 + 13 + 21 + 24 + 27 = col urr.n 2 (100%)).

Column 7 : Total _ Dolla rs Attr ibuted to t_h_i s_ Activity b y Cdteao'^y of Personnel

For eacn row in which an entry was made in colu'nn 6, an entrv will be

made in this column by multiplying the dollar costs '^or each cateqory of

personnel inaicated in column 4 by the percent indicated in column 5

(that part of the total of this category of personnel costs attributed to

this major act i vi ty--case finding). (Column 4 x column 6 = column 7;

column 7 + 10 + 13 ^ 16 + 19 + 22 + 25 + 28 = column 4)

Columns 8 , 9 & 10 ( Screen i nq) ; 1 1, 12 & 13 (Diagnosi s and "treatment)
;

14, 1 5 & 16 (Case-moni to ri ngV. 17 , 18 & 19 (.-ieaUh Education'^;
^

20, 2'1 22 Coyher Experim,ental Ac tivityl; 23, 24 (Orientation
and Staff Training") and 26, 27 & 28 (Management/Other Administrative
Acti vi ti es ;

These additional seven sections (21 columns) representing major

project activities will be completed in a manner similar to that de-

scribed above for the section on Case-finding consisting of columns 5,

6 and 7.

The form indicates the respective column relationships to a^^rive at

the appropriate percentages and personnel costs related to the various

major functional activities.

Section II - Cost Data

Row - Di rect Costs by Subsystem or Yajor Activity

The entries-in the boxes in this row in columns 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22.

25 ana 28 are simply r-epetitions of tne cost totals from the line (row)

immed-iately above in the same columns. These are tne totals of direct

personnel costs by subsystem or dujor activity.



Row - Percent of Total Hours Available Committed to Each Major Activity

The entry in the box in column 2, this row, is simply a repetition of the

entry from the total row in Section I in the same column representing the

total number of hours per week available for work. This number, in this

instance, constitutes 100% of the computations of all other sub-component

entries in this row , The percentage entry in the box in column 6 of this

row is the percentage that the number of hours from the entry on the total

row in column 5 is to this overall total. (The total hours per week by the

respective categories of personnel in the case-finding subsystem [entry in

the Total row, column 5, Section I] as related to the overall total hours

per week available for work [entry in the Total row, column 2, Section

I] or [entry in Total row, column 5, Section I + entry in Total row,

column 2, Section I = percent of hours worked in the case-finding subsysten ]

The entry in the box in this row in column 9 is similarly determined,

i.e., entry in the Total row, column 8, Section I !• entry in Total row

column 2, Section I = percent of hours worked in the screening

subsystem .

The entries in the boxes on this row in columns 12, 15, 18, 21, 24

and 27 will be similarly determined.

The percent entries in all these boxes (8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24 and 27)

win total to 100%.

These percentages will determine the subsequent allocations of

indirect costs .

Row - Other Direct Costs (Except Title XIX)

The project accounting system will categorize other direct costs (other

than personnel costs) into the following accounts for reporting in this



system (internally, other more detailed accounts may be desired by the

Project Director, but these must directly input into the following):

SupDlies and Eauiompnt

Including: Office equipment
Medical equipment
Office supplies
Medical supplies
Other office services (reproduction, etc.)

Transportation

Travel

It is assumed that these items and services are required for

Requisitioned for or by) specific subsystem/major functional activities

and that, therefore, funding in these categories is programned quarterly

for the fiscal year as is the accounting of expenditures.

Accordingly, the entries in the boxes in this row in columns'4, 7,

10, 13, 16, 19. 22, 25 and 28 will reflect the quarterly total expendi-

tures for these "Other Direct Costs" by the subsystem or major function

represented.

Row - Total Direct Costs (Except Title XIX)

The entries in the boxes in this row are simply the totals of the entries in

two boxes above in the same columns--ref 1 ecting the total of Direct Costs

(Personnel Costs) and Other Direct Costs.

Row - Total Indirect Costs

Row - Di^stribution Percentage

In the respective boxes in the
" Distribution Percentage Row " simply

repeat the percentages derived and reflected in the boxes in the respective

column groups in the row - Percent of Hours Available Committed to each

Major Activity. The percent entered in the box in this row in column 4 will

be 100%, etc.



The project dccounting system will categorize Indirect costs into

the following accounts for reporting in this system (internally, other

more detailed accounts may be desired by the Project Director, but these

must directly input into the following):

Utilities (Gas, electricity, Oil, Water)

Tel ephone

Transportation

Travel

Rent or depreciated and pro-rated building costs

Maintenance

Prorated costs of personnel employed in other activities but
committing a percentage of their effort to the project

Other (Specify )

The entry in the box in column 4 (Row - Total Indirect Costs) will

be the total of all indirect costs for the project for the quarter being

reported. The entries in the boxes in this row in columns 7, 10, 13, 16,

19, 22, 25 and 28 will be the prorations of the total reflected in

column 4, based upon the percentages reflected in these same columns on

the row - Distribution Percentage.

Row - Total Direct and Indirect Costs (Except Title XIX)

The entries in the boxes in this row are simply the totals of the entries

above in each respective coljmn from the rows "Total Direct Costs" and

"Total Indirect Costs".

Row - (Title XIX Costs) (Based on fixed fee/rates or sample data)

There are entry boxes in this row only for the screening and diagnosis

and treatment subsystems. These data are to be utilized to estimate the



costs of the screening package as'well as costs for diagnosis and treat-

ment that were not otherwise previously reflected as direct costs .

These will primarily be in the category of private provider charges

that are reimbursed under Medicaid (Title XIX) .

If the private provider is reimbursed in the demonstration juris-

diction on a fixed fee basis for the screening package, the entry in the

box in this row in column 10 would be this fixed fee multiplied by the

number of screens completed by private providers in the quarter being

reported upon. If a total package fixed fee is not utilized but a base

fee with add-on costs allowable for specific components of the screen,

it may be necessary to sample sufficient numbers of patient or provider

profiles from the State Medicaid data tapes. to compute the "average

charge" for the screen and then use the average as the factor to be mullii

plied by the number of complete screens to make the entry in the box in

column 10, this row. Whichever situation prevails, it is necessary that

a footnote indicate the manner of ascertaining this cost.

The entry in column 13, this row, pertains to diagnostic and treat-

ment charges reimbursed by Medicaid under Title XIX. Since, in only rare

instances will a State or demonstration jurisdiction provide a data

system that will feed back to the demonstration, private provider diagnos

and treatment costs related to problems /ound in screening, these charges

(costs) will need to be estimated as an average per problem or an average

per problem of specific categories. Data for computing these estimates

will need to be based on sampling of State Medicaid files (provider

payment tapes or patient profiles). Names of specific children screened

in the demonstration, determined to have a problem requiring treatment,



and referred to a private provider for treatirent may be tracked through

Medicaid tapes in the ensuinq several months to ascertain treatment

provided and charges therefor. A sufficient samnTing periodically may

provide data for an appropriate average cost of diagnosis and treatment

per problem found. Obviously, a more accurate figure would be based

upon an average cost per type condition found, but this would require a

fairly comprehensive system be developed for estimating costs. The cost

for diagnosis and treatment (entry in box in column 13, this row) would

be the "average factor" times the number of problems resolved (resolved

through checking any one of the resolution options in Item 2 [case-

monitor section] Problem Referral and Case-monitoring Sheet) during the

report period.

The entry in column 4, this row, is the row total of columns 10 and

13.

Row - Total Direct and Indirect Costs (Including Title XIX)

The entries in these boxes in this row in the respective columns are the

totals of the entries in these columns from the rows "Total Direct and

Indirect Costs (Except Title XIX)" and "Total Direct and Indirect Costs

(Including Title XIX).
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